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WHENYOU'REABOUTTO
SIGNACHECKFORAMILLIONDOLLARS
WORTHOFSOFTWARE,WHATTHOUGHTS
GOTHROUGHYOURMIND?

It's natural to lose a little sleep when
you're theperson responsiblefor choosing a
softwarecompany.
Butif thecompanyyou chooseis
McCormack &Dodge,your nightscanbe
a little more peaceful.
You canrestassuredknowingthree
things about us.
First,our product line is wide anddeep.
It encompassesfinancial, humanresource

andmanufacturingpackages,plusa comprehensive set of application tools. It runs
onminisaswellasmainframes,andsupports the major database alternatives,
includingDB2.Itgivesyou virtuallyevery
piece ofsoftware you'llever need.
Second, weback this productline with
intense support. Wetrain, we service; we
get you up andrunningin less timethan
you'dever believe. Ask aroundandyou'll

see thisisn't just a salesclaim. Users give
us exceptionally highsatisfaction ratings.
Third, wehave greater strength and stability than any other competitor in the
businesssoftwareindustry.Becausewe're
partofDun &Bradstreet,a bluechip successstory for nearlya centuryanda half.
So,beforeyou gosigninganybigchecks,
writeyourselfa memo.
TocontactMcCormack &Dodge.
Circle number 8 on reply card

McCormack & Dodge
BB

a company of
The Dun &BratlstreetCorporalwn

Financial, human resource, manufacturing, and application development software for mainframe and minicomputer environments. Call1-800-343-0325.
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Bookkeeper on vacation
Quarterly audit deadline
Deed programming help
Books don't balance
Special project deadline
Accounts receivable to be analyzed
Data entry backlog
Payroll taxes due
Inventory
to be
check d

WhenThePressure'sOn
BringInTheBest.

accounremps.

The more the pressure builds up in your accounting, bookkeeping and data
processing departments, the more you may need professional temporary help.
Accountemps.
Accountemps professionals are slightly over - qualified® As a result, there's
almost no break -in time. They'll come in, get off to a fast start and complete their
assignments efficiently.
Our professionals are available immediately— wherever you need them —for a
day, a week, a month or longer. One specialist or an entire team.
We're the largest specialized temporary service of its kind in the world with
over 100 offices* on three continents. For the best temporary accountants,
bookkeepers and data processors —bring in Accountemps.

Rent an Exprrt
Circ le numbe r 2 on reply card.
01986 Robert Halt International Inc.
'Most offices independently owned and operated.
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Can Controllers Avoid Legal Problems?

18

By Stephen C. Shamberg
Congressional subcommittees have been probing corporate fraud in the wake of a number
of recent financial scandals. Are controllers more exposed to legal action as a result of
these highly publicized incidents? A legal expert examines some recent cases involving
controllers and financial officers and evaluates the risks for controllers.

Taxes

Tax Accounting in an Era of Tax Reform

26

By Pamela G. Townsend
A review of the history of how government tax policy has influenced tax accounting standards suggests that the recent FASB decision to change from the deferral to the liability
method of reporting deferred tax balances was inevitable.

New Rules for Inventory Costing

32

By Harold P. Roth
The new tax law changes inventory accounting for manufacturers by requiring that additional costs be capitalized for tax purposes. Because these additional costs may differ
from costs that are capitalized under GAAP, companies may need to modify their cost
accounting systems to develop inventory and cost -of- goods -sold data for tax purposes.

Benefits

Stock Option Plans Make Sense

46

By Joseph Liberatore
Has your company considered a stock compensation plan? Such a plan could help your
company strengthen its structure and improve productivity.

Small
Business

Developing a Pricing System for a Small Business

50

By John Y. Lee
Audio -Video World's management created a simple but effective pricing system that uses
traditional costing methods and offers a high degree of flexibility in pricing options.

An Inside Look at Small Business Reform

57

By Catherine E. Connally
A delegate to the 1986 White House Conference on Small Business describes the major
concerns of small business ow ners and offers a glim pse into her experience as a
participant.

Insurance

Self- Insurance Should be Accrued

62

By Jack F. Truitt and Thomas R. Nunamaker
The crisis in liability insurance has prompted many companies to opt for self- insurance, but
this cost is not reflected in financial statements. The argument for accruing self- insurance
costs is solidly based on the classical accounting concept of matching, as pointed out
here.
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By Anthony C. Breu
Consolid ation for Turn er Construction Company's 300 projects via a mainframe computer
used to take weeks. Now using PCs the company consolidates and closes in one day.
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PERSPECTIVES

Regional Councils —an Untapped Resource
I have visited several Regional Councils
during my term as President, and it is encouraging to report to you that they are
doing very well and constantly increasing
their participation in NAA. This is good because we really need their assistance. In
the very near future I hope the councils
will become a formal part of our structure
and will be recognized for the fine work
they are doing for us.
They will become our regional structure
and will greatly assist in filling the gap between the chapters and the national organization. This will in all probability require the re- alignment of NAA in
many ways. We will probably develop a group of directors who will
work directly with the chapters as part of the Regional Council
structure. The reporting relationship will be between the chapters
and the councils which will allow us a much larger pool of talent to
work with because they will not be required to travel to national
meetings, but can accomplish all their assignments within the area
serviced by the council. This will eliminate much of the costly and
time - consuming travel, as most of their work can be accomplished
without an overnight stay, except perhaps in some of our Western
locations which require greater travel time.
I see the Councils becoming involved in such activities as participating in professional development programs; assisting chapters;
hosting a suite at the Annual Conference; hosting social gatherings;
assisting in regional CLEW /CMS and national conferences; and
promoting and assisting in future development of the CMA program.
I could go on and on.
Again, my hat's off to the fine work being done by the Councils.
Their leadership is excellent and I see great support by many of our
past officers and directors at these meetings. Believe me, it is all
appreciated. I see on the horizon a great future for the Regional
Councils.
Remember —I have been saying for some time that the Regional
Councils represent the greatest untapped source of volunteer help
in NAA and I still believe that to be true.
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ou may get a corvintirgsong and dance, but
underneath i a different story. Behind those pat
answers that software vendor is actually sweating
and squirming.
Why don't they want you to see acomplete list?
Simple. They know that their size and name familiarity do not guarantee happiness. Many "single
source" or "all- things to all people" vendors have,
at best, uneven quality across a multi - application
product line. They know that their customer list
may contain agood number of less - than-happy
clients. It's difficult for these vendors to commit
the human and monetary resources necessary to
produce the type of superior product available from
a firm that specializes in a single application area.
A firmlike Data Des'gn
Data Design develop.s mainframe financial
applications software. Period. We understand all
our users' requirements and are therefore able to
provide the necessary support: over 40 percent of
our support and installation staff are CPA's or have
MBA's.
Data Design doesn't balk at giving prospective

customers acom tecustomerlist.That'sbecause
hundreds of FOR UNE 1000 companies have reaped
exceptional results from our financial software
systems. Alcoa, Gerber, Pillsbury, Sherwin - Williams,
Merrill Lynch, Bankers' Trust, Bristol- Myers, Federal
Express, Litton, Lloyd's Bank, The NewYork Times
Company, Owens-Corning, Royal Business
Machines, Warner - Lambert and hundreds more
have opted for Data Desip over other major vendors. Write for our complete customer list and ask
anyoneon it about our fast, trouble -free implementation; system flexibility and ease of use; in -depth
training and responsive, knowledgeable support;
managementkmtpeople in customer service
positions, and more.
You'll find that people who want financial software relief choose Data Design. Since 1971 nationally recognized independent software surveys have
confirmed Data Design's unsurpassed record of user
satisfaction —year after year. That's why we'll give
you a complete customer list —andtheywon't.
So, if you're in the process of looking at mainframe financial software for your company, put
Circle number 10 on reply card.

Data Design on your Wt. Then tell the other vendors
on it you're also looking at Data Design. And watch
what happens.
Financial software by Data Design.
Simply the best.

GENERALLEDGER
ACCOUNTSPAYABLE
PURCHASEORDERCONTROL
FIXEDASSETS
PROIECTACCOUNTINGSYSTEM
Learn more about the best financial software
available, call Betty Fulton toll -free at 800- 556 -5511.

DATADES
SCOATFS
ExteQenteinfrnancratstiftware. Bydaogn.
1279 Oakmead Parkway,Sunnyvale,CA94086

All companies are trying to create
value for shareholders.
The ones who are serious about it
are coming to Alcar.
lmost every annual report
these days states that the
company's objective is "to
create value for shareholders."
Yet some companies are using
the wrong ruler to measure their
success. They are still relying on
conventional accounting numbers
such as EPS and ROE. In many
cases those accounting numbers
move in the opposite direction
from their stock price.
Fortunately, a more reliable
method has been developed by
Alcar, a firm that specializes in
helping companies create value
for shareholders.

From Corporate Restructuring
to Product -Line Analysis
Within many companies, different
— and occasionally conflicting —
criteria are used to evaluate strategic investments: Some are assessed based on accounting criteria,
while others are evaluated using
the discounted cash flow approach. This inconsistency may
work against the objective of
providing maximum returns to
shareholders.

The Opinion- Leaders
Are Relying on Alcar

Corporations and financial
advisors find that Alcar's shareholder value approach, on the
other hand, gives them a consistent way to evaluate all opportunities — from acquisitions and
LBOs to divisional plans and
product -line strategies.

They include:
• Corporations (100 of the
Fortune 500)
• Nine of the top ten banks
• "Big Eight" accounting firms
• Major consulting firms.

In addition, it gives operating
managers a way to identify and
measure the "value drivers" —
that is, the most critical financial
factors affecting the value of
the business.

These leading firms are using
Alcar's "shareholder value
approach" because it offers them
a more reliable method for evaluating how any restructuring
alternative or business plan would
affect shareholder returns.

How Your Company
Can Use Alcar's Shareholder
Value Approach

Alcar provides three types of
services and products to help
implement the shareholder value
approach:
• Management education
• Software
• Specialized consulting
Perhaps the greatest strength of
Alcar's products and services is
that they are based on years of
experience in helping clients
implement the shareholder value
approach.
The firm was founded in 1979
by Alfred Rappaport and Carl M.
Noble Jr. Rappaport's book, Creating Shareholder value: The New
Standard for Business Performance,
was published by The Free Press
in the fall of 1986.
Alcar now has offices in the
Chicago area, New York and Los
Angeles. Please call us to request
information about how we can
help you use the shareholder
value approach.
The Alcar Group Inc.
Attn: Joy Buck
5215 Old Orchard Road
Suite 600
Skokie, IL 60077 -1035
(312) 967 -4200

You can incorporate the shareholder value approach into your
planning process using data that
is currently available in your
company.

Circle number 5 on reply card.
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Taxes
Susan Jayson, Editor

Corporations Making Estimated
Tax Payments
For taxable years beginning in 1987, the new
tax law repeals the corporate add -on minimum
tax and creates a new alternative minimum tax
that is designed to ensure that a corporation
will pay a tax equalling at least 20% of its economic income.
The tax law also calls for corporations to
take into account the alternative minimum tax
when making estimated tax payments. Penalties for underpayment of estimated tax can be
avoided if timely installments are made based
on last year's tax or last year's income and deductions at this year's rates.
These safety zones, however, are not available to certain "large corporations" —those
with taxable income of at least $1 million for
any of the three immediately preceeding tax
years (Sec. S- 7020). These large corporations
generally must make estimated payments
equal to at least 90% of the current year's tax.
Thus, a corporation must evaluate its tax liability, including alternative minimum tax, before
paying each installment of its estimated tax.

Investments and the New Tax Law
Management accountants can save their company money by concentrating on often overlooked areas of tax deferral or exemption. According to Nanette Macbeth, vice president of
Merrill Lynch's Fullerton office, areas little or
not affected —such as tax exclusion on dividends paid to a corporation, tax free bonds,
pension and profit sharing plans, and the tax
deferred build -up of business insurance policies —are considered necessary but annoying
concerns. Now is the time to carefully examine
the quality and use of these investments.
Municipal or tax -free bonds are among the
most attractive fixed income investments at
present. Assuming interest rates will go lower,
or remain the same, bonds are a timely investment and the current relationship between municipal yields and taxable yields make municipal
yields inexpensive by historical standards. And,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987

the corporate dividend exclusion is still appealing to those corporations with money not necessary for cash flow for at least 46 days.
Under the new law, the exclusion on dividends paid to a corporate taxpayer drops from
85% to 80 %. This is still a viable return given
the yield differentials between taxable and tax advantaged investments; the latter would continue to offer attractive after -tax returns to the
corporate investor. Corporate cash - trusts,
which are mutual funds of adjustable rate preferred shares, offer more diversification of issues, minimal fluctuations in principal, current
yields adjusted to money market rates and daily
liquidity. They also pay dividends monthly, eliminating the need for the corporate investor to
hold shares until each quarter end to receive
dividend income.
This exclusion favors high- dividend paying
stocks such as utilities and preferred shares.
For those corporations with ample cash for a
portfolio, selected utilities offer excellent price
appreciation for the following reasons:
• The economic outlook of lower interest rates,
low inflation and low growth makes utilities
attractive in relation to other stocks.
• Tax legislation favors companies with higher
dividend payouts.
• The financial structure of the industry continues to improve. There are reduced plant construction programs and reduced financing
needs. They also have restructured debt to
take advantage of lower interest rates.
With few tax havens under new tax legislation, the cash value accumulation of a single
premium life insurance contract becomes more
attractive — particularly the variable life contracts. "These variable life contracts offer marvelous investment flexibility," said Ms. Macbeth. They provide a spectrum of investments:
money markets; zero coupon bonds (which are
portfolios that guarantee a specific number of
dollars at a specific time); no -load stock and
bond funds; or a totally managed portfolio.
The investor can change these investments,
accumulating capital gains and tax - deferred income. He may never have to pay taxes. He can
tak e a loan again st th e polic y, p ay wh at
amounts to a .075 percent charge and receive
the money tax free.
The company could purchase this policy
from retained earnings, avoiding the excess
penalty tax and still keep it in the corporation,
The growth of tax - advantaged cash could be
paid out by a loan to finance the "key man" or
owner's retirement. It could also be a source of
loans for the corporation.

FAS 33 —A Failed Experiment?

will

At the end of last year, the FASB rushed to get
into print FAS 89, "Financial Reporting and
Changing Prices," which supersedes FAS 33
and thereby makes voluntary the supplementary disclosures of current cost /constant purchasing power information. The statement is
effective for financial reports issued after December 2, 1986. More than a few companies,
which have been disclosing such information
"under protest," will be delighted not to have to
do so with their 1986 financial statements.
As was true with approval of the exposure
draft several months earlier, the Board members again voted by a 4 -3 margin to make the
changing prices disclosures optional. While
each of the dissenting members expressed disapproval of the new statement differently, the
overriding theme was that, while FAS 33 had
obvious shortcomings, it was at least a start in
the right direction and that the effort should
continue rather than be cut back. The four member majority agreed with the majority of
critics who contend that, by and large, Statement 33 disclosures have not been useful and
that the costs of preparing the disclosures have
far exceeded any benefits received.
The FASB also issued No. 90, "Regulated
Enterprises— Accounting for Abandonments
and Disallowances of Plant Costs." This statement amends FAS 71 for two types of events
that recently have occurred in the electric utility
industry— abandonments of plants and disallowan ces of costs of recen tly com plet ed
plants. The new rules
reduce reported earnings of a utility that abandons a nuclear plant
when the carrying value of the plant exceeds
the present value of expected recoverable revenues. Any costs of a recently completed plant
that have been disallowed also must be recorded currently as a charge against revenue. In addition, the statement specifies that an allowance for funds used during construction should
8

FASB Proposes Consolidation Statement
An FASB exposure draft, "Consolidation of All
Majority -Owned Subsidiaries," would require
companies to consolidate in their financial
statements all majority -owned subsidiaries, including those with operations different from the
parent company. The exposure draft is part of a
larger project on consolidations and the reporting entity, which
consider consolidation of
subsidiaries controlled by other than ownership
of a majority voting interest. Comments on the
proposal are requested by April 14, and a public hearing is scheduled for May 18 -20.
The Board also issued exposure drafts that
deal with depreciation by nonprofit
tions and insurance company issues.
organiza-

Louis Bisgay, Editor

will

Management
Accounting
Practices

be capitalized only if it is probable that regulators will allow those costs to be recovered from
customers. Electric utility representatives have
argued vociferously that the FASB is creating
rules that threaten the viability of the industry,
but the Board was not dissuaded from its objective of establishing what it feels is better financial reporting for the industry.
Another statement, No. 91, "Accounting for
Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated
with Originating or Acquiring Loans and Initial
Direct Costs of Leases," will change the way
most lenders account for those fees and costs.
It applies to all types of loans and all types of
lenders, regardless of whether they are financial institutions.

SEC Releases
• Financial Reporting Release (FR) No. 27,
which amends the Industry Guides for Statistical Disclosure by Bank Holding Companies
in regard to borrowers in certain foreign
countries having liquidity problems.
• FR 28, an expression of the Commission's
views regarding certain matters related to
loan losses, including procedural discipline,
repossessed collateral, and valuation of
collateral.
• Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 66, regarding deposit /relending arrangements between U-S. banks and debtors in certain foreign countries.
• SAB 67, which expresses the staff's views on
the appropriate income statement presentation of restructuring charges.
The SEC also issued proposed rules that
would conform the Commission's requirements
for disclosure of information about changing
prices with FASB Statement 89.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

Streamline your accounting

with a Tandy 3000 HD multiuser system.
Multiuser efficiency
The Tandy 3000 HD is your key
to total office automation. That's
because it's designed to use the
XENIX® System V multiuser operating system. The result? With
shared resources, your office becomes more productive than ever.
With low -cost terminals (like our
DT-100), a total of six users can
share the power of the 3000 HD—
working independently while sharing software, data and peripherals.

XENIX Accounting Software
keeps your business running
smoothly. Increase productivity
with General Ledger, Accounts Re-

ceivable, Accounts Payable, Order
Entry/Inventory and Sales Analysis.

More than IBM°�—for less
The Tandy 3000 HD is compatible with the IBM PC/AV—yet offers greater hard disk storage (40
megabytes vs. the PCIAT's 30), and
is priced at only $4299 (vs. $5295
for the PC1AT *).

Based on the 16 -bit Intel 80286
microprocessor, the Tandy 3000 HD
operates at 8 MHz for high -speed
performance. The 3000 HD features 640K main memory and a
high- capacity 5114" disk drive that
allows it to run either IBM PC or
PC/AT software.

Seeing is believing
Find out how your firm can benefit from a Tandy 3000 HD (25 -4011)
accounting system. Visit a Radio
Shack Computer Center today.
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Available at over 1200
Radio Shac k Computer Centers and at
participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

TANDY COMPUTERS: In Business . . . for Business'

Radio 1haek

'Based on IBM's price list as of November 1986. Tandy 3000 HD price applies at Radio Shack Computer Centers and
participater� �stores�and�dealers�Monitor.�data�terminals�and�XENIX�not�included.�XENIX/Reg.�TM�Microsoft�Corp.�IBM
and IBM PC /AT /Reg TM International Business Machines Corp

COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION Of TANDY C ORPORATION
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

tional start of the EDGAR system; and the
adoption of rules to increase the internationalization of the securities market. President Rea gan's budget for the SEC for 1988 is $145 million, a 32% increase over the 1987 budget.
Commissioner Grundfest said the Commission
will spend a significant portion of this budget by
increasing the Enforcement Division staff by 50
people.

Financial Salaries Gain 4.6%

Health Benefit Costs Soar

Financial starting salaries are up an average of
4.6% over 1986, while data processing salaries
reflect an average increase of 5 %, according to
Robert Half International's annual survey of
starting salaries. Typical salaries: CFOs at companies with sales of $10 -$50 million, $44,000$65,000, up 3.8% over 1986; controllers with
companies $250 -$270 million, $65,000$98,000, 1.9% more than 1986.

Health benefit costs for corporate retirees are
growing at an alarming rate because Americans are living longer, employees are retiring
earlier, and medical costs are still climbing. According to the Conference Board, some 6.9 million retired employees and their dependents
are already receiving company- sponsored
health insurance. What's more, about half of all
current workers have been promised these
benefits, escalating the future liability of these
companies. "The major problem lies in the future," says the study. "Employers face a huge
unfunded liability for future health care costs,
expenses that could exceed the net worth of
some companies, Speculation has already
placed employers' potential liability between
$100 billion and $2 trillion." The study is titled
"Health Care for Retired Employees,'' Research Bulletin No. 202.

Congress Holds Bill on CPAs
Rep. Ron Wyden (D -Ore.) has agreed to postpone the reintroduction of his bill that would require auditors to detect and report possibly illegal acts. The accounting profession will be
given an opportunity to make progress on programs aimed at revising auditor responsibilities,
overhauling oversight of the profession, and
determining financial fraud.

Expect 15,000 Middle Market Mergers

will

The Financial Executives Institute
urge the
SEC to require public reporting companies to
disclose a change in the company's chief financial officer, chief accounting officer, or internal
auditor. This is one of the goals of the FEI's
Committee on Corporate Reporting as outlined
at a recent conference on financial issues.
Gaylen Larson, vice chairman of the Committee, proposed that the Form 8 -K requirement
be expanded to require a discussion when
there is a change in a company's top financial
officers.

As many as 15,000 middle market businesses,
valued from $1 million to $50 million, are expected to change hands in 1987, according to
Geneva Marketing Services, a merger and acquisition specialist. "Despite the changes in the
tax laws, Geneva is forecasting that the volume
of mergers and acquisitions of businesses selling for less than $10 million
cause a 20%
increase in middle market mergers in 1987 over
record 1986 levels. That's because buyers and
sellers of businesses valued under $10 million
will enjoy a window of tax law opportunity until
December 31, 1988, to close their mergers and
acquisitions," said Geneva President S.E. Sanderson, Jr.
will

FEI Will Ask SEC to Require
Report on CFO Change

SEC Plans for 1987
A number of planned major developments will
make 1987 an especially active year for the Securities & Exchange Commission, according to
SEC Commissioner Joseph A. Grundfest. The
SEC will be focusing on the insider trading enforcement program; potential legislation in the
areas of takeover, insider trading, and regulation of the financial services industry; opera10

Kirk's Fourth Law
Donald J. Kirk, retired chairman of the Financial
Accounting Standards Board, described some
"laws" that help explain some of the ironies of
standard setting. Kirk's Fourth Law, he said, is:
"Widespread dissatisfaction with an accounting
standard often disappears when the alternaEl
tives are considered."
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987
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Beneficial Home Equity Credit Line Account
A secured line of credit up to ,200,000
at preferred member rates.
Here's a capital source designed for the financial professional
— from $7,700 to $200,000 in unrestricted funds — at a
special rate for NAA Members in good standing. With free,
personalized checks that look and work just like regular bank
checks. You can write checks in any amount
within vour available Home Equity Credit Line
Account.

Use this money exactly
as you please.
t

Get all the credit you'll ever need, using the
equity in your home — up to 75% of your
property's appraised value less your mortgage
balance — to make new investments ... buy a

second home ... pay off balances you're carrying at a high rate
of interest. This single, low -cost package may give you up to 360
months to re -pay your account. So you can use more of your
capital, and still manage your budget. An ideal way to invest in
yourself ... have the security of ready -cash ... fund your
future.
*Interest is deductible only on outstanding debt that does not exceed what you paid for your
house plus what you spent for home improvements. The new tax law makes an exception if
you borrow to pay medical and educational expenses and to make home improvements.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

M a n a s s a s

Enjoy a rate advanta ge and mak e your

interest tax- dcdlletlble.
With the Beneficial Home Equity Credit Line
Account, you stake certain that all the interest
you pay is deductible up to the limit allowed by
the new tax law.* You get an especially attractive

rate forNAAmembers—just prime plus 31/2%.
You pay for only the portion of your credit
line that you actually use. And there are no
application fees and /or origination points.
You appl y onl y once .

Make your application just once, in the privacy of your own
home. Your Beneficial Home Equity Credit Line funds are yours
to use, again and again, as long as your account is maintained in
good standing. A single source of up to $200,000 in ready
credit. with an important tax and rate advantage! Fill in the
convenient form below, and send it today,for a prompt
decision! For further information CALL TOLL- FREE...
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APPLICATION FOR NAA MEMBERS
Yes,
l want the
executive
convenience
Beneficial
Home
Equityfor
Credit
Account.
I understand
that,
once approved,
my 316 %,
minimum
credit
line will
be $7,500 of
. . .aand
that I may
qualify
up toLine
$200,
000. The
rate I will be
charged
is prime plus

'

i plus customary appraisal fees and closing costs. On December 1, 1986, the Annual Percentage Rate was 11%. The Annual Percentage
Rate may vary and is based on the applicable Reference Rate (prime rate) of the Bank of America plus 316 %.
Please provide all information requested, as incomplete applications must be returned. CO PIE S 0 FT m SAP PL /CA7 7O N A m ACCEPTA8LE.
PLEASE PRINT
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Computers
and
Accounting
Alfred M. King, Editor

More dBase Packages
Last month I reviewed two dBase III accounting
software packages: Champion Business Accounting Software and Accountmate Accounting Software. This month I'll discuss Lake Avenue Assistant Controller Accounting Series and
SBT Database Accounting Library. To reiterate
what makes these packages special: Quite simply, database languages, such as dBase III,
have advanced features which make them easier to program in or use than standard languages such as BASIC or COBOL. dBase III is
not necessarily the best database language for
microcomputers, but it is the most widely used.
Therefore, the best chance of finding competent local support is for dBase applications.
In addition, use of dBase means that many
report generators are available which can be
used to extract information from a dBase accounting system and report on it, even graphs
and charts. Custom reports can be developed
in a matter of hours.
Lake Avenue's Assistant Controller
Accounting Series
Installation was somewhat difficult because
of skimpy documentation and typos. For example, part of the accounts payable installation instructions were for the general ledger installation. Not all installation options are covered
well, although they can be changed later as the
user learns more about the system. The documentation is somewhere between being organized by menu selections and by operational
flow, which makes finding the desired information troublesome. Once found, the explanations
are detailed and clear.
Overall, the modules had strong accounting
and reporting capabilities. You can use either
cash or accrual accounting, and the report flexibility and availability are quite good.
The transaction input screens are designed
to be powerful, and they are. Their features
sometimes get in the way of routine transaction
12

entry. An example is the general journal entry
screen. From this screen, entries can be made
to job costing, inventory adjusted, a customer
number entered, an invoice date entered, and
an entry flagged to receive a 1099.
Unfortunately, this also means that if there is
a routine eight -line general journal entry, each
debit or credit entered will be on a separate
screen with no indication of the last account
entered. I would strongly urge that a streamlined transaction entry screen be developed as
an alternative to the standard screens where
appropriate.
The time to learn system operation would be
greater than normal as standard processing requires several steps executed in order. For example, transactions are entered in a temporary
file, validated, transferred to a main transaction
file, and so on in separate steps. These procedures provide flexibility in system operation at
the cost of complexity.
Base on limited use, phone support was both
prompt and accurate. Lake Avenue is to be
commended for a fair support policy, with 30
days of free support after purchase and a
charge thereafter.
The Packages
General Ledger: With the exception of keeping
payroll records, this module could be used by
itself as a cash accounting system. There is a
check register, a cash receipts journal, and a
1099 payment report. The generated financial
statements are such that they can be presented as printed to any banker.
However, the input screens are powerful,
very complex, and not quite up to par for routine journal entry. When accounts are added,
the first entry is for account title instead of account number. Because usual accounting practice is account number first, there would be a
tendency to enter account number first, as I did
many times.
The biggest drawback is that a company
most likely would have to adapt its chart of accounts to fit the requirements of this module.
For example, the retained earnings account
must be 352XX, any selling expenses must fall
in the 6XXXX range, and so on_ Within reason,
a state -of -the -art accounting system should
adapt to the existing account structure, not the
other way around.
Accounts Payable /Receivable: You can use
both accrual and cash methods of accounting.
It isn't easy to enter an invoice, however. When
entering data you can enter a comment for
each GL account distribution amount but not a
comment for the invoice or a purchase order
$# 68
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There i*sa better way.
There's a financial decision
support system available that's
better than you ever dreamed.
Try this fantasy on for size • . .
Imagine using the best
financial software (drat you didn't
Fay for) tailored to your exacting
requirements. Then imagine
your existing accounting staff
easily running the system on
advanced IBM mainframes (that
you didn't butt.) And imagine the
whole system being developed,
integrated and maintained

by experienced computer
specialists (who are on swneone
else's payroll.)

General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Purchasing and more.
All from MSA ... all of them
running at Litton's new high

Sound like a dream come
true? Pinch yourself and see if
you're still awake. (Yott are)

tech data center.
There is a better financial
sy st em . Let us m ake your
dre am c om e t ru e.

Accounting experts who know
financial software know
Management Science America — LITTON COMPUTERSERVICES
MSA. And information experts
Call us about our
n
who know advanced processing
_
product seminars
Thes e c m9ww in California.
technologies know Litton
Computer Services.

(818)715-5240

Litton
o m p u t e r

C
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Circle number 3 on reply card.

Managing Your Career
Robert Half, Contributing Editor

They're Stealing Credit for My Projects?

It's hap pen ed t wic e to me in the
past 18 months — having someone
steal credit after I'd done a good
job of setting up large and importan t acc oun t in g p roject s for m y
company. I'm really disgusted with
th os e who've d on e it, bu t I als o
can't help wondering if I'm not ign oran t of s o m e t ip s t h at wou ld
have prevented it or, at least, made
it m ore difficult for them t o h ave
done it.
Yes, there are some guidelines to
help keep credit where it's rightfully
due. It also often takes a couple of
experiences, such as the one you've
been through, before individuals like
yourself look for them.
My f irs t t hou ght is th at you avoid

developing any bitterness. It would be
nice if no one ever grabbed credit
away from someone else but, unfortunat ely, th at is n't writ ten int o t he
scheme of everyday business life.
There will always be individuals who
function in this unethical manner, and
the best course of action is to accept
that fact, and begin implementing
ways to combat it.
Also, it's possible that in the situations you encountered, it wasn't a deliberate act. A classic case is a boss
who assigns a difficult task to a subordinate. The subordinate does a bang up job but, when the accolades are
being handed out, the boss fails to
share the credit. An oversight. An
honest mistake. You can tell the difference by observing whether it's a
pattern. If it is, you've got some self protection to put into effect.
Let 's break it down into two
situations.
If it's your boss who's stealing cred14

it from you (or simply failing to share
it), you have to proceed with caution.
Insecure managers don't share credit.
Secure, effective ones go out of their
way to point with pride to what their
staff h as accompl is hed. After all, it
shows upper management that not
only did they hire smart, they managed effectively.
If it was your boss, have a quiet, direct conversation with him or her
about the next project when it comes
up, bearing in mind that many supervisors don't withhold credit maliciously.
For them, it simply represents the way
it's supposed to be done. Forget the
past. Don't accuse. Focus on the present and future, and suggest that
you'd like to gain some recognition
along with your boss. "Since I'll be
deeply involved with you in this next
project, I'd like very much to have my
name associated with it, and on the final report."
Keep it out of the personal arena. If
the project involves a client, suggest
to your boss that it would benefit your
company if the client knew how intimately involved you were.
If it's a peer wh o's stealing the
credit for your ideas and hard work,
it's somewhat easier to protect your
self. One of the obvious ways is to put
as much in writing as possible. But,
don't start sending copies to superiors who ordinarily don't receive them.
That only comes off as petty and insecure. Get in the habit of writing your
ideas to the appropriate people, rather than being content to simply verbalize them.
Present your ideas —and progress
reports —in a public forum. If you have
a good idea, avoid the temptation of

discussing it over lunch with a colleague. W ait until the appropriate
meeting where there are others from
your company who'll hear wh at you
have to say. Don't be pompous in
your approach. Just make sure others
are present when you lay on the table
your best ideas, or the results of hard
research you've undertaken to solve
a particular problem.
One final and, perhaps, the most
important piece of advice I can give
you. It's the old Biblical axiom —do
unto others as you would have them
do unto you. If you become consumed with protecting yourself and
your ideas and accomplishments,
you'll end up doing the same thing
you wrote me about — keeping all the
credit for yourself at the expense of
those who work for and with you. Be
prudent and practical, of course. Your
ideas and efforts deserve recognition.
But, at the same time, help establish within your sphere of influence a
sense of sharing, of slicing up the recognition pie into pieces that fairly reflect each person's contribution. It's
som et imes hard to do th is wh en
you're hurt and feel cheated but, in
the long haul, it not only makes the
workplace a better place in which to
toil, it carries you beyond petty maneuvering and achieves exactly what
you want, and deserve — credit where
it's due.
11
Mr Half is chairman of Robert Half,
International, Inc., a financial and data
processing recruiting firm with more
than 100 offices on three continents.
Mo s t o f f ic e s a re in d e pe n d en t ly
owned and operated.
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"You didn't go to the usual financial
institutions for that last loan,
did you, Bob ?"
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In addition to b35,000...5 very good
reasons to choose our credit line.
The convenience of a revolving
credit line. Once your credit
line is approved, you
have unlimited access
to any amount of cash
up to your designated
credit limit. It only takes
a phone call to activate
our credit
—a check is then
mailed
immediately
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No fees. No prepayment penalties. Nothing. There's no charge
to establish or maintain your credit
line, no loan processing fees, and
no prepayment penalties. Once you
activate your credit, you pay interest only for the amount and time you
use the money.
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All transactions handled by
mail. There are never any
personal meetings required
or complicated procedures
The few simple steps
necessary are made by
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Satisfaction guaranteed. If you activate
your credit line and are not completely satisfied, simply return the money within 30 days
and there is absolutely no cost to you.

Aso member of the National Association of Accountants, you now have
access to an unsecured line of credit up
to $35,000.
Designed specifically for executive
clientele, this special program can provide you with major funds for major
expenditures. With all transactions handled by mail and no collateral required,
the program is remarkably convenient.
As an association member, you'll
receive a reduced interest rate of 5.9%
over prime. Given current market conditions, this program could represent one
of your least expensive sources of
financing.
This unique credit line is administered
by Security Pacific Executive/ Professional
Services,lnc. —a national leader in providing mail loans, with a historydating

you

Your signature is the
only collateral required. There's
no need to tie up any of your
valuable assets.

back to 1905. It is a subsidiary of Security Pacific Corporation, the nation's
seventh largest bank - holding company
with assets over $50 billion.
To cover the administrative costs of
arranging the national program, the
Association receives a small fee. The
offer should not be construed as an
endorsement by the Association of the
lender, or any other products or services
included in the Group Discount program.
You'll find it easy to apply for your
line of credit. Just fill out the coupon
and mail it today. By return mail you'll
receive a one -page application. It's that
simple. For further information call toll free 1 -800- 525 -1132. Colorado residents
call collect 341.6581. In California, call
toll free at 1- 800 -654 -7288.

'Security Pacific Executive/ Professional SerAces. Inc. Is an equal opportunity lender Approval

of oil loons. regardless of omount. Is subject to Its normol credit polldes.
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14201 East 4th Ave., Aurora, Colorado 80011
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Please send me o one-poge application for

1

1

the NAA Credit line program.

1

Security Pacific Executive/
1 Professional Servlces, Inc.

1

1

P.O. Box 33008, Aurora. CO 80012

1 -800- 525 -1132
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State
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Letters
TO THE EDITOR

Erwin S. Koval, Editor
This department welcomes comments on any topic

of interest affecting the accounting community in
general and NAA in particular. Correspondence is
not limited to comments about material previously
published in this magazine. Letters cannot be acknowledged individually, and the Editor reserves
the right to edit for space or for other reasons. All
correspondence must be signed, but your identity
will be protected if requested. Address all letters to
The Editor, Management Accounting, Montvale,
NJ 07645-1760.

Does Author Ignore Risk?
In his article, "Can a Central Cash Pool
Work for Transfer Pricing ?," (July '86)
Mr. Terbrueggen ignores risk adjust-

ment and appears to assume that the returns earned by subsidiaries are certain.
But he may be assuming that the subsidiaries have already allowed for risk in
setting their projected rates of return on
particular projects.
A more substantial difficulty is that
he seems to equate marginal and average costs. The proper economic judgment compares marginal cost to marginal revenue (or returns in this case).
In a period of recently falling costs of
marginal capital increments, his approach ofusing the average cost ofcapital could lead to rejection of profitable
projects. For example, using the costs of
funds shown on page 32, a project returning 10% (risk- adjusted) may o r
may not be profitable, depending upon
whether the pool is in a lending position
(opportunity cost of 8 %) or borrowing
position (11 %), or what proportion of
the funds to be used would come from
each source. The 15% average cost of
capital is irrelevant.
Michael D. Woods
Naval Air Rework Facility
Cherry Point, N. C.
Will the Real Cost Please Stand Up?

(4dc number 14 on reply card.
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With no little trepidation, I, not a Controller, offer a critique of Frederic E.
Lesser's article on the above topic (Nov.
'86):
Quoting a price of $7.50 on a manufactured product whose variable cost is
$7.12 (just under 95 %) strikes me as
skating on pretty thin ice.
First, a little math: The salesman says
(with pardonable optimism) that we're
going to increase sales by 30 %; the accountant talks of increasing production
by 20 %, and they agree that the price to
the new customer will be decreased to
$7.50. Clearly, something's got to give.
We are not told the price to present customers, but that $7.50 is a decrease can
be inferred from the fact that the price
to present customers is based on a previously calculated variable cost of $8.15,
with a little more thrown in for G & A
and profit.
The salesman presents a case of what
he hopes to be an ongoing relationship
with a new customer. (He's been beating on their door for 10 years.) Ifa contract is signed for the year 1987, is the
production for them in 1988 still "addi-

tional ?" Will the $7.50 price cause other
customers to press for a price reduction? (These things are discussed during
coffee breaks at the convention of National Association of43Q 124 Manufacturers.) Is there not some extra financial
expense— interest on additional working capital — needed for additional production? Will the FTC be concerned
with disparate prices or the Dept. of
Jus tice with a "virtu al monopoly ?"
(This is beginning to sound like those
end -of-the - episode
so ap o p era
questions.)
Th e imaginary conversation ends
with the accountant wondering how
their comp etitor fi gures their costs.
Maybe the salesman is wondering something, too —what is the variable cost of
a lot of other products, like part no.
XB402F, that he has been trying to sell
for years to Consolidated Everything?
John E. Keys
Montpelier, Vt.
The author replies.. .
The critique is well written and I concur
with many of the points which you establish. However, my article was intended to focus on the cost issues only
and the backdrop is window dressing
for readability. My emphasis is:
• Marginal costing says that any item
sold at a price above the variable cost
is a good deal.
• Allocated variable overhead is probably not very variable and, therefore,
what we consider to be our variable
(incremental) cost is in most cases too
high. *(This is the guts of what I have
to say)*
• Regardless of whether future production is "additional," or whether the
"full standard cost" is higher or lower than the selling price, marginal
costing is still valid.
• Each product must stand on its own
insofar as profitability is concerned
($.01 above variable cost). Maintaining enough volume to cover the fixed
costs is a separate issue.
• The variable cost on product XB402F
is probably too high also! (especially
if it incl udes all ocat ed vari ab le
overhead).
Frederic E. Lesser
Fort Wayne, Ind.
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A spilimproof,
tear -proof,
crumple -proof
offer.
Crisis prevention tip:
If you work with papers too important to risk
coffee stains, rips, and wrinkles ... try one of our
tough, clear vinyl sheet protectors — free. Then
discover more than 125 other
time - saving products in your free
20th Century Plastics catalog.

Call Toll Free

1- 800 - 421 -4662
Or return coupon.

ABTZ

----------------------------------- - - - - -•

Send my FREE
48 -page Catalog and
Sheet Protector to:
Name

_

Company
Address

Get your FREE
48 -page catalog and
sheet protector —
today !

;

City

State

Zip

Telephone
i

Please return coupon to 20th Century Plastics,
P.O. Box 30808, L.A., CA 90030
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By Stephen C. Shamberg
From the beginning of history, the messenger
bringing bad news to the kin has been killed. It's
human nature to shift the blame, and this old story is just as true in today's corporate offices. Lawyers also bear the brunt of clients who are unhappy about what the lawyer tells them. So, keep in
mind when I discuss legal problems involving controllers that I didn't cause them, I am just reporting them.
Let me put my position in perspective. Shortly
after I started to practice law, I represented a client who had been in Cook County jail unable to
post bond and awaiting trial. I plea bargained for
him and explained that, if he pleaded guilty, he
would be sentenced to the time he was in jail plus
another week, but, if he chose to go to trial and
was found guilty, he could be sentenced to serve
another six months in jail. I told him about the
strengths and weaknesses of his defense and the
possible outcomes of a trial. Then, he asked me:
"Mr. Shamberg, what should I do ?" I thought for
a min ute and said: "I can 't tell yo u what you
should do. I can tell you, though, that, no matter
what you choose, I'm going home tonight."
The problem comes when you make somebody

else's problem yours, and, as a lawyer, I try not to
do that. In the same way, corporate officers, like
you, can find yourselves in trouble, not because
you initiated a scheme, but merely because you
cooperated, thereby making somebody else's problem yours.
Are controllers now being singled out? Is the
Securities & Exchange Commission being tougher
on controllers who are CPAs? Are controllers being call ed to accou nt for honest mist akes in
judgment?
Who's Cooking the Books?
In its annual report to Congress for 1985, the
Commission commented that, of the financial disclosure enforcement actions, "A n umb er were
products of the 1982 recession and 1983 `hot new
issue' market. It is during such periods that some
companies and executives are tempted to `cook
the books.' "
More than 11,000 companies make full disclosure filings with the SEC. They and their officers
and employees are accountable for complying
with public offering, reporting, and proxy provisions ofthe securities laws. Even though not publicly held, officers and employees of other compa-

This article is based on a speech given by the author at the annual Controller's
Conference sponsored by the National Association ofAccountants and The Society
of Management Accountants of Canada in Toronto. Canada, October 1986.
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nies can be charged with and tried for fraud in
connection with, for example, financial statements
submitted to banks and use of the mails.
The SEC has several avenues to enforce the law
and establish new standards. The Commission can
cause a criminal indictment to be filed, sue in a
United States District Court for an injunction,
and institute administrative proceedings.
Several recent SEC proceedings can offer us
some guidance in this area.
Matter of Michael R. Maury
Oak Industries, Inc.,' ( "Oak ") a producer of
equipment used in subscription and cable TV systems, was publicly held and traded on the New
York Stock Exchange. Reported earnings grew
rapidly, accompanied by a major public relations
effort that touted Oak's rapid growth and upward
earnings trend. In a 1985 restatement, net income
for 1982 was decreased by $44 million to show a
loss for the year of $40 million. (By my calculations, this means it went from plus $4 million to
minus $40 million.) Among the causes of the restatement, the SEC found that unnecessary reserves were created in order to release them in the
future if income failed to reach the desired level,
and Dallas -Ft. Worth start-up costs were capitalized without an adequate reserve.
Oak's problems gave rise to several SEC action s. One agains t t he company an d anot her
against its former chairman, president and CFO
resulted in court injunctions that prohibited further violations of the securities laws.
Michael Maury was Oak's controller. One of
the ways the SEC enforces the law is through administrative proceedings, in which the enforcement staff issues a complaint and tries the case before the commissioners, who then make a ruling.
The ruling can thereafter be enforced in court.
The following is taken from the SEC's Findings
and Order in such an administrative proceeding.
Maury was the VP /controller of Oak Industries, Inc., for almost five years. The SEC charged
him with violating the securities laws, stating:
"Under the circumstances, Maury's actions
clearly failed to fulfill the duty that Maury
owed as a corporate Controller."
The SEC conceded that Maury was not a "primary decision maker "; however, it said: "Maury was
Oak's highest ranking officer involved in the consolidation process who was a CPA."
This ruling raises the questions: What are the
obligations of corporate controllers and will being
a CPA and a controller subject you to a higher
standard?
In its written order, which was not contested by
Maury, the Commission set out the facts. Maury
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

was a CPA since 1974 and worked at a Big 8 firm
until 1976. He joined Oak in 1976 and was its VP/
controller from 1981 to September 1985. He reported to the CFO from 1981 to January 1983, its
VP /finance from 1983 to February 1984, and
again to the CFO until September 1985.
Maury prepared consolidated financial statements, and signed reports filed with the SEC and
representation letters to Oak's independent public
accountant. He released the unnecessary reserves
to bolster new income for the first quarter of 1982.
He was directed to tell the subsidiary in Dallas -Ft.
Worth not to book any reserves and he eliminated
the reserve that had been set up.
The SEC's conclusion was that Maury "owed a
duty to Oak and its shareholders not to assist in or
even acquiesce in Oak's issuance of such financial
statements." The SEC commented on the defense
that he was just following orders, that he acted as
a "good soldier" in implementing his superiors'
improper orders. Although he made recommendations that the reserves be corrected, this advice
was rejected. The Commission said that he should
have gone to Oak's board of d irectors, Audit
Committee, the outside auditors or the SEC. It
said:

Stephen C. Shamberg
is a Chicago attorney
with expertise in
litigation counseling,
negotiating, and trials.
In addition he is a
consultant to
corporations and law
firms in litigation
planning, dispute
resolution, and
practice management.

"Maury failed to take adequate steps to satisfy himself that the accounting practices
were correct and that the disclosures by senior management were correct... Under the
circumstances, Maury's action clearly failed
to fulfill the duty that Maury owed as corporate Controller."
As a pertinent aside, you should know that, at
the same time as the order involving Maury, the
Commission entered an interesting order in the
matter of another former Oak employee, Thomas
Runge.'
Runge, also a CPA, was an operations officer.
He was responsible for reviewing the reasonableness of the expenses submitted by the chairman of
the company.
The Commission found that Runge violated the
proxy laws by not making an issue of the chairman's excessive salary in the preparation of the
proxy statement. (As with Maury, the "good soldier" defense was rejected.)
In a suit involving EMS Corporation,' Saunders,
controller for various EMS entities, was indicted
for mail fraud. The government charged t hat
there were fictitious journal entries recording
transactions that never took place and that losses
were transferred to subsidiaries whose books were
not audited.
Several matters have involved charges that revenue recognition practices were not in accordance
with GAAP. In a case involving Automatix Incor19
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porated,' the SEC sought an injunction against
John Dias, its CFO, on the basis that he caused
the company to overstate revenue by counting as
sales shipments on trial or conditional bases. At
the time it announced this action, Dias had not
replied.
In an admin is trat ive p ro ceed in g, t he S EC
charged that Stewart Parness,' a CPA and controller of Information Displays, Inc. ( "IDI "), reviewed and signed annual and quarterly reports
filed with the Commission. "While Parness did
not devise or direct any of IDI's improper practices, Parness was a cause of IDI's improperly recording six transactions.... " Revenue was recognized on purported sales that were ordered on a
" no-obligation" trial basis. Parness consented to
the entry ofan administrative order against him.
IDI's CEO and executive VP consented to have
injunctions entered against them in a case filed in
court.
Do Cover -ups Help?
There is a human tendency to try to avoid the
initial small problem with an initial and small cover-up. This can easily get out of hand. An example
is a case in which I defended a corporate executive
(but not a financial officer). This was in the 1970s
and involved civil and criminal suits concerning
Cenco, Incorporated (Medical /Health Division).
The charge was fraud and primarily involved
inflating the value of inventory to increase profits.
The initial falsifying of records was to be done for
one year and one time only. This was accomplished, in part, by changing the handwriting to
show a higher number of units counted on the
data entry form after the physical inventory and
before the data was actually entered into the computer. Of course, this "missing" inventory had to
be covered up the next year, which was done by
placing partially empty boxes of products on the
shelves labeled to show they contained more products (or different ones) than they actually did.
The time came when this wasn't able to take
care ofthe, by then, much larger shortage, so they
arranged for a fire at which the missing inventory
was listed as destroyed and, finally, they conducted a full- fledged inventory destruction program
for supposedly obsolete inventory. About $40 million worth of inventory was involved, and other
cover -up methods such as postdating receipt of invoices for inventory were also used. The initial inflation started small and the cover -up made it big.
Two separate outside auditors did not find the
cover -up. It came to light only when a newly
hired financial officer went to the SEC.
Seven of the officers were indicted, including
the controller. What happened to them? Three
pleaded guilty, and four were tried. Of these,
three—other than my client —were found guilty.
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In this example, corrupt officers acted for the
benefit of the company, not against it. Initially,
shareholders benefited from the fraud; however,
they suffered when the price went down after the
fraud came to light and Cenco was embroiled in
litigation.
More About the Maury Case
In isolation, the reserve at Oak Industries may
have been a judgment call at the beginning. When
it was done for a purpose that distorted the financial statements, however, then it became a fact.
Release of Unnecessary Reserves to Bolster New
Income for the First Quarter of1982.
1. Oak kept two sets of books and Maury received copies of memos on a quarterly basis
that compared the reserves on books with estimated exposure.
2. In the company's 10 -Q for March 31, 1982,
reserve reversals were arbitrary and improper
under GAAP.
3. The Management Discussion Section said that
sales were "greater than any quarter in the
compan y's hi story. " This was found t o be:
"Materially inaccurate since it implied that
... record income was derived from operations
when it was due to the reserve reversal." Thus,
this statement is false even if nothing was
wrong with establishing the reserve.
Failure to Establish Reserves or Take a Writeoff.
Maury failed to take adequate steps to establish
the appropriate amount of reserves necessary for
Dallas -Ft. Worth start -up costs. He was familiar
with the accounting principles applicable. He was
directed to tell the CFO of the subsidiary not to
book any reserves. Here, he participated in an improper practice and furthered it.
He accepted without question the judgment of
senior management and failed to take adequate
steps to cause the company to discontinue improper practice and to establish sufficient reserves.
Maury participated in establishing arbitrary reserves in order to report a profit. He established
the reserve by calculating how much additional
reserves were needed to report a $.25- per -share
profit. So Maury did it backwards. "He was a
cause of Oak improperly reporting earnings."
Wi t h h o l d i ng Ma t er i al In f o r mat i o n f r o m
Accountants.
"More than one set of reserve and exposure analyses were prepared." The outside accountant
asked for them from the subsidiary. Maury relayed the request from the subsidiary to the CFO
and advised the subsidiary not to provide them.
Edited versions were prepared. He knowingly participated in hiding this fact from the accountants.
He signed representation letters to the accounMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

If your
company
comes to the
attention of
the SEC, 'good
soldiers' can
now expect to
be included
among the
defendants.

tants and the SEC filings.
I have these observations about the ruling:
• Maury, whether or not he was a CPA, violated
the securities laws by signing and filing documents that contained false information, particularly the 10 -Qs that stated there was a profit
from operations when, in fact, the profit was
due to reserve reversals. He did not need to be a
CPA to know they were materially inaccurate.
• Once the SEC had him on a clear violation, the
rest of the order was dicta, that is, not necessary
to the finding and added "gratuitously." His extra knowledge as a CPA was not necessary for
the SEC to find he violated the law.
• The SEC sought a relatively mild sanction, an
SEC ruling and an order that he, henceforth,
not violate the law. The senior management
were sued in court for an injunction, to which
they agreed. The injunction is a court order that
leads directly to contempt of court, punishable
by jail and /or a fine.
In the case of Mr. Runge, I doubt that it would
have risen to the level of an SEC proceeding in the
absence of other, more serious violations involving
Oak Industries. The other cases I described above
all involved knowingly putting fictitious entries in
the books (as in EMS) or misstating incomplete
sales as sales income (Dias and Parness).
Are Standards Being Changed by SEC?
Is the SEC increasing its enforcement efforts or
changing to higher standards? The SEC reported
that in 1985 it brought 269 enforcement actions,
30 fewer than the prior year but a 41 % increase
over 1981. More significant for our purposes, the
Commission brought 42 cases involving financial
disclosure against issuers or their employees in
1985, which is an increase of nine from 1984 and
17 from 1983. What does this mean? Are those of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987

you who are CPAs treated differently than non CPAs and, therefore, in more trouble?
Statistically, the SEC enforcement proceedings
involve a very small percentage of the more than
11,000 companies that made 67,466 public disclosure filings (in 1984). The Commission claims that
the 42 disclosure cases show that they "continued
to be a high priority." In addition, the Commission points out that many private law suits are
brought as the result of its actions, such as the numerous class actions. The Commission states that
its primary civil remedy is a federal court injunction prohibiting further or other violations of the
securities laws. Violations of injunctions are punished by the court and can result in imprisonment
or fines. However, in 1985 the Commission instituted only a nominal three civil or criminal contempt proceedings against six defendants, compared to fo u r t h e p revio u s year. Fifty -nine
criminal proceedings were initiated in SEC - related
cases, and, during this period, 93 individuals were
convicted.
My conclusion is that the thrust of the SEC's
attention paid to financial disclosure problems has
not changed. The Commission does seem to be
dropping its sights to a lower level on the corporate ladder in its administrative proceedings. Controllers are not immune from being indicted, as we
see from the Cenco case and Saunders of EMS
Corporation.
What is the risk of getting caught? I doubt it
has changed very much. The SEC finds only a
small percentage and then usually when there has
been a publicly disclosed serious financial reversal, and, often, a bankruptcy filing as in Parness'
company, Information Displays, Inc. Furthermore, judging the risk is impossible because we
hear very little from the controllers and others
who get away with it.
Nevertheless, if your company comes to the attention of the SEC, the "good soldiers" can now
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expect to be included among the defendants if
they acted knowlingly and their conduct was a
necessary instrumentality in accomplishing the
improper results.
To answer the question whether CPAs are being singled out for special attention, I do not think
so. As I said above, Maury didn't have to be a
CPA to know that some of t he do cumen ts he
signed contained wrong information. Keep in
mind, though, that a CPA's "defense" that he is
ignorant of GAAP will fall on deaf ears at the
SEC.
Foresight of Hindsight
One of my clients refers to the SEC and court
proceedings as having the "foresight of hindsight." As a general principle, think about how
your action will look in a year with the "foresight
of hindsight."
Carefully avoid misstatements of fact. Do not
be unduly concerned about liability for honest
mistakes in judgment. Do not be party to situatio ns where verifi abl e fact s are bei ng stated
falsely.
Controllers are being sued where facts have
been stated falsely, not for mistakes in judgment.
Separate fact and opinion. Obsolescence of inventory is judgment; increasing the count of inventory is fact. Let's return to the example provided
by Maury. It would be troublesome if Maury were
charged with making a wrong judgment call on
which accountants could differ. It appears from
the order that the decision on reserve and exposure analyses was hidden from the outside CPAs.
(Presenting all the data on the reserves to the
CPAs with management's views would allow the
burden to pass to the CPAs; this is useful in a
close case.)
There is a continuum that moves from a judgment call on opinion to observation of a fact. In
Maury, was it a loss from operations or reserve
reversal? The reserves were arbitrary. Maury improperly determined the amount of the reserves
by the amount needed to support a predetermined
profit. In the EMS case, the losses shifted to the
unaudited subsidiary were, perhaps, judgment,
but the fictitious journal entries were fact.
In Cenco, determination of whether the inventory was obsolete or the value of fire - damaged inventory involved the exercise of judgment. Other
matters were ascertainable facts: Delaying payables by setting the receiving -room time stamp
back; increasing the inventory count; creating essentially empty boxes; creating a fire.
Do not give in to pressure from superiors to
misstate facts. Your duty is to the shareholders
and the public. The duty is owed to the stockholders of the corporation, past, present, and future to
act honestly. It makes no difference if you are
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stealing for the corporation or from the corporation. In Cenco,they did not steal from the company bu t ins tead aggrandized t he co mpany and
themselves at the expense of outsiders - owners of
companies bought with inflated stock, of banks
that loaned money, and of insurance companies
t h at i n s u red an d p ai d cl aims for inflat ed
inventory.
Cover -ups are worse than the original acts.
Short run or long run —the key problem is looking
ahead before taking the first step. The examples
from Cenco show the vicious circle that was created. The inventory inflation begat phony boxes begat a destruction program.
Are SEC actions mere slaps on the wrists?
Some have suggested that the SEC's consent orders were mere "s laps o n the wrist ." I d o not
agree. I have represented corporate officers and
employees whom the government has investigated
and, in some cases, indicted or sued. The experience is unpleasant, even if nothing comes of it.
Most of these clients had nothing to gain from
what they were directed to do except continued
employment and did not take a risk for personal
financial gain. Many were sucked into schemes a
little at a time and found themselves in over their
heads. The cover -up at Cenco is an example of
how this can happen.
When the SEC starts an investigation, you
don't know whether it will end with a closed private investigative file or an indictment. My clients
show considerable anxiety about the possible outcome. For a time the investigation becomes the
main focus of their lives and drains away emotional energy from the ongoing job.
Controllers trade on their credibility in preparing the company's financial statements that go to
financial institutions and the equity marketplace
in order to obtain and keep the funds necessary
for their companies to stay in business. Having to
list a SEC finding of dishonesty when looking for
a new job cannot help.
The SEC would like to turn each of you into a
field agent to report all the rumors yo u hear.
That's theirjob. On the other hand, your job is to
act honestly and not distort the facts. Do your job
properly and you should have nothing to worry
about from the SEC or your conscience.
Finally, remember what I said at the beginning
and it will give you good guidance for avoiding
legal trouble for you and your companies:
DON'T LET SOMEONE MAKE HIS PROBLEM YOURS!
'In the Matter of Michael R. Maury. SEC Exchange Act of 1934 Release No. 23066,
March 26, 1986.
'In the Mater of Thomas C. Runge, SEC Exchange Act of 1934 Release No. 23066,
March 26, 1986.
`Securities and Exchange Commission Y. Marvin L Warner. No. 86. 6742 -Civ. (U.S.
District Court, N.D.Fla.), SEC Litigation Release No. 11220, Sept. 16, 1986.
'Securities and Exchange Commission v. John Diaz, No. 86 -1597 (U.S. District
Court, D.C.). SEC Litigation Release No. 11121, June 10, 1986.
'In the Matter of Stewart Parness. SEC Exchange Act of 1934 Release No. 23507,
Aug. 5. 1986.
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"To the corporations and the freeloaders
who play the loopholes and pay no tares,
my message is: Your free ride is over."
— Walter Mondale. 1984 Democratic Nominee
for the Presidency of the United States

Proposed tax accounting standards will affect the income
statement and balance sheets
of virtually every corporation in
the U.S.

VE R THE LAST F OUR YE AR S, CON gress debated and passed a sweeping tax reform bill that drastically changed the tax environment for American business. During the same period, the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) reconsidered the way companies report
income taxes in their financial statements. Despite
much criticism of comprehensive tax allocation,
FASB finally issued an exposure draft proposing
that the method be retained, changing to the liability from the deferral method of reporting deferred tax balances. A review of the history of how
government tax policy has influenced tax accounting standards suggests that the FASB decision
was inevitable.
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Current Rules Reconsidered
The basic issue in accounting for income taxes
(Figure 1) is whether to allocate the tax effects of
timing differences between when some transactions are reported in the tax return and in the financial statements. Comprehensive tax allocation,
the method now required under Accounting Principles Board Opinion (APB) 11, accounts for all
timing differences between taxable and reported
earnings. The cumulative tax deferral appears as a
credit on the balance sheet.
The two broad alternatives to comprehensive
allocation— partial allocation or no allocation (the
flow - through method) —do not recognize all timing differences. Partial allocation recognizes only
those certain and predictable timing differences
within a
that are expected to reverse in
aggregate

By Pamela G. Townsend
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The deferral credit balance created by comprehensive tax allocation is incompatible with the conceptual framework's definition ofa liability. However, tax allocation is not ruled out if acceptable
alternative measurement methods such as the liability method and /or the net -of -tax method are
used.

Comprehensive allocation results in large deferred tax credits on the balance sheets that do not
represent economic reality. Deferred tax accounting fails to recognize that timing differences rarely
reverse. As long as a firm keeps growing —in real
terms or because of inflation —it will keep adding
new assets and new interest costs to replace the
ones that are running out. Deferred taxes, instead
of getting paid, will simply roll over.

Comprehensive allocation does not conform with
international accounting principles. In 1978, the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales adopted Statement of Standard Accounting Practice 15, Accounting for Deferred
Taxation, which effectively requires partial rather
than comprehensive allocation. In 1979, the International Accounting Standards Committee followed suit with Standard 12, Accounting for Taxes
on Income. Critics contend that if the United
States continues to require comprehensive allocation it will impede the progress towards international harmonization of accounting standards.

The accounting rules are inconsistent, complex,
and costly to implement. The complexity of accounting for income taxes is demonstrated by the
number of pronouncements on the subject. During the last 45 years, three research studies and 32
bulletins, opinions, statements, interpretations,
and accounting series releases have been issued on
the topic. Nineteen are still in effect. As a result,
application of the rules is inconsistent. The three
methods currently being used to calculate reported tax expense —the with /without method recommended by APB 11, the pretax accounting income
method, and the short -cut method sometimes
used in practice —can result in dramatically different effective tax rates, especially when timing differences due to tax preferences turn reported profits into tax return losses with resulting loss
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987

carry- forwards.
Evolution of Tax Accounting
While these are legitimate criticisms of comprehensive tax allocation, a look at the evolution of
tax accounting suggests there are compelling political reasons to recommend the method (Figure
2).
PARTIAL TAX ALLOCATION (1913 to 1954)
Interperiod tax allocation was originally proposed for the benefit of the rate - regulated utilities.
In the 1930s, numerous bond issues were refinanced to take advantage of depression- induced
low interest rates. The unamortized discounts associated with the retired bonds were deductible
for tax purposes only in the year of refunding. A
corresponding one -time charge against income for
financial reporting would have resulted in subsequently lower operating expenses used by utility
regulators in their rate - setting formulas. The
Committee on Accounting Procedure (CAP), the
standard - setting body at the time, allowed the
utilities to defer and amortize the unused discount, giving rise to interperiod tax allocation.'
SHIFT TO COMPREHENSIVE ALLOCATION (1954
to 1966)
The Revenue Act of 1954, authorizing use of
accelerated depreciation, marked a turning point
in governmental tax policy towards business. It
was the beginning of an era in which legislators
increasingly used the tax code to influence the level and composition of business activity. The
change from flow - through to comprehensive tax
allocation accounting seems to be a direct result of
this change in the political environment.
The first accounting standard issued by the
CAP in response to the Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) 44, reaffirmed prior recommendations made in 1944, 1952, and 19532 that tax allocation was required only when "it is reasonably
certain that the reduction in taxes during the earlier years of use of the declining balance method
for tax purposes is merely a deferment of income
taxes until a relatively few years later."
Four years later the CAP revised ARB 44, reversing its previous position by recommending
comprehensive allocation for all depreciation timing differences. One expert suggests this change in
accounting policy occurred because "accountants,
security analysts, and many users of financial
statements noticed a marked increase in the reported net income... traced directly to the reduction in the current tax charge.
In 1962, the business community revolted when
the Accounting Principles Board (APB) attempted to require tax allocation to account for the investment tax credit.' Yet, when APB 11 was issued onl y five years later the majority of the
"'

short period of time. The flow- through method
recognizes no timing differences, resulting in reported tax expense that equals taxes payable for
the period.
If deferred taxes are recognized, either comprehensively or partially, there are three alternative
methods for measuring and disclosing the deferred taxes: the deferral method required by APB
11, the liability method, and the net -of -tax method. The first two methods can be implemented using discounting.
The FASB decided to reconsider the income tax
accounting rules because:
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APB's constituency had shifted to using comprehensive tax allocation for all timing differences.
One survey of 600 firms found that of the 405
firms that used accelerated depreciation for tax
purposes and straight -line for book purposes,
89% were recognizing deferred taxes.' Similar
surveys by the Financial Executives Institute and
Price Waterhouse in 1967 also found tax allocation predominant prior to APB 11.
It is interesting to speculate why business managers' tax accounting practices changed during
the 1962 -67 time period. A review of the tax legis-

lation for the period shows that after 12 years of
increasing tax benefits for business (accelerated
depreciation in 1954, the investment tax credit in
1962, and reduced corporate tax rates in 1964)6,
the political climate was changing. Congress suspended the investment tax credit in October 1966;
reinstated it briefly in 1967, and repealed it totally
in 1969, also imposing a tax surcharge that raised
corporate tax rates to 52.8 %.
Was the shift to comprehensive tax allocation,
an accounting method that increases the effective
tax rates published in annual reports, motivated

Figure 1
Issues in Accounting for Income Taxes
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by a desire for protection from any additional future tax increases? In 1967, Price Waterhouse &
Co. surveyed their clients and found many of the
corporations that received legitimate reductions in
their income tax bills accounted for income taxes
in their financial reports as though such reductions had never occurred.
EMERGING PROBLEMS AND A CALL
FOR REFORM (1971 to 1981)
The Revenue Act of 1971 reinstated the investment tax act and repealed the corporate tax surcharge, beginning a new decade of tax legislation
favorable for business. Tax expenditure programs
for individual and business taxpayers grew from
40 programs involving $44 million in 1968, to 96
programs involving almost $169 billion in 1980,
an increase of 383,000 %. Provisions for accelerated cost recovery (ACRS) and new tax credits
contained in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 (ERTA) were the most massive tax cuts for
business in U.S. economic history. As a result,
corporate taxes as a percentage of total federal tax
revenues fell from 20.7% in 1968 to 8.1% in 1982.
For most corporat ions tak ing advantage of
available tax incentives during this period, comprehensive tax allocation resulted in higher tax expense, lower net earnings, and an anomalous balance s heet cred it. Deferred t ax ex pense and
deferred tax credit balances grew steadily. FASB
data for 1,100 companies shows that, in 1980
alone, deferred tax expense amounted to 20% of
reported historic cost income. By 1982, FASB
Chairman Dennis R. Beresford identified more
than 25 of the Fortune 500 industrial firms with
deferred tax balances averaging 26.7% of shareholders' equity in their 1980 annual reports, up
from 9.7% in 1971.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987

Reversals seem to be the exception rather than
the rule. In a 1984 study of 4,800 firms during the
1976 -82 time period, for example, Sidney Davidson found that only seven percent of tax deferrals
ultimately reversed and resulted in actual tax payments. Other studies support Professor David son's findings.
As business tax subsidies expanded from 1971
to 1981, tax accounting rules became increasingly
complex and inconsistent. During this period, no
fewer than 11 official pronouncements on varying
facets of income tax accounting were issued. By
1977, Ernst & Ernst manager James Ditkoff observed "financial tax accounting is now a bewildering amalgam of theoretical anomalies, inconsistencies, and specious assumptions. On most
contemporary financial statements of major corporations the current tax liability, which is the
single verifiable income tax consequence of the period's operations, cannot be determined."
As a result, current income tax disclosures in
the annual reports of major companies are misleading, especially in diversified corporations with
unconsolidated subsidiaries. For example, two
separate studies in 1975 and 1979 found that the
beginning and ending balances of the deferred tax
account did not reconcile with the deferred tax reported in the income statement for the period.'
These inconsistencies have not gone unnoticed.
Tax allocations have been challenged legally by
regulatory agencies, minority shareholders, and
creditors.'

The complexity
of accounting
for income
taxes is
demonstrated
by the number
of pronouncements
on the subject.

TAX ACCOUNTING RECONSIDERED
(1982 to the Present)
By the 1980s, dissatisfaction with the complexity of the accounting rules and concern about the
usefu lnes s of the info rmat ion p resented had
P9
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Figure 2

Accounting
rules requiring
comprehensive
interperiod tax
allocation have
evolved over
time In
response to
changes in the
political
climate
governing tax
policy.

Tax Policy Environment

Accounting Policy for Income Taxes
Tax Expense
Disclosure Method

Major Business Tax Incentive Acts

Flow-Through
Method

Neutral
194 4 — i —

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
ARB 23 (1944) - partial
allocation for bond discount
amortization timing
differences.

1971 Positive —
— —
—
— —
—
Revenue Act of 1971 - reinstated ITC,
introduced ADR system, cut Corp. tax
rate
Tax Reduction Act of
1975- increased ITC
Tax Reduction & Simplification Act of
1977 -jobs tax credit
Revenue and Energy Acts of
1978 -cut capital gains tax rate,
energy credit
Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 -ACRS. R &D credit, leasing,
RITC

Limited
Partial
Allocation

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

Increased
Complexity

APB Opinions 23 and 24
(1972)

— —
—
_1981- —
— — —
—
Reconsideration
FASB formally places the
of Comprehensive
issue of income tax
Allocation
accounting on agenda in
January 1982

1982 Negative — —
—
—
— —
—
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act of 1982- partially rescinded
benefits of ACRS and ITC in 1981 tax
act
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984
Miscellaneous tax reform and tax increase bills introduced into Congress
(1985)
i

ARB 42 (1952)- partial for
timing differences due to
depreciation on emergency
war facilities.
ARB 44 (1954)- partial for
nonrecurring depreciation
timing differences only.

- 1958 - ARB 44, Revised (1958) Controversy over
comprehensive for all
Partial vs.
depreciation timing
Comprehensive
Allocation
differences.
ASR 96 (1963)- either flow through or allocation for investment tax credit timing
differences.
-1967
APB Opinion 11 (1967) Change to
comprehensive tax allocaComprehensive
lion using the deferral
Allocation
method for all timing
differences.
—

1954 Positive —
—
—
—
— —
Revenue Act of 1954- accelerated
depreciation
Revenue Act of 1962- investment tax
credit
Revenue Act of 1964 - reduced corporate rates

1966 Negative
PL80- 800(1966)- suspended investment tax credit
Corporate tax rate surcharge of 4.8%
(1968) Tax Reform Act of 1969 repealed the ITC
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Major Pronouncements

Discussion Memorandum,
August 1983
Exposure Draft,
September 1986

Prediction:

Comprehensive
allocation retained
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by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
of 1982, passed in response to the federal budget
deficit crisis. Tax reform became a primary issue
in the 1984 Presidential campaign. Eighteen different tax reforms bills were introduced during
the 98th Congress, all curtailing special tax incentive provisions for business in return for overall
tax rate reductions. The final bill, the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, boosts corporate taxes by $120 billion over the next five years.
During this period, legislators and lobbyists focused intensely on effective corporate tax rates.
Beginning in 1982, Congressmen Pease and Dorgan commissioned annual studies of effective corporate tax rates from the Joint Committee on
Taxation with the express purpose of formulating
legislation to raise revenue. The Committee computes these tax rates based on the "current" tax
expense rather than the comprehensive tax expense information disclosed in corporate annual
reports. A 1984 Citizens for Tax Justice Report
used similar computations to compile a list of 128
large and profitable corporations that had paid no
federal income taxes from 1981 to 1983.
Most major corporations are sensitive to the
claim that they don't pay their fair share of taxes.
Several studies show that corporations with low
federal income tax rates have attempted to obscure this fact in their annual reports.
A review of 300 corporate annual reports revealed that in 23% of the reports there was insufficient information presented to calculate a "flow through" effective tax rate. Furthermore, firms
with low effective tax rates were more likely than
firms with high tax rates to place income tax expense among operating expenses, instead of reporting it seperately.'
A similar study concluded that current tax expense reported in corporate annual reports was
not synonymous with taxes payable to the government." In 1985, Treasury taxation specialist Lowell Dworin compared the corporate tax returns
and financial statements of over 1,000 companies
for 1979 to 1981, and found that reported current
tax expense generally exceeded the actual tax liability "in some instances by a wide margin."
The negative business tax policy climate of
1982 -86 has obviously made a fundamental rethinking of corporate tax accounting difficult. It
may not be surprising, therefore, that the 1983
FASB Research Report undertaken in conjunction with the tax project was limited in scope to "a
neutral discussion of accounting and reporting alternatives advanced in the literature." The 156 page report devoted only four paragraphs to the
potential economic effects of alternative tax accounting methods.
In September 1986, after many delays, FASB
issued an exposure draft that predictably disapMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

pointed those who had hoped for a complete revamping of tax accounting standards. The draft
recommends that comprehensive allocation be retained, changing to the liability from the deferral
method. The liability method requires that deferred tax liabilities be adjusted to reflect subsequent changes in tax rates or other tax law provisions, and that. those changes be reflected in net
income.
The shift to the liability method will require
businesses to adjust their deferred tax balances to
reflect the drop in the top corporate rate from
46% to 34% under the 1986 tax bill. At the same
time, reduced depreciation allowances in the tax
bill will reduce timing differences. Thus, the proposed tax accounting standards will affect the income statement and balance sheets of virtually every corporation in the United States.
A Look Ahead
What impact do tax accounting standards have
on tax policy considerations in an era of tax reform? The evidence suggests that accounting information has been used to influence public opinion regarding the business sector's share of the tax
burden, thus influencing legislators unskilled in
interpreting financial data.
Few experts believe the tax policy debate is
over, given high federal deficits. But, will FASB's
new definition of deferred taxes as a liability influence future tax legislation deliberations?
The accounting profession needs to think carefully about these questions for three reasons.
First, it may give us a clearer picture of who reaps
the benefit and who bears the burden of accounting regulation. Second, it may help us understand
the economic consequences of accounting changes
for business managers, auditors, and legislators, as
well as investors and creditors.
Finally, it may permit FASB to anticipate reaction to proposed regulations, thus ensuring the legitimacy of the standard - setting body in a democratic political environment.
❑

'ARB 18, Supplement to ARB 2. Unamortized Discount and Redemption Premium
of Bonds Refunded, December 1942.
'ARB 23, Accounting far Income Tax. December 1944; ARB 42, Emergency Facilities— Depreciation, Amortization, and Income Taxes, November 1952; and ARB 43,
Restatement and Revision of Accounting Research Bulletins, Chapter 10(b). "income Taxes'- June 1953.
'Thomas F. Keller, "The Annual Income Tax Accrual," Journal of Accountancy.
October 1962, pp. 59 -65
'APB 2, Accounting jar the "Investment Credit." December 1962. The Revenue Act
of 1962 allowed a seven percent tax credit on equipment purchases if the deprecia•
ble basis was reduced, and liberalized depreciation lifetimes.
'Hugo Numberg, Cash Movements Analysis of the Accounting for Corporate income
Taxes. (East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University Business Studies, 1971).
'The Revenue Act of 1964 repealed the required ITC basis reduction and cut corpo.
rate tax rates from 52% to 50% in 1964 and 48 %i in 1965.
'James H. Ditkofl, "Financial Tax Accounting at the Crossroads." Journal of Ac.
countancy. August 1977, pp. 69.80. Bill N. Schwartz. "Deferred Taxes: Compliance
and Understandability," Journal of Accounting. Auditing and Finance. Spring 1983,
pp. 244253.
'See Federal Power Commission vs. United Gas Pipe Llne(87 S.Ct. 1003, 19671, Case
vs New York Central Railroad (15 N.Y. 2nd, 19651, and Norfolk and Western Railroad 1974 Annual Report, respectively.
lames R. Hasselback, "An Empirical Examination of Annual Report Presentation
of the Corporate Income Tax Expense," The Accounting Review, April 1976, pp.
269 -276.
"Clyde P. Slickney, "Current Issues in the Measurement and Disclosure of Corporate Income Taxes." The Accounting Review. April 1979, pp. 421-433.
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Are your cost accounting systems
providing relevant data for inventory costing?

By Harold P. Roth

Harold P. Roth, Ph.D.,
CMA, CPA, is an
associate professor of
accounting at the
University of
Tennessee-Knoxville.
He is a member of the
Knoxville Chapter of
NAA, through which
this article was
submitted.

The Tax Reform Act (TRA) of 1986 changes inventory accounting for income tax purposes by requiring the capitalization of additional costs to inven t o ry. Th i s ch an ge req u ires carefu l
consideration by manufacturers to ensure that
their cost accounting systems provide relevant
data for inventory costing.
Product costing under pre -TRA regulations
generally followed the absorption costing concepts
specified by generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Under GAAP, product costs are
defined as:
"Those costs of raw materials, direct labor,
and other costs that are directly or indirectly involved in the production of goods and
services for sale to customers. Indirect costs
include such items as factory depreciation,
equipment maintenance, factory utilities,
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and wages for facilitating services in the
plants. "'
For income tax purposes, pre -TRA regulations
required the capitalization of direct production
costs and certain indirect production costs. The
indirect production costs were grouped into three
categories (Table 1). Category 1 costs had to be
included in inventory; category 2 costs did not
have to be included in inventory; and category 3
costs were included in inventory if they were included in inventory costs for financial statement
purposes.
A comparison of columns (2) and (4) in Table I
shows that many of the indirect product costs
capitalized under pre -TRA regulations and
GAAP were the same. These include all category
1 costs and many category 3 costs such as taxes,
depreciation, depletion, factory administrative expenses, and production officers' salaries. Under
the regulations, these indirect product costs could
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

be allocated using any method that fairly apportioned the costs.

tracts give examples of the bases and methods that
can be used for allocating these costs.'

After Tax Reform

An Illustration

Product costing under the TRA is more complicated than under previous regulations because
additional indirect product costs must be capitalized. The costs that must be capitalized under the
new law are noted in column (3) of Table 1. Examples of costs that will be treated differently under TRA include excess depreciation and depletion (formerly category 2 costs) and rework labor,
scrap, and spoilage. Thus, if a business uses different depreciation methods for tax and book purposes or writes the cost of spoilage off as an expense, the co st accounting system must be
modified before inventory and cost of goods sold
are calculated under the new law.
The Senate Finance Committee's logic is as
follows:

Although the new capitalization rules apply to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986,
manufacturers need to consider the changes earlier because beginning inventories for the first year
must be restated as if the change had been in effect. The following example illustrates the procedures that are needed for a manufacturer using an
actual cost system to calculate taxable income and
reconcile that amount with book income. To simplify the illustration, allocations to raw materials
inventories are omitted on the assumption that
their book cost and tax cost are the same.
ABC Company uses an actual cost system and
produces two products, A and B, in department A
and department B. The production departments
receive services from a factory service department.
The costs of the factory service department are allocated directly to department A and department
B on the basis of direct costs in each department.
Th e Decemb er 31, 1986, in ven to ri es are as
follows:

"The committee believes that the present law rules regarding the capitalization of
costs incurred in producing property are deficient in two respects. First, the existing
rules may allow costs that are in reality
costs of producing, acquiring, or carrying
property to be deducted currently, rather
than capitalized into the basis of the property and recovered when the property is sold
or as it is used by the taxpayer.... Second,
different capitalization rules may apply under present law depending on the nature of
the property and its intended use. "'
The different capitalization rules noted in this
quoted excerpt refer to pre -TRA regulations applicable to extended - period long -term contracts,
self- constructed assets, and inventories. The Tax
Reform Act imposes a uniform set of capitalization rules on all costs incurred in manufacturing
or constructing property or in purchasing and
holding property for resale. The uniform capitalization rules are patterned after pre -TRA regulations applicable to extended - period, long -term
contracts.
In addition to the costs shown in Table 1, the
extended - period, long -term contract regulations
also require the allocation of costs of certain administrative functions or departments referred to
as service departments. Because the uniform capitalization rules are based on these regulations, the
cost of these service departments will have to be
capitalized. (See list of service departments requiring cost allocation.)
Certain costs previously treated as expenses under GAAP now have to be capitalized as product
costs under the uniform capitalization rules. The
regulations for extended - period, long -term conMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

Units

Work -in- process, Product
Work -in- process, ProductB
Finished goods, Product A
Finished goods, Product B

20,000'
50,000'
60,000
100,000

Cost per unit

Total cost

$17.20
12.90

$ 344,000
645,000
$ 989,000

17.20
12.90

$1,032,000
1.290.000
2,322,000
$3,311,000

Total
'Work -in-process inventories are stated in equivalent units.

Service Departments Requiring
Cost Allocation and Capitalization
Under Uniform Capitalization Rules
(Based on Pre -TRA Extended - Period Long -Term Contract
Regulations),
1. The administration and coordination of manufacturing or construction projects.
2. Personnel operations.
3. Purchasing operations.
4. Materials handling and warehousing operations.
5. Accounting and data services operations related to contract activities, including cost accounting, accounts payable, disbursements, billing, accounts receivable, and payroll.
6. Data processing.
7. Security services.
8. Legal departments that provide legal services to contracts.
Source: Treasury Regulations section 1.451 (d)(9)(vi)
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Table 1
Treatment of Indirect Product Costs
Treatment
Pre -Tax
Reform Act
(2)

Costs
(1)

Tax
Reform Act
(3)

GAAP
(4)

Category 1 costs

inspection

Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize

Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize

Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize

Capitalize
Capitilize
Capitalize
Capitalize

Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize

Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize

Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense

Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Capitalize

Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
Expense
NIA

Expense
Expense

Capitalize
Expense

N/A
Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense
Expense

Expense
Expense

Expense
Expense

Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional

Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize
Expense
Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize

Capitalize
Capitalize
Capitalize
Expense
Capitalize or expense
Capitalize
Capitalize

-

Repair expenses
Maintenance
Utilities, e.g. heat, power, light
Rent
Indirect labor and production supervisory
wages
Indirect materials and supplies
Tools and equipment not capitalized
Quality control and
Category 2 costs
Marketing expenses
Advertising expenses
Selling expenses
Other distribution expenses
Interest
Research and experimental expenses
Losses under section 165
Percentage depletion in excess of cost
Depreciation and amortization in excess
of that reported in financial statements
Income taxes
Pension contribution related to past
service costs
General and administrative expenses related
to overall operations
Salaries of officers related to overall operations
Category 3 costs

&

Source: Adapted from Coopers Lybrand, Analysis: TaxReform Act of 1986,Coopers Lybrand,
New York, 1986, p. 176.
&

Product costing
is now more
complicated
because
additional
indirect costs
must be
capitalized.

Taxes other than income taxes related to
production assets
Depreciation and cost depletion
Production employee's benefits
Costs of strikes
Reword labor, scrap, and spoilage
Factory administration expenses
Officers' salaries related to production services

Inventories for the 1986 financial statements
and tax return would be costed at these amounts.
However, before 1987 taxable income is computed, the beginning inventory must be adjusted to
include any additional costs required to be capitalized under the Tax Reform Act. Assume these
costs for 1986 are:
Excess depreciation
Spoilage
Data processing
department costs
34

$ 60,000
30,000
150,000

The excess depreciation and spoilage are directly traceable to departments A and B and are allocated on that basis. The percentages are shown in
section (a) of Table 2. Because data processing
provides services to selling, general and administrative functions, the factory service department,
and the production departments, the data processing costs must be allocated among all these departments. Using total direct costs of these departments, the percentages for the allocation also
are shown in section (a).
Section (b) of Table 2 shows the actual allocaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987

Table 2
Calculation of Beginning Inventory Cost
(a) Percentages for allocation
Percentage allocable to

Spoilage
Excess depreciation
Data processing
Factory services

14%

B

40%
50%
32%

60%
50%
48%
60%

40%

Allocation of costs

Spoilage
Excess depreciation
Data processing
Factory services
Total allocated

30,000
60,000
150,000

Selling,
G &A

Factory
services

$21,000

$9,000
-9,000

Departments
A

B

$12,000
30,000
48,000
3,600
$93,600

18,000
30,000
72,000

$

Amount
$

Cost

5.400
$125,400

Calculation of additional Inventory costs
Product B
$

93,600
200,000

=

Additional cost per unit

$

Product A
0.468

$125,000
400,000

9,360

50,000 x $0.3135

Finished goods inventory

60,000 x $0.468 $28,080

0.3135

$15,675

100,000 x $0.3135 $31,350
=

=

=

$

20,000 x $0.468

=

Work -in- process inventory

$

(c)

6%

Departments
A

_

(b)

Factory
services

Selling,
G &A

Cost

Total adjustment to inventories

tion of costs using the percentages in (a). Note
that two allocations are required for the data processing costs because the department provides services to the factory services department which in
turn provides services to the production departments. Therefore, the $9,000 allocated to factory
services is subsequently allocated to departments
A and B on the basis of their direct costs. These
percentages are shown in section (a).
If 200,000 units of product A and 400,000 units
of product B were produced in 1986, section (c) is
a calculation of the additional costs that must be
added to the beginning inventory for 1987 under
the new law. The beginning inventories are increased by $84,465 ($37,440 + $47,025). For tax
purposes, this amount is treated as a section 481
adjustment to be written off over four years.'
Therefore, the adjustment causes an increase in
1987 taxable income of $21,116 (0.25 x $84,465).
Subsequent Year's Illustration
When an actual cost system is used, separate inMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/MARCH 1987

$37,440

$47,025

ventory balances and cost of goods sold must be
calculated for book and tax purposes if generally
accepted accounting principles and tax rules differ. To illustrate the computation, assume that
ABC Company calculates a 1987 GAAP cost of
units produced of $18.00 for product A and
$12.80 for product B. Unit data for 1987 are as
follows:
Units
Beginning work -in- process inventory'
Ending work -in- process inventory'
Beginning finished goods inventory
Ending finished goods inventory
Units completed
Units sold

Product A

Product B

20,000
50,000
60,000
40,000
200,000
220,000

50,000
60,000
100,000
50,000
440,000
490,000

'Stated in equivalent units.
Because there are uncompleted units at the end
of the year, equivalent units are therefore used to
determine an average cost per unit. Using average
35

costing, the equivalent units in process are as
follows_

Product A

Product B

200,000
50,000
250,000

440,000
60,000
500,000

Units completed
Equivalent units in ending work -in- process
Equivalent units in process

ABC Company uses the first -in, first -out
(FIFO) method of accounting for finished goods.
The additional costs incurred in 1987 that must be
allocated for tax purposes are spoilage, $40,000;
excess depreciation, $40,000; and data processing
costs, $200,000. These costs are allocated using
procedures similar to those for the beginning inventory. The 1987 percentages for the allocation
are shown in section (a) of Table 3.
The allocation is in section (b) and the additional costs included in the ending inventory in section (c). The additional costs per unit are calculat-

Table 3

Calculation of Ending Inventory Cost
(a) Percentage for allocation
Percentage allocable to

Spoilage
Excess depreciation
Data processing
Factory services

Departments

Factory
services

Selling,
G &A

Cost

A

B

35%
50%
35%
45%

5%

15%

65%
50%
45%
55%

(b) Allocation of costs

Amount

Spoilage
Excess depreciation
Data processing
Factory services
To ta I allocated

40,000
40,000
200,000

Selling,
G &A

Factory
services

Departments
A

$10,000
- 10,000

$30,000

B

$14,000
20,000
70,000
4,500
$108,500

26,000
20,000
90,000
5,500
$141,500
$

Cost
$

Certain costs
previously
treated as
expenses under
CARP now
have to be
capitalized as
product costs
under the
uniform
capitalization
rules.

ed by adding together the allocated costs for the
current period plus the allocated costs in the beginning work -in- process inventory and dividing
by the equivalent units in process.
This procedure is necessary because an average
cost system is used. For tax purposes, the 1987
average cost per unit is $18.47144 ($18.00 +
$0.47144) for product A and $13.11435 ($12.80
+ $0.31435) for product B.
Using the unit cost data developed above and
FIFO costing for finished goods, we can calculate
book income before taxes and taxable income as in
Table 4. Note that $30,000 of the data processing
costs are shown as a separate deduction in calculating taxable income. This amount represents the
data processing costs that were allocated to the
selling, general, and administrative category.
Table 4 shows book income of $766,000 and
taxable income of $739,659. The difference is
caused by four items: (1) the additional costs included in the ending inventories for tax purposes;
$# 45

(c) Calculation of additional inventory costs

Product A

Product B

Total allocated costs
Current period
Beginning inventory
Total

$0.47144

50,000 x $0.47144 $23,572

Finished goods inventory

40,000 x $0.47144 $18,858

$157,175
500,000

$0.31435

60,000 x $0.31435 = $18,861

=

Work -in- process inventory

$141,500
15,675
$157,175

=

$117,860
250,000

=

50,000 x $0.31435 $15,717

=

=

Additional cost per unit

$108,500
9 360
$117,860

Total adjustment to inventories
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$42,430

$34,578
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-I'm going to San Diego '87 bt -Tause I owe it
to my-company to be on top of changes in
the field -- eslx- c,iafly th.rs year!"
A. Kenneth Bonanno
Manager — Intercompany Subcontracts
Raytheon Co.

young

special family events for spouses

and

A c om p le te p ro fe ssl on a 'W l ud i n
people.

"The NAA Conference is the best value
around, when it comes to s t a r t , . n i n A r u i r
skills and exchanging ideas.'
Robert. E. Paterson
Senior Vice President —F
The Sperry & Hutchinson

Here's how you and your staff can benefit immediately from this 3'/2 day educational program:

Learn

Find Out

about 'Waste in Government° from Jack Anderson,
Investigative Columnist and member of the Citizens
Against Government Waste. Hear former Attorney
General Griffin Bell give a special address on "Ethics ".
Listen to Charles Callard, Chairman of Callard, Madden
& Associates, Inc., explain "Managing Shareholder
Value ".

"What SI imild Your General Ledger System Really Do
For Yon'.'-, from Felix Kaufman, President & CEO of
Consco Enterprises, Inc. Get a practical view of the

Discover

Add To

`What's Right With Management. Accounting" from
DuPonts Senior Vice Presid ent an d Chief Financial
Officer, Jack .J. Quindlen. Listen to Profvs.Sor.J. Don
Edwards, of the I Jniversify of Geo rgia, speak about
"The ('on( rollees Role and The Audit Committee ". Hear
lenry .L .Johan son, National Director, Manufacturing

Industries, Coopers & Lybrand, explain ".Just In Time
Invenicries ".

Exch ang e
ideas on wom en's rules an d reward s, as Jo y Picu s,
I.c►.s Angeles Councilwoman, talks on "Equal Woi•ih ".
Compare views w it Ii William Maynard and WiLs oin
Learning, in a special seminar titled "Innovator —
Ethics Applications ". Share and gain experience with
a slm.•ial "Small Business Panel ".

Im p rov e
relations in y o u r organization, as.Jan ice Eddy,
prominent head of her own Management Consulting
Firm, (1i.scus.scs "Men and Women Working Together."
Arid jour the seminar on 'Personal Safety" to consider
the increasin g travel an d o th er exp o su re o f

professional women, as well as rape prevention.

efficiencies to be achieved as Robert Adams, President
of Xerox Systems, talks alx)ut "Office Automation ", and
hear Dr. Sharon ('rain explain "Problem Solving
Without Conthel ".

(m r com petence ui the tax area, as Roscoe Egger
(former IRS Comm issioner) Partner in Price
Waterhouse, dL5fl1SSeS "Federal 'Faxes", Increase your

vision of the world economy, as Barbara Thomas,
former SEC member, now Senior Vice President,
Bankers Trust., add rf- ses the "International Monetary
Situation ".

Topics that enhance
your skills:
Tax Simplification • Office Automation • Small Business
Practices • Creative Problem Solving Without Conflict.
• Waste in Government • What's Right With Management Accounting? • Ethics in the Business Community
• Current and Future Outicx ►k for the International.
Monetary System • Equal Worth — Equal Pay • Multi National Accounting Concerns.
These and many more sources of professional
information and growth are yours, at, San Diego S7 —
3rfz days that offer you an important opportunity to
meet, relate, learn and grow professionally among the
best of your peers.

"W hat's right with management accounting" — you'll find out, through an agenda filled with
outstanding speakers on vital questions...
Time

Speaker /Seminar

SUNDAY, JUNE 21, 1987
1:30 -4:30 PM
M.L, Arey
S.P. Folsom
of El. DuPont de
Nemours & Company, Inc.
2:30 - 4:30 PM

Small Business Panel

Topic
"Personal Safety" —
the increasing travel and other exposures
of professional women;
includes rape prevention.
Financing and the importance of
the tax reform on small business

MONDAY, JUNE 22, 1987
Invocation, National Anthem
8:45 AM
and Welcome
9:00 AM

Jack Anderson
Distinguished Journalist

"Waste in Government"

ADVANCE REGISTRATION FORM
Registration accepted only if accompanied by payment —
Make check payable to:
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS

—
NOTIC E -Members and spouses have five choices in registering for the Annual
Conference: Option A— All Events Package, before April 30, and
April 30 and later Option B— Minimum Purchase, without Annual
Dinner, before April 30 and April 30 and later. Option C — Annual
Dinner Only.

REFUND POLICY—All Cancellations received in NAA's offices
by 5:00p.m. E.D.T., Thursday, AprI130 will be refunded IN FULL bycheck.
Cancellations received after that are entitled to NO REFUND. This time
and date are also the deadline for advance registration fees.

A spouse option purchase cannot be made unless accompanying a
Member Option A or B purchase.
Young People -12 Years and Older, and Young People —6 through
11 Years, have two choices: All Events Package, before APH130, and
All Events Package, Apirif 30 and later.

Mall this form and remittance In U.S. funds to:
National Association of Accountants
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, N.J. 07645 -1760
ENCLOSED IS Personal
CHARGE TO MY
VISA
MasterCard

Company

CHECK FOR $ _

Card Number
Expiration Date

Indicate No
of Registrants

PROGRAM FOR MEMBERS

- --

OPTION A

M.C. Interbank #

10 L _

All Events Package (After April 30)

S465.D0

10

All Events Package ( Before April 30) .. .. ... .. ..
(10% Early Registration Bonus)

5415.00

National Officers' Reception(Sunday Eve.)
General Session /Annual Meeting (Monday a.m.)

PEEL LABEL FROM ORIGINAL
MAILING PANEL AND AFFIX
IN THIS SPACE.
r ;;t_ me processing of your registration, confirmation will I),, njiwa
to your preferred mailing address as shown on the peel -off label above If
this address is not correct, please indicate the change in Part I below.

• Keynote Luncheon (Monday Midday)
Concurrent Sessions (Monday p.m.)
Plenary Session (Tuesday III
Luncheon (Tuesday Midday)
Concurrent Sessions (Tuesday p.m.)
Family Event: Sea World
Plenary Session (Wednesday a.m.)
• Plenary Session (Wednesday p.m.)
Annual Dinner (Wednesday Eve.)

OPT ION B
16 L

Mi n i mu m Pu r c ha s e (A f t e r A p r i l 30) . .

... ..

PART I —to be completed only if:

16

Check
Here

All of the events listed under Option A. except Annual Dinner
OPTION C
14
Annual Dinner Only (W ednesday Eve) . . . .

No pre - printed, peel -off label available
Member is making an address correction

5400,00

_ Minimum Purchase (Before April 30) . . . . . . . . . . . . . $400.00 _

15

-

-

... .. .500.00.

For ICMA Members IGMA Dinner (Sunday Eve.)
$40.00

A nonmember

PROGRAM FOR NON - MEMBERS

Please send me a membership application

50

All E vents Packag e ... ............................... $54 0.00

PROGRAM FOR SPOUSES

NAA ACCOUNT NO

OPTION A
All Events Package (After April 30) .. , , , ............... $105.00
All Events Package (Before April 30) .. . ............... $160.00
(10% Early Registration Bonus)

20 L .
20

NA ME
h cYidts

• National Officers' Reception (Sunday Eve.)
San Diego Zoo and Seaport Village (Monday all day: no lunch)
Harbor Luncheon Cruise; Tour of San Diego Mission (Tuesday all day; lunch)
Family Event Sea World
Spouses Luncheon with Speaker (Wednesday midday)
Annual Dinner (Wednesday Eve.)
Any Session on Members' Professional Program: General, Plenary or
Concurrent Sessions

TITLE
MAILING ADDRESS

_

OPTI ON e
Mini mum Pur chase (After April 30) ... .... ... .... .... . $160. 00_

28L
28

CITY. STATE. ZIP CODE

Minimum Purchase (Before April 30) ........... ......$135.00

All of the events listed under Option A, except Annual Dinner

PART II —to be completed by all registrants
Telephone number where you may be reached during the day if
necessary

Attention Texas CPA's: This Conference qualifies for up to 22 hours of
C.P.E. Texas sponsor number 28 -AC87.

25 -

OPTION C
Annual Di nner Only (W ednesday Eve.) ......... ........ 540.00__

66

Spouses' Options from Members' Program
The Monday "Keynote" Luncheon may be substituted

67

CHAPTER
COMPANY — —

-

_ _

-

for Spouses' Monday Tour— at no addrhonat charge
Tuesday Luncheon on Members' Program may be
substituted for Spouses' Tuesday tours — luncheon
at no additional
For Spouses
charge of
.. .ICMA
. . . . .Members
. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
ICMA Dinner (Sunday Eve.)

$40.00

PROGRAM FOR YOUNG PEOPLE -12 Years and Older

- 30 L
30

NAME (OR NICKNAME) AS YOU WISH IT PRINTED ON YOUR BADGE

All Events Package (After April 30) ..... . ....... . . $Mo0
All Events Package (Before April 30) ............ $ 1 2 5 .0 0
(10% Early Registration Bonus)

Includrs.

• San Diego Zoo (Monday all day, includes lunch)
• Personal Computer /Museum of Man ITuesday all day includes lunch)
• Balboa Park /Navy Base Tour (Wednesday all day; includes lunch)
• Delmar Fair and Dinner (Wednesday Eve.)

SPOUSE'S FIRST NAME (As desired printed on badge)
CHILDFtEN'S FIRST NAMES (As desired printed on badge)

PROGRAM FOR YOUNG PEOPLE -6 Through 11 Years

994 ! CMA (Check if CMA Member)
SOCIAL SECURITY NO

Social security number 1s required if you want NAA to maintain a computerized
record of your continuing professional education credits forth is Annual Conference
l..i

40L

All Events Package (After April 30) ............... S140.00

40

All Events Package (Before April 30) ............. $ 1 2 5 .0 0 -

• Sa n Di e go Z oo (Mon da y a ll d ay , i nc lu de s l un ch )
• S cr ip p' s Aq uar iu m /C ab ri llo L ig ht ( T u es day a ll d ay ; inc lu de s lu nc h)
• P er so na l Compu te r /B alb oa P ar k (We dn es da y all d ay , in clu de s lu nc h)
Wi ld A n imal P a rk & D i nn er ( W ed ne sd a y Ev e. )

TOTAL REMITTANCE S

The Conference Cup Edition V
The 1987 Conference Cup continues the traditional line of these
commemorative collectibles.
Everyone who purchases the All- Events Package will receive a
cup. A claim check will be included in the registration envelope,
and the cup will be given in San Diego in exchange for the check.
It's important to know, however, that the All- Events Package
must be purchased on or prior to the advance - purchase cut -off date,
April 30th. To be sure you own conference Cup V, register today!
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SAN DIEGO
JUNE 21 - 24, 1987 :• •

ADVANCE REGISTRATION FORM

MAIL M
National Association of Accountants
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, N.J. 07645 -1760

FOR RESERVATIONS DEPT. USE ONLY

MAIL TO:
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS

HOTEL
RESERVATION

OFFICIAL HOUSING REQUEST FUIRIVr
•

For accommodations, please
fill in the Hotel Reservation
Form (at right) andmail, as
promptly as possible to.

RESERVATIONS
I
MANAGER
TOWN&COUNTRYHOTEL
500HOTELCIRCLENORTH,
SANDIEGO,CALIFORNIA92108

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

RESERVATION MGR.
TOWN & COUNTRY HOTEL
SANODIEGO
NORTHCALIFORNIA
CI CLE NORTH
92 08

•

- PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE ALL ITEMS TO ASSURE ACCURACY
- COMPLETE EACH PART BELOW IN DETAIL FOR CORRECT AND RAPID COMPUTER PROCESSING.
-- SHOULD MORE THAN TWO(2) ROOMS BE NEEDED. SUPPLEMENTAL ROOM LIST MUST BE ATTACHED USING SAME FORMAT AS IN
PART 111
—ALL CONFIRMATIONS WILL BE SENT TO INDIVIDUAL INDICATED IN PART I

PAR' 1
INSTRUCTIONS:Complete requested data using abbreviations as necessary
NAME OFPERSON REQUESTING ROOMS

(FIRST NAME)

(LAST)

CANCELLATIONS. Please
notify the Town & Country
Hotel of all cancellations no
later than 72 hours in
advance In order to receive a
refund for your deposit.

(NAME OF COMPANY OR FIRM)

CHANGES:Allchanges

(STREET ADDRESS OR P.O BOX NUMBER)

should be made directly with
the hotel at all times.
„
IClTYj

ALLRESERVATION
REQUESTS,CHANGESOR
CANCELLATIONSMUSTBE
IN WRITING.
ROOMCUTOFFDAT

(STATE)

(COUNTRY)

(Area Code)

INSTRUCTIONS: Select hotel of your choice

(ZIP -U.S A.)

IPHONE NUMBER)

PART II

MAY27, 1987

All reservations received
afterMay27 will be
confirmedon aspace
available basis at regular
hotel rates

FIRST CHOICE

11111111

SECOND CHOICE

(HOTEL CODE)

1111110
(HOTEL CODE)

Should either hotel bloc be filled, you will be assigned to your second choice of hotel.
All reservations must be accompanied by one night's deposit or an AMEX iVISA/MASTERCARD number.
— Number

Credit Card Name

Exp. Date

_.

PART III
INSTRUCTIONS:

t PRINT OR TYPE NAMES OF ALL PERSONS OCCUPYING EACH ROOM
2 SELECT TYPE ROOM DESIRED WITH ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE DATES
3. SUPPLEMENTAL LIST FOR ADDITIONAL ROOM MUST USE SAME FORMAT
A PRINT OR TYPE LAST NAME FIRST.

OCCUPANTS NAMES (PRINT LAST NAME FIRST

ROOM
NO

CHECK ONE
SINGLE
C DOUBLE -1 Rollaway
C TWIN
Bed Requved
(Must be
C TRIPLE ordered in
C QUAD advance)

2
3
4,

ARR. DATE
ARRIVAL TIME

DEP DATE
C AM
PM (Check One)

Note: Reservation will be held only unfit 6 p.m.
unless guaranteed.

OCCUPANTS NAMES PRINT LAST NAME FIRST

NO 2

_

2

_

ROOM

CHECK ONE
C SINGLE
ARR DATE
DEP DATE
G DOUBLE C Rollaway
1-; AM C PM (Check One)
C TW IN
Bed Requued ARRIVAL TIME
IMusl be
Note: Reservation will be held only until6 p.m.
0 TRIPLE ordered in
unless guaranteed.
C QUAD ativance

3.

)

A

NOTE: PLEASE RECHECK ALLITEMS FOR CORRECT INFORMATION

THESE HOTELS HAVE RESERVED ROOMS FOR THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
Hotel

TSC

HH

Town& Country
Hotel

I

Hanalei Hotel

L
1 1 1
I

Person
Sin,%
Sirt9le Standard
DoutNe Double
Standard
Deluxe
Deluxe , Person or
or

$61

$85

Single
Occup.

Double
Occup.

$61

1 $83 1 $83 1 —I

$85

Suites
Contact
Hotel

$12

A. The Town & Country Hotel is Conference
Headquarters & SCMS Headquarters.

MEN' W////,
I

I

__

Hotel
Code

I

B. Children age 18 and under in same room
with parents, free.
C Rates subject to 7% city tax.

Joy Picus
Los Angeles, Councilwoman

11:00 AM

Annual Meeting

1:30 PM

J.J. Quindlen
Senior Vice President,
Finance, DuPont

"What's Right with Management Accounting"

2:00 -4:30 PM

William Maynard
Wilson Learning

"Innovator— Ethics Applications"

2:00 -4:30 PM

Janice Eddy
Janice Eddy Inc.
Management Consulting Firm

"Men and Women Working Together"

2:00 -4:30 PM

Pete Bowden
Senior Vice President,
Bank of Virginia

"Asset Based Funding"

2:00 -4:30 PM

Felix Kaufman
President CEO, Consco Ent., Inc.

"What Should Your General Ledger System
Really Do For You"

2:00 -4:30 PM

Prof.J. Don Edwards
University of Georgia

"The Controller's Role
and The Audit Committee"

&

10:00 AM

"Equal Worth-

"Ethics"

10:00 AM

Barbara Thomas
(former SEC member) Senior
Vice President, Bankers Trust Co.

"International Monetary Situation"

11:00 AM

Robert Adams
President, Xerox Systems

"Office Automation"

1.30 PM

Roscoe Egger
(former IRS Commissioner) Partner,
Price Waterhouse

"Federal Taxes"

2:00 -4:30 PM

William Maynard
Wilson Learning

"Innovator— Ethics Application"

2:00 -4:30 PM

Janice Eddy
Janice Eddy, Inc.
Management Consulting Firm

"Men and Women Working Together"

2:00 -4:30 PM

Charles Callard
Chairman, Callard, Madden
Assoc., Inc.

"Managing Shareholder Value"

2:00 -4:30 PM

Henry J. Johanson
National Director,
Manufacturing Industries
Coopers Lybrand

"Just In Time Inventories"

2:00-4:30 PM

Dr. Grover Porter
University of Alabama

"Toward a Management Accounting
Curriculum"

&

&

TUESDAY JUNE 23, 1987
9:00 AM
Griffin Bell
(former Attorney General)

"International Finance"

10:00 AM

James Treadway
(former SEC Commissioner)
Chairman. National Commission on
Fraudulent Financial Reporting

"Recommendations of the Commission"

11:00 AM

Open

2:30 -4:30 PM

Dr. Sharon Crain
President, Crain Associates
&

WEDNESDAY JUNE 24, 1987
9:00 AM
R.C. Spinosa - Cattela
Member, Board of Management,
Philips N. V.

"Creative Problem Solving Without Conflict"

Often called "Americas finest city ", San Diego offers unique
beauty and historic charm to the visitor — from desert
and mountains to harbors and the sea. Plus a delightful
Spanish flavor from neighboring Mexico. San Diego
weather is famous for• being unusually healthful and
continually superb.
NAA members and their families will enjoy San Diego's
lively new - and -old downtown from the Town & Country
Hotel, a fifteen minute ride from San Diego International
Air Terminal (check -in time, 3:0) PM) and strategicauy
located so that. you may alloy all the attractions of the
San Diego area. Delight ful Horton Plaza shopping center,
for example, downtowns historic center for 120 ye.ars,
is now a wonderland of arch itectural and entertainment
surprises.
You'll find superb shopping, theatergoing, art-andarchitecture browsing, strolls through historical sites. San
Diego gives you miles of beaches, lush gardens at Balboa
Park, the world famous San Diego 'Goo, Museum of Art,
Natural History Museun, Tropical Garden — and the
spectacular Sea World, where our special family event, A
Summer Night. at Sea World, is scheduled for Tuesday,
.tune 2:3.

ACTIVITIES FOR ALL THE FAMILY
Spouses'Program

Yet a trained killer whale, see Magellanic penguins in their
native setting, watch white - sided dolphins leap from the
water and scar in precise formations —Sea World is a
wonder of astonishing creatures, to he touched or seen
with startling intimacy, in a sett ing of rare beauty and
high entertainment.

TEENS' AND PRE TEENS' PROGRAMS
The young people will have more attractions than anyone
can hope to explore in just three short days. Sari Diego's
Wild Animal Park... Scripps Aquarium Maritime
. of Farne...'The
Museum...The International Aerospace..Hall
Reuben H. Fleet Space'Theater and Science Center —The
Childrens' Museumn —and much, much more. From a
Harbor Excursion to Seaport Village and the San Diego
Hall of Champions, Teens and Pre-teens will find daily
excitement in sights and activities that delight their spirits
and expand their horizons.

PRE TEEN
Monday, June 22
—San Diego Zoo
—Seal Zoo
— Petting Zoo

Tuesday, June 23

— Scripps Aquarium
—La Jolla Childrens' Museum
— Cabrillo National Monument.

Sunday, Ju ne 21
National Officers' Reception (Sund ay Evening)

Then visit Seaport Village, a dazzling collection of 65 rule
shops, boutiques, galleries, theme restaurants, with acres
of bayside browsing.

Tuesday, June 23
A two -hour luncheon cruise tours breathtaking San Diego
Bay, one of the world's great natural har•lxrrs, You ll sec
sleek modern warships and the oldest merchant ship
afloat — the clipper Star of India...viewthe Cabrillo
National Monument, where the Spanish first landed
in 1rA2.
An afternoon tour of San Diego Mission reveals the
grandeur and simplicity of the missionary friars, led by
Father Ju nipero Serra, as they began here, in the l8th
Century, a chain of 21 missions that reached throughout
Spanish California.

Hotel"

Wednesday , Jun e 24
Special lunch( -n and speaker at the historic U.S. Grant
by the worldwide
Hotel, designated a "Preferred
association of luxury hotels.

Family Event

A Summer Night At Sea World: guests will be bussed to
the world famous marine zoological park, where NAA
members will have exclusive use of The Nautilus Pavilion,
supper from 6:30 to 8:30 PM, and a complete tour of what
7yme Mcgjazine has called "_..the best planned, best
stocked.,." oceanarium, in the U.S.

Wednesday, June 24
- Balboa Park
—San Diego Wild Animal Park & Dinner

TEENS
Monday, June 22

—San Diego blo

Tuesday, June 23
- Harbor 1!x( m ,niun
- MuirPersonal Computer
- Harborside Lunch
Wednesday, June 24
—Fleet Science Center
— Balboa Park
— Natural History Museum
—Tour of Navy Base
— Dehnar Fair & Dinner

DISCOUNT AIR FARES
Youl get special discount air fares to San Diego from
anywhere in the country —fares not available to the
general public—through NAA's special arrangements with
United Airlines. Just call United at 1. 800 - 521 -4041 — or
have your local travel agent call — and when you book,
mention our special Account Number 7049A. You'll get a
5" discount crux r and ubm)e the lowest, available
discounted fare for which you are eligible, including the
IItra Saver fare — which means up to 75'.,, smi?ups off'the
regular Y coach fare. These special discount fares may be
booked by calling the 800 number from 8:00 AM to
8:00 PM, seven days a week
o

Monday, June 22
Begin with a 14 m of the world- famou- S'an Diego Zoo, an
astounding collect ion of exotic animals, seen in settings
that resemble their native habitats.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

Sales

Book

Taxable

$13,000,000

$13,000,000

$1,032,000
1,290,000

$1,060,080
1,321,350

2,880,000
4,992,000
10.194.000

2,955,430
5,114,597
10,451,457

2,806,000

2,548,543

$1,800,000
40,000
200.000
2,040,000

$1,800,000

Cost of goods sold:
From beginning inventory:'
Product A
Product B
From current production:'
Product A
Product B
Total cost of goods sold
Gross margin
Expenses:
Selling, general
administrative
Spoilage
Data processing
Total expenses

30 000
1,830,000

Plus: Section 481 adjustment
766,000

Book

Tax
_

60,000 ($17.6680) $1,060,080
100,000($13.2135) = $1,321,350

From current production:
Book

Tax
160,000 ($18.47144) $2,955,430
390,000 ($13.11435) $5,114,597

Reconciliation:
Book income
Plus: Additional costs capitalized in ending inventorios
Section 481 write -off
Less: Additional costs capitalized in beginning inventories
Excess depreciation recorded for tax purposes
but not for book purposes
Taxable income

=

=

Prod. A 160,000 ($18.00) $2,880,000
Prod. B 390,000 ($12.80) $4,992,000

739,659

=

=

Prod. A 60,000 ($17.20) $1,032,000
Prod,B 100,000 ($12.90)= $1,290,000

$

21,116
$

Income
'Calculations:
Beginning inventories:

=

36"
(2) the additional costs included in beginning inventories for tax purposes; (3) the excess depreciation recorded for tax purposes; and (4) the section
481 adjustment. A reconciliation of the book and
taxable incomes using these items is shown at the
bottom of Table 4.
If a company uses a standard cost system, product costing for tax purposes can be simplified by
developing standards for the additional costs. For
example, a standard for excess depreciation might
be $0.10 for each unit of product A and $0.05 for
each unit of product B. Once the standards are
developed for each additional cost, inventories
and cost of goods sold are calculated by multiplying the number of units by the total standard cost,
i.e., book standard cost plus additional standard
costs.
If standard costs are used, variances for the
costs would be calculated as differences between
actual and applied amounts.' The disposition of
variances at the end o f th e year depend s on
whether they are material or immaterial. If they
are immaterial, they can be written off as an adjustment to cost of goods sold. If they are material, they would need to be allocated to restate the
inventories and cost of goods sold. Any amounts
allocated to inventories would need to be considered in reconciling book and taxable incomes.
Although the costing of inventories and cost of
goods sold are simplified with standard costs, determining the standard cost per unit requires an
allocation of the expected additional costs for the
year to each production department. An allocation procedure similar to the one presented in Table 2 or Table 3 may be used for this purpose.
Although the capitalization of additional costs
in inventories applies to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1986, companies need to plan
now because the beginning inventories must be
adjusted as if the regulations applied. This may be
difficult for companies using the LIFO inventory
method because each layer will have to be adjusted. Although an approximation method can be
used to adjust old layers, data for recent years
must be available to use this method.
Companies also need to examine their cost accounting systems to determine if costs that must
be capitalized are segregated. If not, the system
must be revised to accumulate the costs. Once the
data are available, companies will have to determine which methods of allocation should be used.
After adjustments have been calculated, companies will need a record showing what costs were
capitalized in the various inventories. This infor-

Table 4
Calculation of Book and Taxable Income
Actual Cost System

&

New Rules for
Inventory Costing

$766,000
77,008
21,116
(84,465)
$739,659

mation will be important to auditors when verifying the income tax liability and in case of an IRS
examination. A schedule also will be needed for
computing the deferred taxes for financial statement purposes. While most of the capitalized
costs represent timing differences between tax and
book items, some may not. Without a carefully
constructed record of what caused the differences
and when they occurred, the calculation of deferred taxes may be a difficult task.
'National Association of Accountants, " Management Accounting Terminology."
Statements on Management Accounting No. 1, NAA. 1983, p. 83.
'Commerce Clearing House, Inc., "Tax Reform Bill or 1986: Senate Finance Committee Report on H.R. 3838,-' Tar Day Report. May 31, 1986, p. 140.
'Examples of bases that mn be used for allocating service department costs are given in Treasury Regulations section 1.451(d)(9xx). Allocation rules are given to
Treasury Regulations section 1.451(dH9)(iii),
'Rev. Prnc. 8474, 1984-2, C.8, 736.
In a standard process cost system, equivalent units manufactured for the period
rather than equivalent units in process are used as the basis for applying the costs.
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STOCK

OPTION PLANS
MAKE SENSE
Stock option plans can generate capital for your company while
rewarding employees and attracting top - quality executives to your firm.
By Joseph Liberatore
j�

Joseph Liberatore is
associate director of
planning, Anchor
Organization for Health
Maintenance, Chicago.
The a rticle was
submitted through the
Chic ago Chapter.

benefits, they reward employees for their past performance, provide incentives for future performance, and help in attracting more talent to the
firm.
Plans are classified as to whether they are "nonco mp en s at o ry" or "co mp e n s a t o r y. " To be
noncompensatory:

Stock compensation plans are corporate benefit
plans that offer employees the opportunity to purchase shares of their corporation's stock. In the
traditional stock compensation plan— called a
"stock option" plan— corporations give employees the option to purchase stock at a per -share
price that is less than or equal to the price they
would pay for shares on the open market. A relatively new variation on the traditional plan —
"stock appreciation rights" plan— rewards employees with cash payments in lieu of stock. These
payments are based on the appreciation in value
of the corporation's stock over time.
Your company may consider adopting an employee stock compensation plan for two major

• There must be participation by all employees;
• Equal amounts of stock must be offered to all
eligible employees;
• There must be reasonable time limitations permitted for the purchase or exercise of the option; and
• The discount from the market price of the stock
should be no greater than would be reasonable
in an offer of stock to stockholders or others.

reasons.
Capital Accumulation. Stock option plans generate capital for the corporation. They do so with
relatively little dilution of corporate ownership.
Stock is kept in the hands of employees who have
strong vested interests in the corporation, rather
than in the hands of anonymous public stockholders. In
contrast to stock option plans,
stock appreciation rights plans
do not gen era t e co r p o rat e
capital.
Emp lo yee Benefi t. Stock
r
compensation plans are employee benefits, Like other

In a noncompensatory plan, the profession reasons, the corporation is not providing any "extra
value" to its employees. Therefore, no compensation expense should be recognized. Corporations
account for stock options in noncompensatory
plans just as they would for
stock issued in public offerings.
No entries are made when the
options are granted. When the
options are exercised and stock
is purchased, the corporation
debits cash accounts and credits capital stock accounts for
' i the amounts purchased.

rt i'
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How is compensation expense measured? In a
compensatory stock option plan, the amount of
compensation expense is measured by multiplying
the number of shares available for purchase times
the difference between the stock's market price
and the employee's option purchase price on a
specific date (the "measurement date "). The following two examples illustrate the measurement
of compensation expense.
Assume that a corporation grants its employees
on January 1 the option to purchase 1,000 shares
of common stock for $40 a share. January 1 is
termed the "date of grant." In this case, it also is
the "measurement date" used to measure compensation expense. This is the first date on which is
known the number of shares available for purchase, and the option price. If the market price of
the corporation's share were $50 on January 1,
compensation expense would be measured as
1,000 X ($50 - 40) = $10,000.
A somewhat more complex example is presented by a "variable" plan. In a variable plan, the
option price and /or the number of shares are not
known until a date later than the date of grant.
For example, on January 1 a corporation grants
its employees the option to purchase 1,000 shares
at 75% of market price on July 1. On January 1,
the market price is known but it will undoubtedly
be different on July 1. Therefore, no compensation
expense is measured on January 1. Instead, on
July 1, the market price —say, $40 —is known
and, at that time, compensation expense is measured at 1,000 X ($40 - 30) = $10,000.
When is compensation expense recognized? Total compensation is measured at the measurement
date. The expense is allocated to the relevant time
periods in which the corporation receives benefits
from the employee's services. Accounting guidelines do not offer strict rules for determining what
these relevant time periods are. Certainly, there
are several "outside" limits beyond which expense
probably should not be recognized. These limits
are an employee's termination date, or the date on
which the option to purchase shares expires. The
first date on which expense can be measured is, of
course, the measurement date. In a variable plan,
where the measurement date is later than the date
of grant, the corporation should recognize comMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

January 1, 1985
$50
December 31, 1985
$60
December 31, 1986
$70
Options were exercised on January 1, 1987.

_

The amortization period is determined from date
of grant (January 1, 1985) until expiration of the
options (December 31, 1988), three years. The determination of the compensation expense to be reported in 1985 is:
Market price, Dec. 31, 1985
Estimated option price (80 %)
Estimated compensation expense
per share

A
compensatory
plan is
available only
to a company's
top executives.

$60
(48)
12

Total shares that can be purchased (x) 1,000
Total estimated compensation
$12,000
expense
Number of years service is provided
3
Estimated annual compensation
4,000
expense
—

Stock Option Q &A

pensation during this intervening period. Consider
the following situation.
On January 1, 1985, a corporation granted options to its employees to purchase 1,000 shares of
its common stock at 80% of the market price. Options could be exercised any time between July 1,
1985, and December 31, 1988, when they expire.
The quoted market prices of the stock were:

$

A compensatory plan does not meet all four of
the criteria listed above. For example, a plan
would be compensatory if it were limited only to a
firm's top executives. Also, a plan would be compensatory if it offered employees the opportunity
to purchase stock at a price much lower than market price. For compensatory plans, the accounting
profession dictates that the corporation recognize
compensation expense.

Thus, on December 31, 1985, the corporation
would make the following entry:
Deferred compensation
expense
Stock options outstanding
and recognize:
Compensation expense
Deferred compensation
expense

12,000
12,000
4,000
4,000

Both Deferred Compensation Expense and Stock
Options Outstanding accounts are stockholders' equity accounts. Th e fo rmer being a "c o n t r a "
account.
A similar procedure is followed in 1986:
Market price, Dec. 31, 1985
Estimated option price (80 %)
Estimated compensation
expense /share
Total shares
Total estimated compensation
expense
Compensation expense charged
1985

$70
(56)
14
x 1,000
$14,000
44.000)
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A plan is noncompen sat ory
if all employees
can part icipate.

Remaining estimated compensation expense
$10,000
Number of years remaining
—
2
Estimated compensation
expense 1986
$ 5,000
Thus, on December 31, 1986, the following entry is
made:
Compensation expense
5,000
Stock options outstanding
2,000
Deferred compensation

How are stock appreciation rights treated? In
contrast to a stock option plan, the shares used as
a basis to compute stock appreciation rights are
not issued. An equivalent value, however, must be
accrued over an appropriate period, similar to
that used in stock option plans. The accrual is
handled as a "liability," that is, liquidated when
the rights are exercised.

expense
3,000
where: Stock options outstanding adjustment
(2,000) =
Stock options outstanding 1986(14,000) Stock options outstanding 1985(12,000).

Although the accounting for stock compensation plans is straightforward and noncontroversial, there are several issues worth mentioning.
Compensatory or noncompensatory? The accounting profession has delineated clear and reasonable guidelines to distinguish between compensatory and nonco mpens atory empl oyee stock
compensation plans. A question can be raised
whether even those plans that are now categorized
as noncompensatory do, in fact, result in additional value to employees over and above what non employees may be able to realize. Although in
noncompensatory plans employees cannot spend
more per share than they would on the open market, they d o have a greater "acces s" to these
shares —and greater "inside information" —than
the general public does. In reality, this access and
information enables employees to make easier and
wiser choices regarding these stock purchases. For
this reason, it seems reasonable that compensation
expense should be recognized even in so- called
"noncompensatory" plans.
What is the proper measurement period ? Accounting guidelines do not stipulate precisely the
period over which compensation expense should
be amortized. Corporations typically amortize expenses prospectively from the date of grant until
some future time, such as the expiration date or
employee termination date. It may be reasonable
to consider a retrospective amortization, similar
to the vesting method used to account for pension
plans. That is, because stock compensation plans
reward employees for service already performed,
why shouldn't the value of compensation expense
be allocated to those earlier years of service when
the services were actually performed? To do so
would require a radical revision of current accounting treatment.
What is the appropriate value? According to
current accounting guidelines, the value of stock
option plans is measured by the difference between the option price and fair market value on
the measurement date. An alternative would be to
compare the option price to the average market
value over the period from date of grant to measurement date or, perhaps, to the average market
value over the period from date of grant to expiration date. These options seem equally as valid as
the current treatment.
C

On January 1, 1987, when the stock is issued,
the total compensation expense has not yet been
charged to income. To record the issuance of the
stock, the following entries would be made:
Casha
56,000
Stock options outstanding
14,000
Unearned compensationb
7,000
Common stock
70,000
Deferred compensation
7,000
At the end of 1987 and 1988, the following
journal entries would be needed to amortize the
compensation expense to income:
Compensation expense
Unearned compensation

3,500
3,500

a1,000 shares (x) 80% (x) 70 = $56,000

bEquivalent to deferred compensation expense.
What disclosures are required? Accounting Research Bulletin 43 stipulates that disclosures for
stock compensation plans should include the current status of the plan, including the number of
shares available for purchase, the option price,
and the number of shares to be issued based on
the options exercisable on the option date. Also,
disclosure should be given ofthe number of shares
issued and price paid when the options are
exercised.
What about taxation? In brief, the Internal Revenue Service distinguishes between "incentive
stock option plans" and "nonqualified option
plans." In an incentive plan, an employee pays no
tax on purchase and a capital gains tax when
shares are subsequently sold. In a nonqualified
plan, the employee pays regular income tax on the
difference between market price and option price
after the stock is purchased.
Conversely, from the corporation's perspective,
a nonqualified plan is more attractive because
compensation expense is deductible. In an incentive plan, no expense is recognized or deductible.
48
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Miller Comprehensive GAAP Guide"
by Martin A. Miller
Contains a complete restatement —in plain English —of every promulgated generally accepted accounting principle in use, plus FASB Technical Bulletins and Interpretations and essential nonpromulgated accounting principles. Includes a discussion of FASB Statements 87 and 88, dealing with the controversial issue of
pension accounting. Topically organized, cross - referenced, indexed. $29, softcover;
$37, hardcover; 10% off sets of any two —or all three — Miller Accounting Guides.

Miller Comprehensive GAAS Guide'
by Martin A. Miller and Larry P. Baile_y
Restates and analyzes ge nerally acce pted auditing standards, including Statements, Inte rpretations, and other material i ssued by the AICPA. Contains sections on tax responsibilities, legal liability, and management advisory services,
plus new chapters on attestation engagements, prospective financial information,
and audits of credit unions and governmental units. $32, softcover; $42,
hardcover; 10 %n off sets of any two —or all three — Miller Accounting Guides.

Miller Comprehensive Governmental GAAP Guide"
(the Gvt -GAAP Guide) by Larry P. Bailey
Covers all promulgated pronouncements of the NCGA and the GASB, plus AICPA
Accounting and Auditing Guides and SOPS applying to state and local governments. Also discusses nonprofit governmental units. Special features include observation paragraphs highlighting important data, bibliographies of official
sources, and an appendix illustrating an annual financial report. $35, softcover;
$45, hardcover; 10% off sets of any two —or all three — Miller Accounting Guides.

Miller Accounting Updates"
Call our toll-free number for information about our Update Services, which offer up -to- the - minute
bulletins containing technical analyses of officially promulgated GAAP and Governmental GAAP.

TOLL
FREE

1-800- 5434918
Circle number 7 on reply card.

In CA
619
- 69and
9 635 K call collect
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This company
achieved a cost based pricing
system simple
enough to be easily
used, but good
enough to provide
pricing numbers of
integrity and
accuracy.

John Y. Lee, Ph.D., is
a professor of
accounting at
California State
University, Los
Angeles. He is a
member of the South
Bay Chapter of NAA,
through which this
article was submitted.

By John Y. Lee

writing, marketing, and distribution. The program
author also receives a royalty from the sales of his

Traditionally, small service industry companies
have had a difficult time developing management
control systems that produce reliable pricing information. One company, however, succeeded in
creating a cost -based pricing system that is simple
enough to be used in very small businesses, yet
produces accurate and dependable data for making pricing decisions.
Audio -Video World, is a sole proprietorship
with annual sales of approximately $400,000. The
company has three major areas of operations —
duplicating audio and video cassettes, recording
conferences on location, and developing cassette

program.
All three divisions can offer various packaging
options. Individual cassettes, for example, can be
packaged in soft plastic boxes, a hard, clear plastic
Norelco box, or in a single- cassette binder custom
designed for use as a cassette program or multimedia presentation. Albums, or binders as they
often are called, can be designed to hold from one
to 16 cassettes, with or without a booklet pocket
or three -ring binder capabilities, as well as a variety of cassette holder placement designs within
the binder. Any of these forms of packaging may
be shrink- wrapped.
There is a limited degree of standardization of
production materials among the three divisions although some types of tape albums are very popular and might be used in both the conference recording and cassette program divisions. Audio
and video tapes share a few popular tape lengths
among all three divisions.
Because the materials standardization is minimal, it is impractical to carry large inventories of
production materials. Materials usually are ordered according to the specifications of each job.
Current staff includes one full -time production
worker, two full -time administrative /production
workers, one part -time marketing employee, and
four on -call personnel (mostly for production
functions).
The company is still not large enough to maintain specific personnel to monitor and evaluate an
elaborate control system. Most of the control and
monitoring responsibilities are carried out by the
company president.
The long -range goals of Audio -Video World include the development of numerous cassette program and conference recording accounts. The duplication division complements the activities of

programs.
The duplication division represents the major
part of Audio -Video World's business. Materials
used include audio /video tapes and custom -designed labels. In addition to duplicating cassettes,
this division also does tape mastering/editing, labeling, and packaging.
The on-site conference recording division combines the duplicating services of the duplication
division with the custom - design services of the
program development division. Cassette tapes of
individual conference sessions are duplicated and
labeled for on -site and mail -order sales. In addition, full- conference or 16 -tape sets are offered in
a custom- designed, vinyl, cassette -tape album.
Conference sponsors receive a royalty on conference tape sales. As the conference recording service is a highly competitive one, prices and royalty
percentages are fairly well established in the
industry.
The cassette program development division offers the cassette program author a complete line of
program development services that include: program mastering /editing, duplicating, labeling, album cover and label designing, packaging, copy50
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The first step is to understand management's
attitudes toward accounting and pricing practices.
The ideal system for a particular company may
not be the best one if the company's management
won't support it. At Audio -Video World the following attitudes had to be considered when designing the system.

The next step is to review the company's accounting and pricing practices.
• The company uses a cash basis accounting
system.
• The company prices on a per -job basis. EleMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987
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• Management recognizes the importance of having a formalized pricing system. However, previous attempts to implement other systems
failed because management did not follow -up to
ensure its use.
• Management does not want a system that requires extensive calculations and paperwork.
Ideally, the tasks of accumulating and manipulating system information should be spread
among a few employees so that top management can concentrate on how to successfully
use the information.
• Management is comfortable with traditional
costing methods.
• Management desires a high degree of flexibility
in pricing options.
• Management wants a pricing system that covers
all costs unique to the job, as well as those relating to the business in general.
• Management wants to be able to determine
when jobs are profitable for filling short -run
idle capacity.

Management
has a low
tolerance for
paperwork.

Figure 1

,

Developing a New Pricing System

ments of a job have been priced using a market based price plus a "gut feeling" desired markup amou nt. Up until now, a market -based
pricing approach was appropriate because the
company was trying to establish itself in the
market and had no historical costs to guide its
pricing. For the many job elements that had little or no market pricing information available,
management used a cost -plus approach.
• Determining what to charge for cassette tape is
a significant factor for most jobs. The price for
cassette tape is somewhat flexible because the
customer can substitute a tape that is not as
high in quality. However, this flexibility is limited by the excellent standards the company
wants to maintain.
• Although most production factors are unique to
a given job, standardized costs could be used for
pricing cassette tape (assuming all tapes are the

voC

the other two divisions, as well as being a profitable division in its own right. In addition, it plays
a major role in short -run profitability of the firm,
because duplication jobs make use of idle capacity, and smooth out production peaks and valleys.
Most of the company's customers are authors
of cassette programs, conference sponsors, and
businesses requesting duplication of audio and
video cassettes. Thus, the emphasis on business to- business marketing calls for a pricing strategy
that does not rely heavily on price competition.
Audio -Video World strives to differentiate its
services by producing the highest quality products
with distinctive copywriting and graphics while
maintaining a quick turn- around cycle. The company offers 24 -hour service whenever necessary.
Product distribution primarily is accomplished
through the mail. Thus, distribution is one marketing cost easily attributable to each customer's
job.

UeVJ *..e•

GRAND T OTALS:

same quality). Tape is priced according to its
time length, In spite of this fact, management
still needs a method of ensuring that the price
adequately covers other business costs.
• The conference recording division has a very
competitive pricing environment and market based pricing will continue to be the most appropriate method for this division. At successful conferences, the market price for conference
cassettes is sufficient to cover all conference expenses and still enable the company to make a
profit. The pricing analysis does not affect this
division.
• The cassette program and duplication divisions
both require pricing for duplication, plus several possible support services. The current pricing
analysis addresses methods to accurately price
the core duplicating function, as well as ways to
ensure that the company charges enough for
51

The new
pricing system
enables
management to
analyze the
profitability of
individual
accounts.

such support services as graphics, design, typesetting, and labeling. The pricing of these support services has been a "guesstimate" until
now. Implementation of a formalized pricing
system will enable the company to be sure it is
covering all the costs and achieving the desired
profit in the revenue these services bring.
• The company's services are by definition labor
intensive. As a result, the labor element of the
final price will be a key factor. Pricing labor for
the strict production function is aided by the
use of hourly workers. Pricing the labor of such
personnel as the president, who has no definite
salary to apply to the pricing procedure, does
present a problem.
• Duplication pricing varies with the length of
the tape and the order size.
Pricing Problems Analyzed
The following is a list of problems that management wanted to alleviate with the new pricing
system:
• No pricing analysis is performed to identify the
various job elements that require pricing for
any given job.
• No costs and resultant prices are developed for
the various possible job elements (especially the
support services).
• Incomplete invoicing.
• No formalized method for figuring an adequate
mark -up exists. This is not necessarily a serious
problem in the beginning stages of a business,
but, as a company grows, it becomes cost effective to operate a formalized system.
• The company must determine an adequate
price for orders that won't affect normal operations, but will fill idle production capacity. This
will serve to smooth production peaks and
valleys.
• There is a need for an efficient method of pricing incoming jobs, which will encourage the use
of a pricing system.
• When an employee works on more than one job
at the same time due to machine loading capabilities, t h e co mp an y can no t pri ce jo b s
accurately.
• Management has low tolerance for paperwork.
The New Pricing System
Audio -Video World's goal is to be able to determine a price that generates revenue, covers all
company costs, yields a reasonable profit, and
takes marketing strategies and economic factors
into account. The company needs to fully consider
all the cos ts o f d oing bu sin ess because it is
through the revenue generated by appropriate
pricing that it must meet all current expenses and
provide the means to continue operations. The
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methods used for product pricing will not transfer
in whole to any product costing processes the
company may have.
Historically, the company has followed a market -based pricing approach. Market -based pricing
was appropriate for Audio -Video World when it
tried to establish itself in the industry, and when
the specific needs and historical costs of the company were undetermined.
Now that it is a small, yet proven company, it
needs pricing benchmarks to guide its pricing decisions. Audio -Video World no longer can use
strict market -based pricing, assuming that the
competition has accurate and effective pricing
practices.
There are many sophisticated techniques available but small businesses need a basic, easy -to -use
approach that will give them a starting price range
for a job, without having to price each segment of
a job from scratch.
The system selected for Audio -Video World is a
cost -plus approach with a job -order costing process. The cost -plus figure provides the company
with a minimum long -term price to be adjusted
for mar k et i n g and gen eral eco n o mi c
considerations.
Overhead. The company's costs will be handled
in the traditional manner, the absorption costing
approach. Allocating fixed manufacturing overhead to the respective jobs is in line with the pricing objectives of the company —that all costs of
doing business are covered.
Absorption costing of overhead also is in line
with management's preference for and familiarity
with the traditional methods of overhead allocation. Also, absorption costing is still the required
method for use in reports to stockholders and tax
authorities, and this will provide a foundation for
meeting Audio -Video World's present and future
needs in this area.
The contribution approach has several advantages over the absorption costing approach. At
present, however, th e co mp an y h as a b ett er
chance of a successful system implementation by
using the absorption method as this is in line with
the preferences of most small businesses.
Because it is a small company, average costs for
the various overhead components will suffice. Audio -Video World can use average costs without
too much concern over allocation bases. The average cost will be easier for the company to use, and
there are no responsibility center managers who
would be adversely affected by "unfair" allocations. Also, by using average costs the company
can be reasonably certain that no one customer is
being penalized for inefficiencies in production
and general operations.
The company must select an activity level for
use as a denominator when calculating the overMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

head rate. The expected actual activity for the
year will be used. It would be inappropriate for
the company to use the maximum level of capacity as the denominator, because it does not reflect
reality as yet, and management wants pricing to
provide full coverage of costs. Using the maximum capacity as the denominator in computing
the overhead rate would dilute its per job coverage of full costs.
Special order and other contingent procedures.
When evaluating whether or not to take a special
order that is below the company's fully costed
price, management must use a relevant cost approach. For special orders (when there is excess
capacity) the relevant costs are those that will be
affected by taking the special order. It is important to note that you can't assume all variable
costs are relevant and all fixed costs are irrelevant.
Each case must be decided on a per -order basis.
As a result, it is preferable to use the total costs
and revenu e rath er th an u nit amo un t for t he
order.
Audio -Vid eo Wo rld o ften can accept sp ecial o rders a t a p rice b elo w th eir m in im u m lo n g - ran ge
price as lo n g as th e sp ecial p rice is high er th an th e
increm en tal co st o f p ro d u cin g an d sellin g th e o rder. Nonq u an tifiab le reaso n s fo r accep tin g a sp e-

cial order at a lower price include getting that first
order from a potentially good client, or gaining
exposure to a new market segment.
Quantity d iscounts. The p ri mary s ou rce of
quantity discounting is the price cut by the suppliers of cassette tapes. Company policy is to pass
this savings on to the consumer.
Profitability and Other Evaluations. Management can offset the effects of the full - absorption
approach by dealing in totals and in directly traceable costs so as to evaluate the incremental effect
of whatever needs to be appraised.
Forms are important. Forms that work are vital.
The accumulation of cost and job information is
the basis for allocating costs which, in turn, aid in
determining the price level.
Management uses two forms —the production
record and the work order. To aid in the implementation of the new pricing system and to ensure
that they are used, the forms are adapted to a full costing format. The production record (Figure 1)
will be restructured to a sectional approach, as is
used on the work record. Also, a more detailed
listing of possible services and materials needs to
be provided on both forms in order to avoid incomplete invoicing and omission of elements that
went into a particular job.
The work order (Figure 2) would have a job
numbering system implemented (it is not currently being u sed ) w ith th e jo b n u m b er b ased o n th e
date of jo b en try . Th is in fo rm atio n will aid in fu ture costing and record - keeping procedures.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

Figure 2
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Tighter Control
Audio -Video World is now planning to move
from its present cash -basis accounting system to
an accrual -basis one. Many of the costing procedures will be an integral part of accrual accounting and will be used in the preparation of current
financial reports and analyses.
Although it is too early to assess the results of
the new pricing system, the control over individual jobs is significantly better. All costs and job
elements are now charged for properly and in a
timely fashion.
The profitability analysis has been started for
each account, and all cost elements are systematically traced to financial reports. As a result, the
company is aware of accounts worth pursuing and
those that are not.
Additionally, management is now thinking in a
more comprehensive way about its management
control systems. This is considered a valuable byproduct of the company's new pricing system.

Because of the
company's size,
average costs
for the various
overhead and
components

will suffice.
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1986. The most prevalent question
asked by CMA candidates is, "What
tax laws are going to be tested on the
1987 CMA examinations ?"
The June 1987 CMA examination
will apply the Federal Internal Revenue Code and Regulations in effect
for th e calend ar year 1986. This
means that candidates will be required to apply the provisions of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986 that are applicable to the 1986 calendar year.
Those provisions of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986 that take effect during the
1987 calendar year will not be addres sed on t he J un e 1987 CMA
examination.
The December 1987 CMA examination will apply the Federal Internal
Revenue Code and Regulations in effect for the calendar year 1987. This
means that all provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 that take effect in
1986 and 1987 will be covered on the
December 1987 CMA examination.
Corporate taxation is covered on
the CMA examination in Part 3, "Public Reporting Standards, Auditing and
Taxes."
Anyone desiring additional information regarding the CMA program
should write to the Institute of Certified Management Accountants, 10
Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 076451760.
E

Institute of Certified
Management
Accountants
James Bulloch, Editor

December 1986 CMA Examination Results

The ICMA is pleased to announce
that the CMA examination will be offered at Webster University, Leiden,
The Netherlands, in June and December 1987. This is the first time the examination will be offered at a designated site outside the United States,
and the ICMA looks forward to accommodating those who have requested a European site. The ICMA
has agreed to guarantee two offerings of the examination and then to
evaluate the response to the program
before committing to future offerings.
The ICMA application fee of $25.00
will be the same for the European
candidates. However, the examination fee will be $50.00 per part which
includes a $5.00 nonrefundable sur54

Testing of TRA 1986
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 has created concern and confusion for candidates taking the CMA examination.
Most of the provisions of this act take
effect during 1987, but some provisions were retroactive to January 1,

ICMA Calculator Policy
The ICMA's Board of Regents revised its calculator policy because of the increased
sophistication and miniaturization of computers. Small programmable computers that
have permanent memory and look like calculators are now available. All calculations
required for the CMA examination questions can be solved using a basic six - function
calculator. Therefore, to ease the administrative problems at the CMA examination
test sites, the calculator policy below was implemented effective with the December
1986 CMA examination. This policy will be in effect for all future examination offerings
until further notice.
be permitted to use small, battery-operCandidates taking the CMA examination
ated or solar - powered, electronic calculators. Candidates are required to present apnot be
propriate schedules and calculations in support of their answers; credit
awarded for numerical answers that are not accompanied by supporting calculations.
The following rules will govern the use of calculators.
Acceptable calculators are restricted to those that have a maximum of the following
six functions — addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, square root, and percent.
will

CMA Exam Offered in Europe

charge to cover added costs. Those
considering joining the CMA program
are reminded that the examination will
be given in English and will include
questions concerning U.S. government regulations, financial reporting
requirements, and corporate tax laws.
For information contact the ICMA at
its headquarters.

will

A total of 2,328 people took 5,695
parts of the December 1986 CMA examination. The results are mailed to
the candidates in the first week of
March. Over 350 candidates completed the examination requirements with
this offering.
The June 1987 CMA examination
will be given on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, June 10, 11, and 12,
respectively. Persons who want to
take the CMA examination for the first
time in June 1987 should submit their
ICMA application immediately. The
ICMA will still accept and process
your application even though the
March 1 deadline has passed. Continuing candidates should submit their
examination registration for the June
1987 offering by April 1, 1987.

Calculators with additional functions will be disallowed.

The calculator may have a memory; however, the memory must be temporary and
erase when the memory is cleared or the calculator is turned off.
The calculator must not use any type of tape.
The calculator must be nonprogrammable.
C
Calculator instruction books may not be brought into the examination room.
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JUST ANOTHER BORING DAY IN THE
LIFE OFA MANAGEMENTACCOUNTANT,
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If your idea of an accountant is a stuffy bore, whose
only concerns are numbers on a ledger, then we at
Management Accounting magazine have news for you.
Management accountants are the key financial executives
and advisors in American business, The readers of
Management Accounting are powerful corporate
accountants who are employed by companies with
revenues averaging $735 million. In the next year alone,
our readers have budgeted over 4.1 billion dollars to
spend on office equipment, computers, real estate,

telecommunications, pension funds and insurance.
So if the idea of generating sales leads that could
potentially be worth millions doesn't bore you, then you
must advertise in the one financial publication that
reaches those with real pinstripe purchasing p ower:
Management
N A N A G E N E r 1
Accounting. For more
G
information, call
Doryne Gerstein at
The Maga zine for
(201) 573 -6275.
Financial Decision - Makers.

ACCOUNTIN

Accounting
Education
Sandra B. Parks, Contributing Editor

Bridging the Gap
Some of the gap being discussed today in accounting circles is not the familiar G- double -A -P but the G -A -P between accounting education and the
real world. The gap relates to the age old problem of college students graduating with book sense but insufficient exposu re to pract ical
experience. Newly hired graduates often either have not learned all they
should have learned or they are unable to apply what they have learned.
The graduates themselves report being given responsibility to perform
tasks for which they have not been
trained.
A recent study of newly hired accountants revealed that most of them
prior to graduation had not attained
proficiency on the 10 -key calculator
and had not, in their coursework,
been exposed to a dividend record
book, federal withholding tables, tax
return forms, or a combined cash receipts and disbursements journal.
Many accounting graduates had never even heard of deeds of trust, title
certificates, franchise tax returns, brokers' advices, W -3s, or Circular E.
Several graduates admitted that, although they had read descriptions of
Treasury bills and notes, stock certificates, remittance advices, bills of lading, board of director minutes, certified checks, and fidelity bonds, they
did not feel competent with the little
exposure they had to them.
All agreed that they would feel better prepared if they had experienced
greater exposure to municipal and
corporate bonds, promissory notes,
accounts receivable confirmations,
employers' quarterly tax returns, un56

employment tax returns, traveler's
checks, insurance policies, lease
agreements, markdown and markdown cancellation sheets, time cards,
W -4s, loan amortization schedules,
purchase orders, proper payroll records, and other related documents.
In many instances, the only classroom exposure students had to the
documents was textbook pictures.
In sum, students are graduating
without the polish and hands -on experience necessary to make them
professionals. In lieu of using internships to narrow the gap, as many other professions require, I recommend
that the following actions be taken.
Curricula in many business schools
should include a one -hour course in
the use of 10 -key calculators, pocket
calculators, and computer keyboards.
Additionally, a three -hour course in
accounting applications using manual
and computer systems is needed.
Most schools already are requiring
at least one computer course, and
many are offering an applications
course to familiarize students with accounting applications on the computer such as fixed asset and depreciation sc hed ules , am ort izat ion
schedules, general ledger, cash journals, and various other accounting
spreadsheets.
The basic computer course offered
in many business schools is insufficient for accounting majors. An accounting applications course expanded to include both manual and
computer system applications together with descriptions of internal controls over each is imperative if accounting graduates are to be properly

prepared. Computer programming
courses, although not mandatory,
provide students with a greater depth
of computer understanding.
Students should be exposed to actual source documents, journals, and
ledgers. I realize that it is difficult to
obtain source documents to use with
accounting problems. However, just
looking at pictures in textbooks does
not provide the same learning benefits as having the hands -on experience of recording and filing the sample documents.
Students should be aware of the
sources of these documents and records. For example, students should
know where Treasury notes and bills
may be purchased. They also need
exposure to cash receipts and disbursements journals together with
common adjusting journal entries
necessary for financial statement
presentation.
The use of source documents, journals, and ledgers also improves the
professors' ability to teach the area of
internal control. How the functions
within an organization should be segregated can be explained,but only
when students become thoroughly familiar with the proper accounting records and procedures for the various
transaction cycles will students be
ready for an accounting career.
Finally, professors should require
students to read original sources such
as the actual Code of Professional
Conduct, Statements on Auditing
Standards, Statements of Financial
Accounting Standards, audit reports
containing departures from the standard short-form audit report, and the
Uniform Commercial Code. Reading
descriptions is fine, but obtaining the
information straight from the sources
gives students confidence that they
have been exposed to all that is published on the topic. At a later point in
their careers, students will not find
themselves wondering what they
11
have missed.
Sandra B. Parks, CPA, is assistant
professor of accounting at Mississippi
College. Prior to teaching, she worked
at Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
Ernst & Whinney, and Touche Ross &
Co.
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A White House Conference delegate
reports that liability insurance, employee
benefits, and unfair competition
are targeted for change.
By Catherine E. Connally
As the owner and president of Connally Consulting, a computer systems consulting and training
firm, I worked hard to be elected a delegate to the
1986 White House Conference on Small Business.
The experience was extraordinary, and I truly felt
a part of our government's legislative process. I
also came away with renewed zest and enthusiasm
for the small business community and its goals.
The purpose of the White House Conference
was to increase public awareness of the contributions of small business, to identify the problems of
small business owners, and to develop recommendations for government action to help small business. Delegates to the national conference were
elected in 57 st ate and regi onal con ferences
throughout the United States durin g the six
months preceding it. To be eligible for delegate
status, one had to be a small business owner, partner, or corporate officer. (Small business was defined as fewer than 500 employees. My business
has seven employees.) The number of delegates
elected in each state was twice the number of electoral college votes, with a minimum of 10. Arkansas elected 12.
The state conference elections were run much
like a political campaign. Participants registered
and then began distributing campaign literature to
convince other participants to vote for them. The
national conference had not been publicized at all
in Arkansas. I was made aware of it thro ugh
NAWBO (National Association of Women Business Owners), who had developed a "winning
strategy" from their leadership role in the first
White House Conference on Small Business, held
in 1980. Their experience indicated that we needed to sponsor a hospitality suite the night before
the voting and to hand out campaign literature
with our name, picture, short resume, and stand
on the issues. It worked! Three NAWBO members from Arkansas ran, and all of us won.
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In total, 1,128 national delegates were elected,
with an additional 695 appointed by President
Reagan, the governors of each state, and Congress. Delegates also were appointed from American possessions and the District of Columbia, and
many international observers attended.
The state conferences yielded more than 2,000
recommendations for change in federal policies
and laws. Our job as delegates at the national conference was to work four "26- hour" days to whittle this staggering number into 60 final recommendations that President Reagan later presented
to Congress.
We participants believe the outlook for implementation of the recommendations is good because 60% of those from the first White House
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Conference were enacted into law. This conference's success will be dependent upon the follow up lobbying efforts of the delegates, which began
in January when some of them met with executives from business, local chambers ofcommerce,
and associations to plan how to get the attention
offederal, state, and local governments. On February 23 and 24, the National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB) sponsored a Legislative Fly -in for delegates where they met with
legislators in Washington to solicit their support
for the issues.
A Thousand Bosses
The hardest part of the national conference was
trying to eliminate suggestions. Needless to say,
there was much hard work, debate, disagreement,
and gnashing of teeth before we chose 60 final
ones. The task was especially difficult because all
1,823 of us business owners were used to calling
the shots and being the "boss." This did not make
the process of reaching compromise any easier,
either.
We divided the issues into 11 categories: economic policy, education and training, finance, the
future of an agency for small business, innovation,
international trade, liability insurance, payroll
costs, procurement, regulation and paperwork,
and taxation. We then used these titles to categori ze th e s t at e an d regi o n al co n feren ce
recommendations.
We spent a tremendous amount of time studying briefs and statistical information and plotting
strategies for the issues that we supported and
wanted to win. There was much negotiating and
backroom bargaining. We worked together and
apart to work out differences, details, and wording on issues in "smokeless" rooms. No actual
voting took place, merely negotiations among the
delegates to change the wording ofvarious recommendations. We discussed the issues in breakout
sessions consisting of major related topics. Because all sessions ran concurrently, each state delegation had to have representatives in each session
to express their viewpoints. Then the entire small
business co n feren ce vot ed on the revis ed
recommendations.
We consolidated state conference recommendations that were similar in idea, but which contained different wording and additional suggestions, using a technique called "the sense of the
resolution." Congress uses this type of procedure
in its discussion and compromise efforts when
passing legislation. The idea is that in order to
pass recommendations agreeable to a majority,
the best issue of a group will be amended to everyone's satisfaction, and then everyone will vote for
that one revised issue instead of fragmenting votes
among issues with similar points. Robert's Rules
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of Order were used to "control" discussion. At
times, however, our discussion became so heated
that even Robert couldn't help! The procurement
issue session probably evoked some of the most
heated discussion when the persons disagreeing
over government contract set- asides almost came
to blows. Set- asides are that part of the federal
budget designated to go to companies owned by
minorities and women, and there was much dissension over who should get what share of the
government contracts.
Despite these disagreements, the conference
was a very positive experience. Everyone pitched
in and tried to pass recommendations for the benefit of small business in general. Several associations proved invaluable in their expertise and
guidance on the issues as well as bringing with
them such mundane but important services as secretarial support. To name a few: the National
Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB),
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Small Business
United (SBU), National Association of Women
Business Owners (NAWBO), and American Society of Travel Agents (ASTA).
Liability Tops List
The top three issues that emerged were:
• Reform of liability insurance and accordant reform of the civil justice system are needed.
• The federal government should not mandate
employee benefits.
• Unfair competition from nonprofit tax - exempt
organizations should be prohibited.
Without a doubt , the issue that had the overwhelming support of the whole conference was liability insurance reform. It received 1,419 votes
out of a total of 1,715 cast. We had much discussion about the final form of the recommendation
on this issue but no disagreement about the crisis
situation facing small businesses regarding liability insurance. We heard many of the horror stories about businesses that could no longer get insurance, that were no longer carrying insurance
because of the exorbitant cost, and, the worst
cases, that had been forced out of business because
of the insurance crisis.
How did we finally reach the top three? We had
to take three votes. Each delegate had 40 votes,
with no more than one vote per recommendation
agenda item. After the first vote, the number of
items was reduced from more than 400 to 200.
The second vote slimmed down the number to
100. When the final vote was taken, the top 60
recommendations survived for formal presentation to Congress.
Summary of Final Recommendations
The top 15 recommendations are:
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1. LIABILITY INSURANCE. Tort reform; return to fault -based liability; limits on noneconomic damages; establishment of federal stand ar d s for p ro d u ct , pro fes si o nal , an d
commercial liability; legislation on self- insurance; restrict punitive damages to willful malicious conduct; set limits on attorneys' contingency fees; encouragement of alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms to resolve
cases out of court; promote establishment of
joint underwriting associations and assigned
risk pools; the prevailing party in legal action
should be able to recover its attorneys' fees
from the nonprevailing party.
2. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS. There should be
no government mandated benefits.
3. UNFAIR COMPETITION. Prohibit unfair
competition in which nonprofit tax - exempt
organizations use tax - exempt status and other
advantages in selling products and services
also offered by for -profit small businesses.
4. FEDERAL BUDGET. Balance the federal
budget by passing a Constitutional amendment; the President should be given line -item
veto; correct the Constitutional defect in the
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit
Control Act (Gramm- Rudman - Hollings).
5. INTERNATIONAL TRADE. Create a cabinet -level position for international trade and
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ex tend t h e Gen e ral Tra d e and Tari ffs
(GATT) to i nclud e in tell ectual prop erty
rights, services, agricultural, aquaculture, and
agribusiness products.
6. ENTREPRENEURIAL EDUCATION. Train
and educate American youth, from primary
school level on, in entrepreneurial skills, and
emphasize foreign languages because of the
importance of global markets.
7. PAYROLL COSTS. Congress should repeal
the Davis -Bacon Act and the Service Contract Act in their entirety.
8. SOCIAL SECURITY. Freeze employer FICA
contributions at the 1986 levels, remove all
nonretirement programs from the system, cap
automatic indexing and COLA, and consider
the possibility of a long -term phaseout of the
system with optional privatized system of retirement and health benefits.
9. LIABILITY INSURANCE. Enact S.B. 2760
with the Kasten - Lugar - Kassenbaum Amendment to provide uniform fault damages and
the Pressler Amendment eliminating joint
and several liability.
10. IRS PROCEDURE AND REFORM. The IRS
should be subject to all standards of the Equal
Access to Justice Act; the IRS should be subject to the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980;
Congress should enact legislation to make the
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IRS financially accountable for costs incurred
by the taxpayer due to errors by the IRS.
11. CAPITAL FORMATION. Congress and the
Administration should develop vehicles to aid
in capital formation of small businesses such
as the Small Business Investment Incentive
Act (HR 1941).
12. CAPITAL GAINS. Capital gains tax should
be deferred for the sales of an operating business if proceeds are reinvested in an IRA or
another qualified business within 18 months;
a normal capital gains should be 75% of regular rate if held for two years or longer; an entrepreneurial capital gains rate should be established for the former and present founders
on investments held 15 years or longer which
should qualify for "lump sum" distribution
from a qualified retirement plan.
13. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.
The SBA should be maintained as an agency
independent of any other federal department
and should be elevated to a cabinet -level
position.
14. SMA LL BUSINESS INNOVATION. Congress should reauthorize the Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) Program by enacting HR 4260; the agency's share of R &D
expenditures should be increased, and the
program should be made permanent with formal Congressional review every 10 years.
15. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
Registration for short -term patents should be
simplified and expedited; an accelerated procedure for litigating patents should be adopted; global standards for patent procedures
should be established; small businesses
should be allowed to maintain proprietary
ri gh t s to tech n o l o gy on go ve rn men t
contracts.
Other recommendations ranged from topics
covering retaining investment tax credits, to fighting the drug problem, eliminating government disincentives on home -based business owners, and
permitting a cash basis of accounting for tax
purposes.
Part of the Washington Scene
One real benefit we had as delegates to the conference was the opportunity to hear from such
Washington, D.C., heavyweights as White House
Chief of Staff Donald Regan, Secretary of Transportation Elizabeth Dole, Kansas Senator Robert
Dole, and New York Representative Jack Kemp.
They expounded on the importance of small business to America and the 1986 Tax Reform Act.
Perhaps the most exciting part of the conference was the revelation that this country really is
made up of small businesses about the size of my
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company. During his speech to the entire delegation, Senator Dole asked, "How many delegates
own companies with 500 employees? 200 employees? 100 employees? 50 employees ?" Finally,
"How many have fewer than 20 employees ?" It
was astounding that only a handful (and I mean
only a handful!) of people responded until the category of fewer than 20 employees was reached.
Then the entire room was a "sea of hands."
When you own or manage a small business, you
always think that everyone else is so much larger,
but, as this case proved, the great majority of U.S.
businesses (88 %, according to Small Business Administration research) have fewer than 20 employees. That's quite a feather in the cap of American
independence, ingenuity, and overall "guts."
Another benefit of the conference was the permanent contacts I and others made. Delegates became friends across state lines, a natural sequence
of events because of our common ground —the
knowledge that if we did not protect ourselves
from an overabundance of legislation, no one else
would. It is really encouraging to find out that
you can know, work with, and become friends
wit h so many q uali ty peop le t hrougho ut t he
country.
What Does the Future Hold?
One concern echoed by many delegates was
that even though small business is responsible for
48% of the jobs created in the United States and
produces 38% of the gross national product, most
legislation is enacted with large business in mind.
In fact, even when government recognizes small
business problems, it doesn't understand what
small business really is or how it works. The propensity to absorb government regulations without
adverse effects upon a business varies greatly between a company with 500 employees and one
with 20.
To help educate legislators and others, the Arkansas delegation has formed the Arkansas Small
Business Council to continue the efforts of the
White House Conference nationally and locally.
We will meet quarterly to discuss group priorities,
then pass recommendations on to state and national lawmakers. Other states probably will follow suit.
The overall mood and feeling of the business
owners was typified by a remark made by one of
my old university economics professors: "Government, keep your `grubby' hands otl!" Although
one purpose of the conference was to work to get
Congress to enact legislation to help small business, many of us business owners felt that the best
thing that could be done would be to dismantle
legislation and just let small businesses do business. Then we all might participate in growth and
prosperity.
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Insurance
Should be
Accrued
As more and more companies opt for self- insurance—
either by going bare, creating a captive or joining
a pooled insurance group— critics are calling for
disclosure of this expense in financial statements.

By Jack F. Truitt and Thomas R. Nunamaker
he argument that self - insurance is
a legitimate expense that should
be recognized in the financial
statements is based on the classical accounting concept of matching and a changed environment
for the insurance industry since
the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued
Statement No. 5 in 1975.
Proponents cite a number of advantages of recognizing self - insurance expense. The accrual of
self - insurance expense would enhance comparability between commercially insured and self - insured
entities and provide full disclosure of the risk level
that the various firms have assumed. Such recognition of self - insurance expense also would properly match costs and revenues which would be
analogous to other after -costs such as warranties
and bad debts.
The business climate has changed a great deal
since the FASB issued Statement No. 5, which
provides general guidelines for accounting for
contingencies. The statement requires that an estimated loss from a contingency be accrued by a
charge to income if both of the following conditions exist:
A. It is probable that an asset has been impaired
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or a liability incurred at the date of the financial statements, and
B. The amount of the loss can be reasonably
estimated.
Later, in Appendix A, the Board stresses that
self - insurance does not satisfy the aforementioned
conditions; thus, is not an acceptable expense.
Paragraph 28 specifically states, "The absence of
insurance does not mean that an asset has been
impaired or a liability has been incurred at the
date of an enterprise's financial statements."
The rising cost and in many cases the inability
to obtain insurance coverage has taken its toll on
businesses, professionals, and local governments
across the United States. The insurance crisis has
forced many companies to modify their operations, raise product prices or accept lower profit
margins, and, in some instances, discontinue
product lines and /or services.
The Insurance Crisis
The current insurance crisis has been caused by
excessive capacity, the legal system, dollar underwriting, and greed.
Increased capacity in both the direct and reinMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987

Cessna Aircraft Co. stopped manufacturing five
ty pes of sm all aircraft because the product liability p rem ium s accou nted for 30% of the plane's

cost, thereby driving the price of the planes out of
the range that most consumers could afford.'
Another prime cause of the current insurance
crisis has been dollar underwriting. Dollar underwriting involves the utilization of investment returns during periods of high interest rates to subsidize premium rates. Historically, insurance
companies did not consider maximizing investment income as one of their major objectives.
However, in the mid - seventies the insurance industry shifted from investing in blue chip stocks
to short -term investments with high interest rates.
The goal structure of the insurance firms changed
from writing profitable insurance to gathering all
th e money possible in order to invest in the short term , high -return m arket.'
Greed then s et in as un derwriters b egan to cut
p rem ium s and acc ept levels of risk that were undesirable with apparently little consideration given as to w hat would happen in the futu re. Wantin g a lar ger s hare of t he m arket , in suran ce f irm s
b ecam e very com p etit ive with one anot her, accepting policies with very high lim its and any type
o f r i s k in e x c h a n ge fo r u n r e a l is t ic a lly low
premiums.
Then, in 1985, dollar underwriting disappeared
as interest rates dropped, yet insurance claim s
co ntinued to rise. As the insurance com panies at-

surance markets has resulted in too many players
competing for a limited amount of insurance dollars.' Part of the increased capacity resulted. from
the dramatic increase in captive insurance companies. A captive insurance firm is a subsidiary firm
that writes insurance primarily for the parent corporation. During the five -year period ending in
1983, 538 new captives were formed to bring the
total number of captives to 1,426 companies that
insure some $7 billion worth of business.'
Insurance executives and many business people
blame the current insurance crisis on rising costs
of defending and settling law suits. Last year settling liability claims in and out of court cost more
than $70 billion. In fact, for commercial property
liability policies in 1985, claims and administrative costs exceeded investment income by $5.5 bil-

lion even though premiums were increased 21%
to $142 billio n .' In suran ce trad e asso ciation s have

banded together with other business groups to
lobby for changes in liability laws and the placement of cap s o n ju ry award s an d lawy ers' fees.
The liab ility in suran ce crisis is pervasive; it h as
affected manu factu rers, service in du stries, mu nicipalities, th e health care in du stry , fin an cial in stitu tions, and pro fessio nal firm s. Fo r e x am p le, th e
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tempted to return to profitable underwriting, premiums soared because of the unrealistic rates that
had been charged in the past. In some cases, the
in surance com panies simply refused to underwrite

some risks because of potential lawsuits.
The Self- Insurance Decision
The sudden shift in the structure of insurance
rates has prompted many companies to examine
the practicality of self - insurance. One obvious
drawback is the unacceptability of recording self insurance expense. It is perh ap s t ime for t he
FASB to reexamine FAS 5 and the self - insurance
q uest ion. The re is a stro ng p ossibility t hat what
was suitable for a 1975 business environment is inap propriate for 1986 and beyond. Comm ercial insu rance coverage for many business risks is rapidly becom ing unobtainable or unaffordable because
of large court awards that have stunned the insuran ce industry.
Self- insurance is a firm's deliberate program of
ex posing itself to risk because it is econom ically
ad vantageous to accept that elem ent of risk.6 Under a program of self - insurance (with or without a
captive insurance company), it can be argued that
an asset has been im paired or a liability incurred.
For instance, when a national chain store decides
to self - insure its various outlets against a possible
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loss due to a fire, the firm has met the two basic
conditions that are necessary for a self - insurance
program. The two basic conditions are:
• The firm should have a large number of homogeneous assets, and
• These assets should not be subject collectively
to a catastrophic loss.
For example, the moment the firm decides to
self - insure against fire losses at its various locations, the value of the stores collectively are diminished by the expected value of the possible loss
due to fires. Similarly, when a firm decides to self insure instead of obtaining outside insurance for
product liability, the firm has incurred a liability
equivalent to the expected value of future payments for defective products.
A company's profit and loss statement should
reflect a charge for self - insurance so that current
and potential stockholders can see how assets
have been impaired or liabilities incurred as a result of the company accepting new levels of measurable risk. The large increase in self - insurance
either by going bare, creating a captive, or joining
a pooled insurance group should be disclosed in
order to provide comparability between insured
and self - insured firms.
elf- insurance should be recognized
as an expense in order to be consistent with the current treatment
of other after -costs such as pensions, bad debts, and warranties.
An after -cost is an expense that does not actually
occur until after the revenue it helped generate
has been recognized. For matching purposes, after -costs are estimated and recorded as expenses
in the period of revenue recognition. There would
appear to be little difference between estimating
how many receivables will prove to be uncollectible versus how many stores will be destroyed by
fire because both can be estimated on a statistical
basis within a relatively narrow range. Actuaries
could be employed to determine the expected
number of stores that would be destroyed as a result of fire.
One of the prime arguments put forth by the
FASB for not accruing a self - insured loss is that
there has not been a transfer of risk. Without a
transfer of risk, the FASB contends that a contractual obligation to reimburse the insured for
losses is not present and therefore no liability is
present. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has
taken a similar position on the tax deductibility of
premium payments to captive insurers by their
parent corporation. That is, the IRS argues that
no insurance exists unless there is a transfer of
risk.
In the case of a firm that self - insures against a
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fire loss there can be no transfer ofrisk. However,
an asset has been impaired. The transfer of risk
concept dates back to a 1940 Supreme Court decision (Le Gierse, 41 -IUSTC para. 10,029 [1940]),
which stated that insurance requires the transfer
of an economic risk of lossand the distribution of
such risk. A 1940 definition of insurance may not
be ap p ro p r i a t e fo r o u r cu r re n t bu si ness
environment.
The transfer -of -risk argument has not been applied consistently by the accounting profession.
Consider the case ofwarranties versus product liability. Many believe that warranties are merely
business agreements to repair or replace a defective product and thus are different from insurance
because insurance involves outside perils. However, insurance and after -costs are more similar than
such a view would suggest. For example, product
liability insurance provides protection to the insured party against claims concerning defective
design, production, and performance of a product
that may cause serious harm to the product user.
Both a warranty on an automobile and product
liability insurance result in guarantees to the consumer concerning the performance of a product.
The acquisition of product liability insurance by
a manufacturer results in a transfer of risk to the
insurance company. When a consumer purchases
an automobile, however, the car manufacturer
provides the purchaser with a warranty. If the
automobile proves to be defective, the manufacturer is responsible for repairing the automobile.
The accounting profession would accrue an expense in both the product liability and warranty
situations, yet there is a transfer ofrisk in the case
of product liability and no transfer of risk in the
warranty situation. Thus, as a criterion for recognizing a liability and related expense, the accounting profession should not use the transfer -of -risk
concept to distinguish between after -costs such as
warranties and self - insurance.
The transfer -of -risk argument also does not appear applicable to captive insurance companies.
Most captives purchase protection from reinsurers, who generally deal only with insurers.' Generally, reinsurers sell coverage to the captive that its
parent would have a hard time obtaining from a
general insurer. The utilization of reinsurers allows the captive to transfer risk. In addition,
many captives are selling insurance to unrelated
parties as well as reinsuring other insurers, which
makes the captive very representative of a normal
insurance firm. Other business firms that have
found insurance protection unavailable or too expensive to carry have pooled their risks by forming group or mutual captive insurance companies.
Thus, the contention that estimated self - insurance
losses should not be accrued because there has not
been a transfer of risk seems to be inappropriate
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for most captives.
The comparability of firms is hindered under
FAS 5 because firms that insure internally instead
of obtaining external insurance will have no periodic charge for insurance expense. Under the provisions of FAS 5, a self - insuring firm's income
statement will probably be overstated in the early
years and understated during the years when the
actual loss occurs. It may be that after a number
of years of operating the self - insurance program
the actual amount of loss will approximate a normal accrual of the estimated insurance expense.
Further, the comparability of firms that insure
internally instead of externally may be decreased
because the self - insurers may decrease the lives of
the assets in order to make an allowance for self insurance. In a footnote to FAS 5, the FASB acknowledges the possibility of dysfunctional expense comparisons between firms could result if
the lives of assets are shortened. In addition to improving comparability and consistency, the accrual of expected future losses would provide a better
matching of costs and revenues, which is one of
the major goals of the current accounting model.
Another argument for accruing losses from self insurance is that the data are already available
and could be easily incorporated into the financial
statements. Firms that are self- insuring would
normally have had to establish a realistic estimate
for self - insurance expense in order to price their
product.
The fact that companies are considering the cost
of insurance in their pricing decisions is well illustrated by the current insurance situation facing Lederle Laboratories, one of two manufacturers of
DTP (Diptheria, Tetanus, Pertussis) vaccine in the
United States.' As of June 30, 1986, Lederle will be
unable to obtain any insurance for DTP vaccines
because of insurance carriers' concerns about the
number of claims and the costs associated with
these claims. In a letter to pharmacists and physicians, Lederle announced that the company will
continue to supply DTP vaccine but the price will
increase to $171 per vial. The letter notes that this
price increase is due solely to liability claims associated with the use of the vaccine and that $120 of
the price per vial will be reserved for product liability claims. For financial reporting purposes, verifiability can be obtained by the actuaries employed
by CPA firms through an examination of management's assumptions concerning the amount of estimated self - insurance expense.
The last argument for allowing the accrual of
self - insurance expense concerns price discrimination among the stockholders of a particular firm
over time.' Self- insurance losses will definitely occur but there is uncertainty in terms of when these
losses will occur. Under FAS 5, shareholders at
the time the actual loss occurs will have to bear
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the entire brunt of the loss while from an economic perspective both past and future shareholders
should bear a portion of it.
When a stockholder buys stock, the price will
probably not reflect the future losses that will occur from a prior decision by the firm because
there is currently no mechanism for revealing the
self - insurance arrangement of a firm. Therefore,
accrual of self - insurance should permit equitable
sharing of expected losses by shareholders over
time. In addition, the periodic accrual of self -insurance losses would produce a smoother earnings
stream, which is probably a better reflection of the
firm's long -run earnings picture.
ur proposed accounting treatment for self - insurance is dichotomized into the property insuran ce cas e an d th e li ab il it y
insurance situation. In the property insurance situation, an estimated insurance
expense account would be debited and a contra asset account called "allowance for self- insurance" would be credited. Thus, the asset would be
reduced on the balance sheet by the estimated cost
of self - insurance to date. The property insurance
situation would include insurance for fire, vandalism, water damage, and so on.
In the liability insurance situation, an estimated
insurance expense account would be debited and a
liability account called "liability ofself - insurance"
would be credited. Therefore, the balance sheet
would reveal to the user the estimated liability
that the company has undertaken as a result of
assuming more risk. The liability insurance situation would include coverage for product, director,
automobile, professional and general liabilities.
As a result of the tremendous growth of self insurance that has been caused by the lack of
available or affordable insurance coverage, the
FASB should reconsider its position on self- insurance. For many firms, self - insurance meets all the
requirements put forth in FAS 5 and is truly a
contingency that can be estimated. The separate
treatment afforded after -costs such as warranties
and self - insurance does not appear to be realistic
given today's business environment. Intra -firm
comparison and financial statement reporting
would be greatly enhanced if companies were allowed to book self - insurance expense. In the final
analysis, self- insurance is a real expense that
should be accrued.
❑

0

'G. Buddy Nichols, "Who's Really to Blame For the Current Insurance Cri&W,"
Risk and Management. July 1985, p. 44.
Richard Morais, "The Elusive Captives," Forbes. November 19, 1984, p. 250.
"Business Struggles to Adapt as Insurance Crisis Spreads." The Wall Sneer Journal. January 21. 1986. p. 33.
'[bid, p. 33.
'Nichols, p. 45.
'Jules 1. Bogen, Editor, Financial Handbook, 4th Ed., Ronald Press Co., New York,
1965.
'C. Arthur Williams, Jr., and Richard M. Heins, Risk Management and Insurance.
Fifth Ed., McGraw -Hill Book Co., New York, 1985.
'Re 1psa Loquitor. Vol. 13, Number 6, June 1986.
'Richard J. Keintz and J. Finley Lee, "Accounting For Future Losses: The Risk
Management Problem." Risk Management. Jan. 1975, pp. 7.14.
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By Anthony C. Breu
Turner Construction Company consolidates financial data from 300 active,
commercial, and institutional construction projects and closes in one day. This
consolidation is accomplished without
corporate mainframe involvement and
without tieing up our PCs.
bviously, we have enormous
investments in people, resources, cash, and work-in place to complete these facilities, which
produce close to $2 billion in construction volume a year. To manage each
project, Turner Construction Company,
a wholly owned subs idi ary o f t h e
Turner Corporation, has 20 offices nationwide. Each operates as a self -contained construction company with its
own P &L responsibilities.
The rationale for this geographic dispersion is high visibility, vitality, and
the highest standard of service to clients. Each office is a major contractor
in its area. It knows local architects,
subcontractors, bankers, municipal and
state regulations. Turner specialists
from other offices also are available to
supplement the local staff and provide
strategic expertise for specific projects.
Problem: Data Overkill
Prior to January 1985, general accounting was centralized, with general
ledger, financial consolidation, and reporting maintained at corporate headquarters. But management was decentralized, with local offices maintaining
their own accounts, This meant that everything financial —a tremendous data
overkill of between 25,000- 30,000
monthly transactions —was batched locally via a dedicated network to corporate headquarters.
We consolidated these transactions,
dumped them into a file in our IBM Series 1, and transferred the file to our
IBM 4341 for general ledger processing.
With a 3 -4% error rate in coding, key-
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One Day
Closings
The controller wanted each
of the company's 20 offices
to generate its own trial
balance and bypass
the mainframe —
allowing consolidation and
closing in one day.

punching, and data entry at corporate,
and the time it to ok to make corrections, one week elapsed. And, local offices sometimes did not receive their trial balances for up to six weeks.
Because there were enormous assets
committed to each project and because
of decentralized management, it was
hard to measure local profitability and
its impact on the corporate balance
sheet and return -on- investment. At this
point, we recommended that the financial structure be synchronized with the
management structure.
Solution: New Financial Reporting
System
The Turner Corporation was established as a holding company for Turner
Construction Company and its subsidiaries in 1984, as well as for five other
Turner divisions. We had developed a
Financial Accounting Control System
(FACS) at each office location and all
had Series 1 processors. We set up each
office with its own set of books so that it

could generate its own reports.
Having headed Turner's System Development Group for three years, I recognized that if I could get each local office to generate its own trial balance and
bypass the mainframe with its scheduling, overtime, slow processing, data entry errors, an d ot her problems, we
could solve most of our financial consolidation and reporting problems. We
considered the idea of doing it with our
FACS and Series I network.
About the same time, we received a
promotional brochure from IMRS, a
Stamford, Connecticut based financial
software firm, that detailed the capabilities of a menu - driven, micro -based financial consolidation and reporting system. An IMRS representative demonstrated the system on our IBM PC.
We also asked for references and arranged to visit Thyssen- Bornemisza, a
multinational, 300- subsidiary company
and an IMRS client. The company's financial executives showed us Micro
Control in action, without an IMRS representative present, and we were able to
obtain an objective perspective of the
system's capabilities. I was amazed at
how quickly Thyssen - Bornemisza consolidated its financial data using the
system.
IMRS assured us that t hey co uld
quickly develop an interface between all
of our subsidiaries' financials and the
corporate general ledger. After considering all of the capabilities and features
of the system, I was convinced that Micro Control would solve our problems.
ur goal was to have the system up and running by June
30, 1985 —our second quarter
closing. Turner's Management Information Systems Group was called in to
write a program that rolled in all of our
requirements.
First, we reviewed our chart of accounts with IMRS, showed them what
our reports looked like, and gave them
an organizational chart. In turn, we did
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If your company solved a problem... Management Accounting readers would like to know about it!

our planning and homework. As a result, it only took six calendar weeks
(three cumulative working weeks) to install and have Micro Control operational. Because we already had a significant
hardware investment in PCs, only four
new PCs were needed. These were purchased for our busiest offices that had a
huge daily workload,
e also needed a communications interface from our Series
1 to our IBM PCs. IMRS
wrote a program with a built -in protocol conversion that reads the summarized Series 1 file, automatically converts, re- formats, and downloads it to
Micro Control.
Now, every Turner Construction location has a chart of accounts, which it
can quickly download to its own PC.
This means that the system immediately
generates financial statements. The
same day that each office closes its gen-

eral ledger, it sends its files to us, using
Micro Control's communications program. We close the corporate general
ledger on our Series 1, download in 10
minutes to a PC, and produce accurate
consolidated reports.
Advantages: Faster and Better
With our previous more cumbersome
procedures it used to take one week to
close and another two weeks of lead
time to re -edit and check the numbers
before we could submit a consolidated
report to management —no comparison
to what we now can accomplish.
The quality of our financial data also
has improved because our local offices
have more time to make sure that their
numbers are correct. It only takes five
minutes at 1200 baud to transmit data
from any office's PC to our headquarters. And, we get 300 "clean" accounts,
without an additional requirement to
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post each transaction.
Now we can keep up -to- the - minute
details on budget, actual, forecasting,
and so forth. The system is so relatively
simple that a clerk, without any data
processing expertise, can selectively retrieve financial data and generate different reports. Most important, if one office's PC goes down, it has a floppy disk
back -up that can be sent via express
mail to me. Previously, we did not have
a "fail safe," because our original system was mainframe dependent. Another
advantage is that our PCs do not need
to be dedicated to the system because
the software is so fast. Most of the time,
they run Lotus 1 -2 -3 and word processing tasks.
o lo nger are empl oyees required to spend weeks correcting 3,000 data entry erro rs . Th ey are as si gned to mo re
productive tasks, which they prefer. We
expect to save even great er su ms of
money by eliminating the costs of our
dedicated transmission lines. A study of
this step is now under way.
Our Micro Control system supports
our multi- tiered management reporting
structure and has other capabilities for
future consideration and implementation. These include currency conversions, modeling, and tieing in our international subsidiaries for financial
consolidations and reporting.
For now, with our mainframe independence and our ability to generate our own
reports, we are more responsive to management requirements and have gained
the measure of effectiveness needed by every accounting department.
O
Anthony C. Breu, CPA, is vice president,
controller, and chief financial officer for
Turner Construction Company.
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Computers
120
number or pull discount and terms from
the vendor file. You can pay invoices by
selecting through a due date, a discount
due date, and vendor but not by invoice.
Manu al checks canno t b e po sted to
open invoices, but you can retain and
post recurring invoices.
These modules also have strong reporting capabilities.
Payroll: Information is entered for an
employee by name, with an optional
employee ID of only three characters.
The length of the employee name field
is a bit short at 20 characters.
Other modules available are job cost,
sales order, inventory, time and billing,
staff scheduling, financial reporting,
and a multi- entity option (allows multiple companies). A multi -user version is
expected early this year and a point of
sale interface for retail sales later.
SBT Database Accounting Library
SBT's documentation is a mixed bless-

ing. The technical documentation and
system overview are excellent. Information is provided on the data file contents,
the purpose of the programs, what programs are used where, and so on. It is regrettable that the same team evidently did
not write the user documentation.
The user documentation is so terse I
question its value. For example, the customer information screen in accounts
receivable contains 25 fields. None of
the fields is really explained. In GL, for
mass journal entry, a "portion of the
posting amount" should be entered. Because SBT has put so much effort into
the documentation, adding a few more
pages of explanation would be quite
beneficial.
Its user interaction features are good.
For example, there is the ability, while invoicing AR, to look for customer codes
or add a new customer. A wide range of
labels can be generated. With the compiled version, the purchaser receives an
unusual bonus. A report writer and query
function is provided with the system. For
example, the total outstanding accounts
payable amount can be obtained without
running an aged accounts payable. However, this potentially powerful tool is crippled by lack of documentation. Instead of
a few sketchy pages, an entire manual
should be devoted to what could be an
outstanding information source and management tool.

For IBM PC or compatible

Lim ited Of f er $99.95
Order now, only 1000 copies will be
sold at this price. (Regular Price
$195.00)

Money back guarantee Not copy protected
"I found Lighthouse a very powerful
tool for Financial Management to
easily view statements, graphs, ratios,
and break even analysis" ... Management Accounting, December 1986
"It offers graphic and analytical features that we've never seen bundled
together in just this way. We rate it a
"very good performer" ... Info world, November 10, 1986

SMI Enterprises Corporation
Box 582221
Tulsa, OK 74158 (918) 560 -9536
MasterCard and Visa accepted.
Circle number 16 on reply card
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The Packages
General Ledger: Th e chart of accounts can be adapted to fit any reasonable financial statement format. The account types are defined by the user: Al
= Current Assets, A2 = Fixed Assets.
Then account numbers are entered by
account type and are reported that way
on the statements.
Someone did get carried away with a
good idea in that on some reports you
can select only single accounts or account types to print. If the transaction
detail for several cash accounts is desired, there are two choices: print each
account one at a time or all detail for
the current asset accounts. Neither is
very appealing.
Financial statements can be summary
amounts, but not with supporting detailed schedules, and they can show current period vs. year to date, current peri o d vs . bu dget , an d s t at emen t o f

changes in financial position. Their
overall appearance is good.
Accounts Payable: In invoice entry, a
reference comment is entered. Later it is
possible to report on all invoices with
the same reference. You cannot enter
comments for each GL account distribu t io n amou n t o r a p u rch as e o rder
number. You can pay invoices by selecting a due date, a discount due date, by
vendor, and by invoice. Manual checks
can be posted to open invoices, and you
can retain and post recurring invoices.
It's very easy to make entries.
Accounts Receivable: The sales tax
rate is contained in each customer's record, leading to update problems if the
rate ever changes. A very powerful business status report is available. On one
screen is summary information about
AR, AP, inventory, and uncommitted
cash. Such reports are very useful in
providing a snapshot view of a business,
and SBT should be commended for it.
Payroll: The use of deductions in this
system is quite adaptable to user needs.
A deduction may be taken before taxes,
be a percentage or a fixed amount, be a
one -time deduction or every period,
have a maximum amount specified, and
so on. The paycheck format can be customized by entering control information
specifying exactly where the check date,
amount, and similar data are to print.
The actual processing of the checks
seemed to be slow, so if the plans were
to run a large payroll on this system,
some testing and research might be in
order. Also, there doesn't seem to be a
detailed state unemployment insurance
repo rt, which would list employee
name, social security number, quarterly
wages, and the like. In Tennessee, such
a report must be submitted quarterly.
Other modules available are inventory (included in AR), sales order, purchase order, time and billing, job costing, fixed assets, and job cost. A bill of
material s mo dule and a material requirements planning system are in the
works.
If you would like to receive charts
comparing the features of all four software packages, send a self - addressed,
stamped ($.39 postage) envelope to Alvin Dziurzynski, president, Access Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 266733,Knoxville,
Tenn. 37933.
Alvin Dziurzynski, CPA, CDP
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Everything the Controller Should Know
About JIT! —A One Day Briefing in 4 Cities

Plan /Opportunities
Organize for Success

April 27, 1987
Newark,
New Jersey

May 29, 1987
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Awareness '
Education
Supplier
Networks

Housekeeping

JIT
Themes
Pull System

May 15, 1987
Detroit,
Michigan

• Visibility
• Synchronization
• Simplicity
• Continuous
• Holistic

Setup
Reduction

Quality
Improvem
ent

June 12, 1987
Minneapolis,
Minnesota

Uniform Plant
Load

Redesign Process
Flow

he primary objectives of manufacturers —
increased productivity. higher quality, lower
manufacturing costs and improved customer
service —have not changed. The tools to meet these
objectives and the way they must work together have
changed. The challenge facing controllers in the 80's
is the effective integration of t hese new t oo ls and
management approaches. Many companies are adopting Just-in-Time (JIT). Some people talk as though JIT
is the gold en rin g when it comes to seeking manufacturing efficiency. Many companies go into JIT from
an erroneous perception of what it is. JIT is not:
• an in ven tory p rogram
• an effort that involves suppliers only
• a cul tural p hen omen on

• a materials project
• a p an acea fo r p o o r managemen t
IT is an enterprisewide, operating philosophy that
has as its basic objective the elimination of waste
and the reduction of total costs. How can a controller help his firm implement a JIT program? What
should you do if your customers go to a JIT system
and insist that you participate? How can you get your
suppliers to work with you in a JIT environment?
This one -day briefing is designed to put into perspective the controller's role in JIT. Working with real case
studies, you will develop a hands -on feel for J IT
systems, the benefits, the pitfalls and the overall
management requirements for a major change in corporate culture.

COST: $375 /NAA member • $425 /Nonmember • $350 /Person for two or more from the same firm
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In the Library
Members may borrow the books listed in
this section by telephoning M. Redrick,
(201) 573 -6235.
Getting in on the Ground Floor:
How to Make Money Now —
and from Now on—
in the New Bull Market
Stephen Leeb, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 200

Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016,
1986, 186 pp. —When the NAA library
received this book, it wasn't sure it was
worth reviewing. After all, in December
1986, a book that confidently forecasts
that the Dow Jones Industrial Average
may hit the high 3,000s before the presen t bu l l mark et co mes t o an end
seemed out of touch with reality. Less
than six weeks later the author's prediction made a lot more sense! By the time
this review is pubgreat deal
mo re I
M
P
lished,
who knows
where the market
will be. At a minimum, the author's
arguments have a
credibility.
Mr. Leeb advises that the best
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way to make money in th e st oc k
market is first to
identify a "secular bull market," then to
buy stocks and hold them for the period
of that market. He has identified just
two true "secular bull markets" in history —that from 1921 through 1929 and
1949 through 1965. He feels strongly
that at present (1987) we are in another
secular bull market. Through an analysis of historical data, he identifies four
major conditions which, when in place,
indicate such a bull market. They are:
1. Real growth must be greater than
inflation.
2. Bond yields must be twice the inflation rate.
3. Short -term interest rates must be
lower than long -term rates.
4. The money supply must be growing
at a time when the other three conditions are falling into line.
Mr. Leeb analyzes each of these fac70

Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors

the consequences of observed actions,
does not take place during an audit, resulting in clues to obvious problems being missed. Thus, he says, too much audit time is spent in immaterial, easily
audited areas and not enough in areas
where t he real problems lie. He describes an audit program wherein more
time is spent overviewing and surveying
the operation and less on detailed testing because he believes auditors' primary intelligence is a much greater audit
to ol th an t h ei r ab i li t y to "wo r k
numbers."
Th e bo ok i s writ ten in a s mo ot h,
easy -to- understand, articulate, and enjoyable prose, which will not put the
reader to sleep. Enough examples and
lucid food for thought are included to
cause any reader to stop regularly and
take notes on ways to improve his audit
procedures. On a couple of occasions I
felt a little "warm" as my audit failures
were recalled to my attention.
Mr. Kropatkian also includes a fairly
easy -to -read chapter on statistical sampling (about as easy to understand as
any I have seen on this subject) and reviews co mpu ter audi tin g, a subject
many of us tend to ignore. The book has
much to offer any auditor willing to use
a little "gray matter" in improving his/
her audit techniques. The logical approach to examining business activities,
fo r wh ich he ap p eal s i n t h i s b oo k ,
would be of great value for all business
people, not just auditors , in evaluating
the operation of their businesses. I am
purchasing this book for every member
of our staff, and we are going to have
regular discussions on its contents.
Audit Logic
Philip Kropatkian, John Wiley & Sons, Richard H. Snyder, CPA
605 Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10158, Coxson & Carleton, Inc.
1984, 269 pp. —The author is not taking Cerritos, Calif.
issue with formal audit programs, generally accepted procedures, or any other Letitia Baldridge' s Complete Guide
formal audit documents, but he is call- to Executive Manners
ing for new (or is it a return to) thinking Letitia Baldridge, Rawson Associates,
on why certain steps are taken in per- 115 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10003,
forming an audit. He believes too much 1985, 519 pp.— Letitia Baldridge, well reliance is being put on formal audit known author and etiquette expert, has
programs and not enough on "natural written a one -of -a -kind guide on busiintellect." He says most audit failures ness protocol. The how, when, and why
occur because a logical thinking - of manners and proper behavior are
through of what an auditor observes, to co vered t ho rou ghl y. This essential

tors in separate chapters. His conclusions regarding present conditions are
persuasive. To quote from the book's final chapter, "The outlook, then, is for
five to ten more years of low inflation
and steady growth, at the end of which
time the Dow will be anywhere from
the high 3,000s to the mid- 4,000s."
His analysis suggests that, with respect to choosing among stocks, bonds,
and other investments, "stocks have always vast ly o ut perfo rmed all o th er
types of investments." With regard to
picking specific stocks, because rapid
earnings growth is the driving force, investors obviously should concentrate on
relatively small, aggressive, fast -growing companies. Now, in the current major bull market, "you can do just as well
or better by buying relatively safe, bigger companies, even including some of
tho se seemingly borin g hou seho ld
names."
Although any list of specific stocks
will be dated relatively soon, Mr. Leeb
does provide several such lists plus an
analysis of the factors he examines. Obviously, only the future can tell whether
Mr. Leeb's analytical framework and
his four signals for a secular bull market
will hold as true as they have in the
past. The recent runup in the stock market, despite almost all forecasts to the
contrary a few months ago, suggests
that Mr. Leeb may be a prophet with
honor. Anyone who bought his book in
Decemb er an d followed his advice
would concur.
Alfred M. King
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to continuing education through the more
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Responsibility Accounting and Reporting
Cost Accounting, a Practical Approach
Overhead Cost Accumulation, Distribution and Allocation
Financial Management
Financial Appraisal of Capital Expenditure Proposals
SEC Accounting and Reporting
Credit and Financial Analysis
Flexible Budgeting and Contribution Reporting
Collecting Past Due Accounts
Optimized Production Technology, The Executive Challenge
Analysis for Decision Making
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MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS
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Using Lotus 1 -2 -3 for Financial and Budgeting Applications
Using Lotus 1 -2 -3 for Business Graphics
Using Lotus 1 -2 -3; File Handler and Database Manager
Using Lotus 1 -2 -3 keyboard Macros
Planning Cash Flow Using 1 -2 -3
Pricing Strategies and Practices Using 1 -2 -3
Budgeting b y Department and Fun ctional Area Using 1 -2 -3
Writing a Business Plan Using 1 -2 -2
Integrated Accounting on Microcomputers
dBase 3 Plus; Beginning and Intermediate Skills
Lotus Proficiency Course
Lotus Macros and Advanced Functions

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
Your Personal Growth and Achievement
Power English and Word Command
Effective Writing
Successful Interpersonal Communications
Speed Learning
Speech Power
Wordscope
The IBM Way
Time Management
i
How to Read People
Maximizing Leadership Potential
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handbook discusses business entertaining, letter writing, salutations, business
dress, handshakes, gift giving, meeting
behavior, and dozens more. Any business person will learn how to be at ease
in practically every business - related
situation.
Ms. Baldridge offers advice on controversial subjects to avoid and gives examples of fail -proof small talk. The
book is saturated with helpful tips such
as : "If yo u h ave to s t o p an d t h i n k
whether or not you should use a person's first name when you greet him,
the answer is you should not." "A junior executive driving with his boss and
others on a long trip should ask, `Where
do you want me to sitT instead of taking
a choice seat himself."
This book should be on everyone's
reading list. Readers will find it totally
enjoyable, and, who knows, they might
learn a thing o r two! This reference
book is not permitted out of the NAA
Library.
Kim Serocke
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In 1972, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) sued Xerox for illegally monopolizing the copier industry, after
which SCM sued Xerox for antitrust violations. These were just two of the
flood of lawsuits Xerox faced during
this time. After years of deliberation,
the legal aspects were satisfied and Xerox came out with a clean bill of health.
Meanwhile on the marketing front,
Xerox had been pumping millions into
product development with very little return. During the 1970s, three new machines were introduced in the United
States —the 4000, 3100, and the 9200 —
but only two were successful. At the
Xerox: American Samurai
same time, the Japanese began to comGary Jacobson and John Hillkirk, Mac- pete in the game. Minolta, Toshiba, Mamillan Publishing Co., 866 Third Ave., tasu sh it a (P an as o n i c ), an d S h arp
New York, N. Y. 10022, 1986 340 pp.— flooded the market with new products,
This masterfully written account ranks each with its own selling feature and
alon gsi de the best in compan y case new technology.
For Xerox, 1980 was th e year the
studies. As the story unfolds, we are
drawn into the middle of the "industry message finally hit home. For years the
boom" of the '60s and '70s—with Xerox compan y had been denying that its
effortlessly dominating the copier indus- standi ng in th e co p i er mark et was
try via the marketing and development threatened, but top executives finally realized they had to act fast before they
of the "Xerox 914."
Just ten years after the introduction lost the whole copying franchise. They
of the "914," company revenues explod- began touring Japanese firms and bored, hitting the billion dollar mark. Yet rowing success strategies, holding unthe "overnight success" of the "914" ending conferences to become as good
gave Xerox a false sense of security and as the Japanese, or better. By implea h unger to expand th e company as menting competitive benchmarking, inquickly as possible. In 1970, Xerox stalling new leadership, doing market
hired 7,000 new employees and estab- research, and implementing Just-in lished international alliances in prepara- Time (JIT) manufacturing, Xerox was
able to pull itself out of the slump that
tion for this new "growth spurt."
On April 22, 1970, the event that Xe- had held it captive for ten years.
On September 22, 1982, the "10" serox had anticipated, and dreaded, occurred. IBM introduced its first copier, ries of copiers emerged, ushering in a
the Copier I. It was an instant success, new era of copiers at Xerox. With the
not because of its quality or new tech- 10 series, Xerox proved to itself that its
nology, but because it was a product of copiers weren't dead. In fact, the release
IBM, the "premier company" in Ameri- of the 1045 and 1075 copiers representcan industry at that time. The same day, ed the mo st significant pro duct anXerox sued IBM for infringing on 22 nouncements in Xerox history. In 1983,
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the company began gaining market share in copiers, and the trend continued for the next two years. Thus the
1075 became a symbolic rallying point
for a company trying to beat the Japanese at their own game.
This account should be read by everyone in i ndustry facing intern ational
competition. It will provide insight for
executives on how to keep the faith and
cope with the competition while perfecting their own business and striving to
be, in the words of the Japanese, "Dan totsu" or "the best of the best."

New Arrivals
Managing Technological Innovation by
Donald D. Davis and Associates —A subject of great interest. This book consists
of I1 chapters written by various auth o rs on to pi cs
ranging from technological innovation and organizational ch ange t o
i mp l e m e n t i n g
ma n u f a c t u r i n g
t echnol ogi es,
maximizing strategic oppo rtu nities, and implementing advanced
manufacturing systems. The material is
based primarily on academic research.
Tax Reform 1986 Analysis and Planning by Arthur Andersen & Co. —This
300 -page manual, from the public accounting firm of Arthur Andersen &
Co., may be the most thorough analysis
yet of the new law. Written for corporate financial managers who are not tax
professionals, the book has examples,
charts, and graphs that give it an admirable balance between thoroughness and
understandability.
The 1986 Tax Reform Act: Making It
Work for You by Paul N. Strassels—
This book is far simpler than the Arthur
Andersen volume and is written exclusively for individuals. Anyone can use it
effectively for his or her own personal
tax p lann ing o r fo r advisin g oth ers.
Minimizing the impact of tax reform on
investments, tax shelters, estate planning, and retirement planning are covMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987

eyed. The author, a nationally syndicated co l u mn i s t , has pro d u ced an
exceptionally well- written and readable
book.
The New York Times Complete Guide to
the New Tax Law by Gary L. Klott—
Written basically for individuals, this
200 -page paperback book probably is
the easiest to understand and is the least
technical. The author, a reporter for the
Times, has had much experience in
making the complex subject of taxes
quite understandable.
Handbook of EDP Auditing, 1986 Supplement by Stanley D. Halper, Glen Davis, et al. —This 500 -page supplement
probably has to be used with the original handbook published last year. It
provides up -to -date information on all
aspects of EDP au diti ng, includ ing
good analyses of some new software
packages. While designed primarily for
professional EDP auditors, persons involved in system design or who have
overall responsibility for corporate control could use much of the material.
Developing Control Concepts in the 20th
Cent ury by Lee D. Parker, editor —
Based on the author's Ph.D. thesis, this
volume studies the history of control
from 1900 to 1979 and will be valued by
readers interested in accounting history.
The Contributions of Alexander Hamilton Church to Accounting and Management by Richard Vangermeersch, edit o r — A t present th e ed i t o r is
und ertaki ng a research project for
NAA, in conjunction with the Association's forthcoming 75th Anniversary, in
which he will cover the history of the
profession as shown in articles published in Management Accounting magazine. This collection ofarticles by one
of the pioneers of management accounting, Alexander Hamilton Church, presents material not otherwise available.
The articles were published between
1900 and 1931 and deal with topics still
current such as overhead expense, manufacturing costs, direct and indirect .
costs, and, surprisingly, from an article
in 1913, "the inclusion of interest in
manufacturing costs." Although Mr.
Church argued forcefully that interest
costs rep resent a manufactu ring exMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1987

EMPLOYER
BENEFIT
PROGRAM
low there's a way to adminisemployee pension ptnglrur>,s
at benefit you as well as your
mployees.
With our Administrator's
Pension Syst em, you can do
all the work in- house, on your
own PC. Your company can
save thousands of dolla rs a
ye ar, whi l e you have more
control.
you purchase APS, you get a
support t eam of some of the top pension
e xpe rt s i n t he c ount ry So a s t a x l a ws
change, t he expert ise you need i s only a
phone ca ll awa y.
Call us at 800 - 732 -3688 for more informa ti on on how your c ompa ny c an benefit using the APS program.

E.F. Haskell& Associates
1110 E. Missouri
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 277 -2534
800.732 -3688
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pense, the world of management accounting has not yet adopted his far reaching insights.
La w Fi r m Acco unt ing by Jo h n P.
Quinn —The author, a partner at Price
Waterhouse & Co., has written a useful,
although highly specialized, volume. In
addition to a discussion of the basic
partnership cash basis and accrual approaches, factors unique to law firms,
the book deals with broader topics such
as profit center accounting, budgeting,
long -range planning, and automation. A

particularly valuable chapter is the one
on tax planning. The book is available
from Law Journal Press, 111 Eighth
Ave., New York, N.Y 10011.
Women in the Accounting Profession by
S h er r y S . Wescott a n d R o ber t E.
Seiler —This book is valuable to men as
well as women because the authors do
an outstanding job of discussing accounting as a profession. Unfortunately,
when using the term profession to refer
to accounting, the authors neglect management accounting. As a reference for
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WANTED: Ad verti s ers wh o wan t
to reach t h o u s a n d s of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING d eci s i o n ma k e rs for only $2 . 0 0 a word.
Wh eth er you are bu yin g, s el l in g.
looking, or hiring, you will be more
effective on the MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING Classified Page, starting
in Au gu st .

Rates: $2.00 per word, 15 word
minim um . Abb reviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count
as one word each. All classified
adve rtis ing must be prepaid.
Non-com missionabIe.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is
the first day of the month preceding
publication date.

Copy: All advertising must be submitted in typewritten, double spaced form. No telephone orders
accepted.
Box Number: Inquire Classified
Dept.
Display Classified: One - twelfth
page (one column x 2 3/8 ") is available at $395.

Payment: Payment in U.S. funds
must accompany each order. Mail
copy to Doryne Gerstein, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, 10 Paragon
Drive, POB 433, Montvale, NJ
07645.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves
the right to accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING Classified.

Up to 50 words FREE ' to companies that are looking for employees
who hold CMA certificates and so
specify in advertisement.
Up to six insertions.

beginners in pu b lic acco u n tin g o r fo r
co llege stu d en ts, th is bo ok is su p erb .
For those in m an agemen t acco un tin g, it
m ight sho w th e p lu ses a n d m in u se s o f
what a c a r e e r in p u b lic ac c o u n t in g
might have been. Women accou n tan ts
will find th is b o o k h elp fu l in evalu atin g
t h e ir r e c e p t io n in t h e a c c o u n t i n g
profession.
Decision Making. An Organizational Behavior Approach by Johannes M. Pen nings, editor — Reprints of 15 im p o rtan t
articles. Th e m aterial is so m e wh at academ ic in ap p ro ach bu t wo u ld b e h igh ly
useful for st u d en t s a n d research ers in
the field o f o rgan izatio n al b eh avio r.
How to Start a nd Operate a Mail -Order
Business, 4th edition by Ju li a n L. Simon -550 pages o f everyth in g y o u n eed
to run an effective mail -order o peratio n.
Even NAA is a m ajor

user

of

mai l - o r -

der in
marketing
its
self
-study
and PEP
p ro gra ms . Th i s
book covers every
aspect of mail -order
fro m cal cu l ati n g
costs and margins
through ad testing,
writing copy, and
using computers.

I1JUAN L -WON

W
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�

r
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Cont rol i n Busi ness Orga nizati ons by
Kenneth A. Merch an t —The au th o r, a
professor at Harvard Business Sch oo l,
draws on his teach in g exp erience to co ver three m ain p oints: Wh at typ es of con MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987
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ROM AC is a full- service, professional personnel
firm, specializing in accounting, banking and data
processing. We work with both corporate clients and
job candidates — matching an individual's skills with
the client's needs. Whether you need permanent personnel for key positions, or part -time people for short and long -term assignments, ROMAC is your single
personnel source. Every ROMAC office is staffed by
professionals with experience in accounting, banking
and data processing. Best of all, we guarantee every
candidate we send you.
For information on our permanent and temporary
personnel services, simply call the ROMAC office
nearest you. Any time

44ROMC

d t l r p n w Ml mn p M a N

Creative Accou nti ng: How to Make Your
Profits Wh a t You Wa n t Th em t o B e by
Ian Gri ffi ths —This bo ok is availab le
from Nick Birch , Wa te rs to n e & Co .,
143 Kensin gto n High Street, Lo n d o n
W8, Englan d —A few chapter titles give
you a flavor o f th e b o o k: Ho w to In crea se In c o m e ; H o w to Pilfer th e P en sion Fu nd ; Ho w t o Ta m p e r w ith Ta x ation; How to Flatter Fixed Assets.
While written fro m a British viewpoint, with a certain tongue -in -cheek
approach , th e au th o r d escrib es the h igh
degree of su bjectivity and jud gm en t th at
go into acco u n tin g. Aimed at statem en t
users, the bo o k wo u ld b e o f eq u al interest to prep arers, p articularly tho se with
a financial rep o rtin g p rob lem .

•

ROMAC & ASSOCIATES
Personnel Consultants.
For Accounting. Banking
and Data Processing

Albany
Atlanta
Bala Cynwyd PA
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago

Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas
Dayton
Denver
Detroit
Fort Lauderdale
Hartford

Houston
Jacksonville
Memphis
Milford CT
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Orlando
Paramus NJ

Philadelphia
Phoenix
Portland ME
Partsmoulh N I I
Providence
Ralei gh Durham
Richmond
Rochester

tit Louis
Tampa
Washington D.C.
Wellesley Hills MA
W ilmington DE
Winston -Salem

Franchises available Call Dick Merrick toll free at 1 -800- 341 -0263.
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tro ls sh ou ld be used and em phasised?
Ho w sh ou ld a com pany im plem ent a
" t ig h t " co ntrol system ? Ho w should
p erfo rm a n ce be m easure d to ho ld people acco un table for the results they produce? Co rp orate and division controllers wo u ld benefit fr om read ing this
v o l u m e , e s p e c ia l l y it s p r a c t i c a l
examp les.
Th e Vi su al Di splay of Quant i tati ve I nfo rmat i on by Edward R. Tuft e —A written review cannot possibly do justice to
th is b o o k, whic h depend s prim a rily on

its volum inous illustrations. If y o u ar e
involved in presenting financial inform at ion t o m an age m en t in gr aph ic format and want to go beyond the relatively lim ited graphics available in most
PC -ba sed s o f t w a r e p a c ka g e s , you
should obtain a copy of this book directly from the publisher at Graphics Press,
Box 430, Cheshire, Conn. 06410. It's an
outstanding value f or $34. Chapters on
c h a r t j u n k, gr ap hica l in te gr it y, an d
graphical ex cellence will help any pre pare r do an hone st j ob o f co m m un ication. What m ore can you want?
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
William W. Lowery, Akron Cascade,
was named vice president at Annaco.
Patricia M. Casey, Boston, was appointed director of internal audit at Brandeis
University, Waltham, M a s s . . . . Michael J. Flannery is now controller at
Nellie Mae, Inc., Braintree, Mass.
Drew Smith, Cedar Rapids, is now controller for the Taylor Companies, Taylor Associates, RoofWare and MidCost.
Joseph V. Weber, Cleveland East, was
promoted to national director of accounting research at Ernst & Whinney.
Steven P. Odum, Columbus, was promoted to vice president— finance at
Byer & Bowman Advertising Agency,
William J. Maus, Erie, was elected vice

by
Irvin N. Gleim
Dale L. Flasher

• Third Edition
• Covers All 5 Parts
• New Two-Volume Format
I — Outlines & S tudy Guides
II — Problems & Solutions

• Send $21.95 for Each Volume
Accounting Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 12848
University Station
Gainesv ille, FL 32604

or call (904)

375 -0772

president — finance, and treasurer, at
Lord Corp. He is a past national vice
president of NAA.
Roy Lorenzo, Greater Ozarks, was promoted to treasurer at CMI Industries.
William G. Walvoord, Member -atLarge, was promoted to manager —
compu ter audit ass istance group , at
Coopers & Lybrand, Houston, Tex.
William R. Herrington, Nashville, has
formed W. R. Herrington & Co., Brentwood, Tenn.
John F. Annetta, New Jersey- Meadowlands president, was promoted to vice
president of White Rose Frozen Foods.
. . . Joseph A. Antonello is now controller at Delta Cooling Towers, Inc., Fairfield, N.J.
Yvonne P. Goldsmith, New York, is now
executive vice president and chief operations officer at the Greenwich Workshop, Inc., a Connecticut -based fine art
publisher.... Alexander W. Turnbull is
now senior vice president /chief financial officer at Ocean Spray Cranberries.

utors, an Alco Health Services Division.
James K. Vesco, Pittsburgh, was promoted to vice president— treasurer of
Sundor Group Inc., owner of the Latrobe Brewing Co.
Michael A. Troup, Sr., Quincy Area,
was promoted to vice president/controller of Quintron Corp.
Kent F. Alcott, Rockford, was named
controller of Elco Industries' Consumer
Products Group.... Frederick Krosner
was promoted to president and chief executive off=icer of Eclipse, Inc.
Bernard G. Amende, Rochester, was appointed corporate controller at Hammer Lithograph Corp.
Michael R. Simmons, Syracuse, was
promoted to division controller at
Crouse -Hinds Co.
Randall P. Perry, Texas Bay Area, is
now controller of the Pasadena Independent School District.
Donald Patton, Valley Forge, was promoted to executive vice president of finance and administration of the Philadelphia Flyers.

r

Carl F. Tenni]1e, Washington, is now
controller with UMAW Health /Retirement funds. He i s a memb er of the
Committee on Public Relations.
MAUS

TURNBULL

Erie

New York

Timothy J. Gavin, Northwest Suburban
Chicago, has joined Juno Lighting Inc.,
as assistant comptroller.

Dale Von Behren, Waukesha Area, was
promoted to director of administration
and finance of the Morgan Distribution
Division in Harrisburg, Pa.

Emeritus Life Associates (ELAs)
Paul J. Westerburg, Olean- Bradford, is
now controller of Ram Forest Products,
Shinglehouse, Pa.
Robert D. Sandeen, Omaha, was promoted to vice president — finance at
Northern Natural Gas.
Dennis A. Luke, Philadelphia, was appointed controller of Rita -Ann Distrib-

Jack G. Barnhill, Northwestern Michigan, past president.
Isabelle B. Bender, Los Angeles.
E. Joseph Beyersdorfer, Cincinnati.
Harold J. Burke, Chicago.
Edward H. Carlson, Long Island.
Robert S. Cooms, Scottsdale Area, past
president.
Blaine H. Delp, York.
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Fran ci s J. Dignan, Norwich, past John H. Tierney, Scottsdale Area, past
president.
president.
Stewart Edgerton, Member -at- Large, Thomas J. Torpey, Raritan Valley, past
USA.
president. SCMS.
Keen W. Franklin, Pittsburgh, past David C. Trundle, Chattanooga, past
president..
president. SCMS.
Alex J. Gaal, Columbus, past national Grayson E. Tuck, Richmond Lee.
director, 1979 -81. Stuart Cameron Lorne A. Turner, Member -at- Large,
McLeod Society (SCMS).
Canada.
John H. Gilby, Chicago, past president. Richard E. Wells, Dayton,
SCMS.
Howard M. Wicker, Lake Superior.
John E. Grace, Rockford,
Jan Zwets, Salt Lake Area.
Eugene L. Haidet, Canton.
Thomas M. Hall, South Jersey Shore.
In Memoriam
Seymour J. Harris, New Orleans.
Frederick R. Hartley, North Central Leslie W. Angell, 93, Providence, 1920.
Ohio.
Emeritus Life Associate (ELA).
Clayton S. Hendricks, Greater Green- Andrew L. Barnett, 39, Atlanta North,
ville, past president.
1986.
Stanley Max Hunt, Minneapolis Viking. Albert H. Deierling, 77, Chicago, past
Alexander Koepp, Chicago.
president, 1960. ELA. Stuart Cameron
Alan Lehman, Wheeling.
McLeod Society. (SCMS).
John J. Marquis, Virginia Skyline.
William T. Jackson, Jr., 53, Morris -EsE. Donald Martin, Central Illinois.
sex, 1961.
Harold K. Melvin, Bangor- Waterville.
Raymond G. Kamrath, 58, Milwaukee,
Ralph E. Meyer, Northwest Suburban 1 976.
Chicago, past national director, 1972- J.L. Kavanagh, 71, Providence, 1979.
74. SCMS.
G.E. Rice, 63, San Fernando Valley,
Ralph Olenick, Wichita.
1963.
William B. Overstreet, Jr., Roanoke, Robert L. Turgeau, 52, New Orleans,
past president.
1971.
Robert W. Rapp, Atlanta North.
John J. Vallillo. 44, Bridgeport, 1979.
Louis C. Reymond, New York.
Gary L. Wenger, 37, Reading, 1980.
Paul A. Rydin, Phoenix.
Alton R. Wheelock, 66, Virginia SkyJohn R. Sheaffer, Dayton.
line, 1978.

Executive Director Challenges Board
When John F. Chironna attended the national board of directors
meeting this January —his first as executive director —he described how much NAA has meant to him both personally and professionally. He explained that one of his chief objectives is to help
the Association grow in order to share the benefits of membership
with as many people as possible. To do this, he would need the aid
and support of the Board. Believing that member acquisition is especially important, he challenged every Board member —as well as
himself —to sign up two new members a month. "By pulling together, we can accomplish our mission," he said, "and keep the Association on a healthy track."
Every Board member who signs up two or more members in any
month will be recognized in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING magazine each time. Board members are urged to write Mr. Chironna at
the NAA office, giving him the names of the new members. He
already has started —he recently signed up his son William, an accountant, and Mike Lovallo, a senior manager of accounting in
Paris.
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New Products /Services

ply as they now use their normal facsimile machines. ViewFax is a self -contained desktop unit with a 9 -inch screen
and a high resolution camera. It offers
the same cost - effective alternative to
overnight package delivery that a traditional facsimile machine provides to
overnight document delivery. In th e
case of a design prototype or a mechanical part, ViewFax can "fax" a full -dimensional picture of the prototype to a
group in another city for evaluation, allowing a decision to be reached in less
than a minute. The cost is that of an ordinary phone call. For further information, call Murata Business Systems in
Dallas, Tex., at (214) 392 -1622.

Telex Communications, Inc.'s MagnaByte.
Telex Communications, Inc. has introduced MagnaByte, a computer image
projection system for overhead projectors. MagnaByte produces a high -contrast monochrome display and accurately preserves color information through
various shades of gray. The system consists of a translucent liquid display
(LCD) "palette" that fits on top of a
standard overhead projector, an interface card which inserts into the host PC
to provide power to the display palette
via a standard interface cable, and a
hand -held remote control with contrast,
negative /positive image, clear screen
and reverse /forward functions. Prepared presentations are made easy by
using standard word processing, spreadsheet, and charting techniques —all
available through existing PC software.
Drama and interest can be added to presentations by using software which provides type style variations, graphics and
even mo t io n , in cl ud in g an i mat ed
sweeps, dissolves, pans, and rolls. Measuring 12" x 15 ", the palette weighs 6
lbs. and is constructed of impact- resistant materials with non -slip rubber feet.
MagnaByte is compatible with the Telex Intell igent Workst ation Series,
IBM's P C / XT / AT, or the Ap ple II
family. It requires no special software.
For further information, call toll free 1800 -828 -6107; in Minnesota call (612)
887 -5531.
Q.W. Page Associates Inc. has intro78

Elizabeth Warren, Editor

duced NewViews, a flexible real -time
accounting software package that integrates all accounting functions into one
master program. NewViews uses the
computer screen as a window on a complete set of accounting books enabling
users t o mo ve d i rect l y and easily
through the books without a hierarchy
of menus. The program is built around
a hierarchical database that starts at a
menu selection screen and ends at transaction details. Each higher level of the
database is built upon the preceding level's records. Each line on a screen expands int o a wind ow contai ning the
supporting transactions, records, or calculations, down to the most elemental
transactions. All accounts and reports
are updated instantly once the user inputs data, and all reports from the lowest branch to the highest consolidated
report are updated in real -time on a
transaction by transaction basis. NewViews ru ns on th e IBM PC , AT and
100 % compatibles with 256K bytes and
DOS 2.0 or higher. A hard disk is recommended. The package also includes a
free customer - support telephone line.
For further information, write to Q.W.
Page Associates Inc., One St. Clair Avenue West, 8th Floor, Toronto, Canada
M4V 2Z5, or call (416) 923 -4567.
Murata Business Systems has released
ViewFax, a facsimile machine that lets
users view three - dimensional images of
objects thousands of miles away as sim-

Hewlett- Packard Company's HP 82240A
infrared printer.
Hewlett- Packard Company has introd u ce d t h e HP 8224 0A, a battery powered infrared printer designed for
use with the HP Business Consultant
calculator. The printer receives its output from flashing but invisible infrared
LED in the calculator when it is situated up to 18 inches away and within a
60- degree arc. It is powered by four AA
alkaline batteries or by an optional AC
adapter, and uses thermal technology to
print a 24- character line in just under a
second. Users can sit down anywhere,
perform complicated business calculations, and get a hard copy record withMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1987
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Corporate Class Software, Inc. (a new
subsidiary of Celanese Corp.) has introduced FASTAR, an advanced financial
reporting and analysis software package
designed for departmental use by financial professionals using IBM personal
computers or compatibles. FASTAR collects, organizes, manages, and consolidates financial data and provides user -defined capabilities for creating financial
and corporate reports. Additional application areas addressed by FASTAR include international planning and analysis,
consolidation and tax analysis, and financial reporting functions such as currency
conversions, journal entries, hierarchy
roll -ups, and computation of year -to -date
totals and variances. Data can be loaded
into FASTAR both manually and from
microcomputer packages such as Lotus 12-3 and Ashton - Tate's dBASE, as well as
from departmental and corporate databases and basic financial systems. Data
can also be incorporated from outside
sources such as the Dow Jones News /Retrieval service. FASTAR ru ns on the
IBM PC with hard disk, PC XT, AT,
and compatibles from Compaq, Hewlett Packard Co., and AT &T, running PCDOS or MS -DOS 2.1 or higher. A minimum of 640 kilobytes of memory is
required. FASTAR supports IBM Token
Ring, Novell and Ethernet -based local

Engineered Data Products, Inc.'s electronic desk, ED Junior.

ED Junior, from Engineered Date
Products, Inc. is a wood -grain finished
desk designed to house a computer and
its components, and eliminate two separate workstations. ED Junior features
include a fully adjustable monitor stand
housed under a tempered high- impact
glass panel in the desk top, a keyboard
drawer with drop front, a CPU pedestal
plus an additional storage drawer, a
locking tambour door, and a six- outlet
po wer s tri p with a lighted on /off
switch. Optional features include a two drawer pedestal in place of CPU storage
and a 15" x 30" work extension which
folds to the side. Contact Rob Beardsley
or Britt Price, in Denver, Colo., at (303)
289 -4676 or 800 -525 -0193.
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Absolute Security, Ine.'s ELECTRONIC AUDITOR 1100E is a standalone
computer security device to detect computer fraud, even that committed by authorized users with valid access rights.
The ELECTRONIC AUDITOR monitors all computer activity and systematically checks critical files and command
structures. When it detects file alteration, it immediately alerts security personnel by audio - visual signals, and then
provides real -time data that can be broken down by a number of variables,
such as user, application or station. The
standalone computer is hard -wired to
the host system and is preprogrammed
for one -way communication. The processor, storage systems, and all control
functions are sealed inside the unit's
cabinet, and the printer and video are
nondetachable. Input to the system is
restricted to a video light pen which
controls the menu selection. For information, write to Absolute Security, Inc.,
63 Great Road, P.O. Box 399, May-

LEARN -PC Video Systems has released
dBASE III Plus: Beginning and Intermediate Skills, a PC videotape training program for users of the dBase III Plus computer. The comprehensive two - volume
package consists of two videotapes, two
guidebooks, a demonstration floppy disk,
and helper plate. Participants first watch
a procedure on the videotape that shows
exactly which keys to press and how the
computer screen looks. They then use the
LEARN -PC disk and guidebook to complete the same procedure on their computer. The program is available in VHS
or Beta format or U -Matic videotapes.
The package can be used as a self -study
course or with a teacher in classroom settings to train entire departments. Additional guidebooks and demonstration disk
sets are available. For further information, call 1- 800 -532 -7672; in Minnesota,
call (612) 377 -2222.

area networks. For more information, call
Richard J. Lyons in New York City, at
(212) 719 -8434.

&

Absolute Security, Inc. 's ELECTRONIC
AUDITOR 1100E c om puter fraud
detector.

nard, Mass. 01754, or call (617) 8971991.

&

out getting tangled up in cords or wires.
The HP 82240A measures 3.6" x 7.3" x
2.5 ", and weighs 1 lb. with a full roll of
paper and batteries. For more information, write to Inquiries Manager, Hewlett- Packard Co. 1820 Embarcadero
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, or call
800 -367 -4772.
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Classified
I
I

Line of Credit
Asa memberofthe National Associationof Accountants, youcan apply fora line ofcredit up
to $35,000 ... on your signatureonly.
■ All transactions handled by mail.
■ Special interest rate of 5.9010 over Prime.
■ No fees of any kind.
Takeadvantageof this specialoffer.Writeus,orcalltollfree. You'll receive ourmini- application right away!
SECURITY PACIFIC
EXECUlIVEIPROEESSIONA1SERVICES
14201 East 41h Avenue, Ste 142, Aurora CO 80011
Gih,rxio ms dente call collec t 3379494
Toll lr t (800) 525.1132

PLANS 'n TOTALS(tm)

up

Discover why THE JOURNAL OF CORPORATE COMPUTING said "for all aspects of
business planning, budgeting, forecasting manpower, P &L, operational analyses, financial
analyses, and financial statements — including
variances, for to 5 years" and "if your budget allows only one software purchase P &T
should be it." And why THE BOOK OF IBM
SOFTWARE said "overall rating 'A'." And
why ONLINE TODAY said "provides sophistication otherwise out of the reach of most
enterprises." Over 100 built -in reports. Only
$99 factory direct. Credit cards. Money back
guarantee. Resource N, 721 Lowell Street,
Carlisle, Mass. 01741. (617) 2644450.

Rates: $2.00 per word, 15 word
minimum. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count
as one word each. All classified
advertising must be prepaid.
Non- commissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is
the first day of the month preceding publication date.
80

VICE PRE SID ENT FI NA NC E AND
ADMINISTRATION. A manufacturing
company located in Fort Wayne, Ind., has
an executive position available in its department of Finance and Administration.
The company is a subsidiary of a Swedish
multinational group. The responsibilities of
the position include: accounting, financing,
management reporting, controlling, reporting to Gro up headquar ters overseas.
Monthly forecasting, yearly budgeting,
strategic planning according to Group procedures. Develop administrative systems
and routines. Coordinate the local operations (product development, production).
Prepare board meeting agenda, make presentations to the Board of Directors. Serve
as a member of the company's management comm ittee. Educational requirements are college graduate with a graduate
degree in economics, MBA or Master of
Political Science. Other special requirements: three years experience of a similar
position including one year of work experience applying Swedish accounting principles and 2 years experience in marketing,
product development and finance. Must be
able to read, write and speak Swedish fluently. Basic salary is $60,000 per annum,
normal work hours, 40 hr. /week, no overtime pay. Applicants should send resumes
with Social Security Numbers to the Indiana State Employment Service, 10 N, Senate Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., 46204, Attention: W.F. Shepherd. Please refer to I.D.
Number 3095826.

CONTINUOUS FORMS. Fits packaged
software. 5 -day turnaround. Checks, Invoices, Statements, etc, Custom forms and
envelopes also. Color and type choice. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call Checks -to -Go
at, 800 - 854 -2750; or 800 -552 -8817 in
Calif.; 800 - 336 -2961 in Alaska; 619 -5889903 Local. Ask for Mary.

: $ 1 0009000
Take It orLeave It!

PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
TIR ED OF TH E C O R PO R A TE RAT
RACE? You can start your practice with
$30,000 in annual billing, the ability to secure 10 to 15 new clients every month,
computer training and software. Call Accounts Unlimited for Details at (800) 6422729; in N.J. call (609) 629 -2900.

WANTED
WANTED: Staff and Senior Accountants,
Financial Analysts, Accounting Managers,
Auditors, Controllers, Cost Accountants.
We are a full- service professional employment agency specializing in Accounting/
Financial executives. Send resumes to: T.J.
HAYES ASSOCIATES, INC., P.O. Box
2725, Fall River, Mass. 02722, or call Lillian King at (617) 679 -0202.
WANTED: Advertisers who want to reach
thousands o f M A N A G E M E N T ACCOUNTI NG decision makers for only
$2.00 a word. Whether you are buying,
selling, booking, or hiring, you will be
more effective in the MANAGEMENT ACC O U N T I N G Class ified page. Cont act
Doryne Gerstein (201) 573 -6275.

1

Do

With regard to mandatory distributions
from [RAs and Qualified Plans at age
70112, consideration must be given to the
potential impact of the new excise taxes
on distributions and accumulations.
To minimize the impact of this. tax
burden, we offer a Comprehensive
Distribution Plan (CDP) with reasonable
and practical solutions.
Fo r m o re inform ation, write for
FORM CDP.

want
to reach
hundreds of thousands
of corporate
accountants
with your
product or service?
Call Do ryne Ge rstein

(201) 573 -6275

HERBERT BEHRENS PENSIONS LTD.
303 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Copy: All advertising must be submitted in typewritten, double spaced form. No telephone orders
accepted.
Box Number: Write Doryne Gerstein at MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
Display Classified: One - twelfth
page (one column x 2%-) is available at $395.

Payment: Payment in U.S. funds
must accompany each order. Mail
copy to Doryne Gerstein, MANAGE
MENT ACCOUNTING, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves
the right to accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING Classified.

to 50 words FREE to companies that are looking for employees
who hold CMA certificates and so
specify in advertisement.
Up

'

$35,,000

BUSINESS
FORMS

you

D E P R E C I A T I O N / F I X E D ASS ET
MANAGEMENT. Over 150 users nationwide, many call this the best program
available at an y p rice. IBM- PC /XT /AT
and compatibles. Federal, State and Book
detail by month. SL, DB, DDB and ACRS
methods. Full screen editing of detailed records custom reports, sorting, splitting and
merging, variable FYE an d m ore. NEW,
Version 2.0 $95.00. Visa /MC accepted.
Money Back Guarantee. Softlink, 10 Avon
Road, Binghamton, N.Y. 13905. (607)
722 -4652.

HELP
WANTED

10 — i ns e r ti ons
up

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
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Why 200 of the
World'sLargestCompanies
Use System W
(9

Budgetingand
Performance
Monitoring
"Deadlines." In spite of starting the
budgeting cycle earlier every year,
many ofthesecompanies continued to
experience a problem meeting their
annual budget development deadline
and theirmonthlybudget performance
reporting deadlines.
Using System W, these same
companies have significantly reduced
theamount oftimerequired toprepare
their annual budget and to provide
monthly performance reports for
management. Department heads can
even draft theirbudgets on a microcomputer using Lotus 1 -2 -3 or Personal
W' so data can becollected electronically for consolidation and reporting on
thecorporatemainframebySystem W.
Time savings of50°0 or more
are not unusual with System V.
even when budgeting locations are
spread around the world or when a
major structural change, like areorganization or an acquisition, needs to be
incorporated at the last minute.
V

2

Financial
Consolidation
andReporting

"Too little, too late. 'This was theway
many of these companies described
their management's attitude about their
internal financial reporting systems.
Too little...because only actuals by
legal entity were reported when
management also needs actuals and
forecasts by lines of business, by
geographic location, and more. Too
late... because turnaround time for
consolidations often exceeded two
weeks, particularly when their subsidiaries have general ledger software
packages which are not compatible
with the corporate general ledger.
Nowusing SystemW, thecontroller's staffoften can gather the data and
prepare monthly reports and forecasts
in days rather than weeks to meet
managements needs.
Time savings of this kind are
not unusual with System W...even
when complexallocations and eliminations are required. or when multinational divisions and different general
ledger systems are involved in the
consolidations.

3

LongTerm
Planning

"Change is constant. " Plain and
simple, manyofthese companies claim
that the other software they tried was
justtoo inflexible to accommodate their
planning assumptions. And, planners
start from an assumption of change.
The lack of a way to view their companies' plans from many different
perspectives was mentioned most
often when these companies described
the Achilles heel of their long -term
planning process.
Using System W, these planners
nowoften develop alternative scenarios
quantifying many different strategic
perspectives with full confidence that
the long -term plan can be changed
quickly and easily to accommodate
just about any change in business
conditions.
Time savings and productivity
increases of this nature are commonplace with System W...even if
you reorganize twicea year, acquire or
divest companies regularly, or if external conditions change dramatically.

Copyright : 1987 by COMSHARE. INCORPORATED

Software for Business Management,System W, a completeproduct lineofmainframeand microcomputer software, makesit possible
to build a reporting system of essential corporate information for management control in budgeting, financial consolidations, long -term planning and
othermanagement accounting applications, From investigative analysis toreports and charts for formal presentation, System W's reporting capabilities
areflexibleenough toanswer thefull range of management's requests. System W solves the chronic problem most corporations faceofaccessing data
from incompatible software products for use in management reporting. System W helps you succeed in your corporate mission despite a constantly
changing business environment. Whatever happens, System W can smoothlysupport your management needs for information.

00+0 O'X

Get the facts on System W!
Forcasestudies on howindividualcompanies use
System W, write or call Chris Kelly at Comshare
1.800-922-7979.In Michigan, 313 -994.4800. In
Canada.416-675-6363.
System runs onIBMmainframes using VM!CMSor MVS,TSC operating
systems, and onDEC VAX VMS. Thepersonal computer components run
on IBM PCIAT or fully compatible microcomputers. Lotus and 1.2.3 are
registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
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3001 South State St,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108
Circle number 9 on reply card.

"In our suit - happy societi; checking references for the
real meaning is as difficult an art as writing them. No
service booklet could be more valuable than ibis."

'A savvy clear - headed look at the tough business of getting a job candidate's old employer to open up to you. "
Ed Foley, Editor, E xecu t i v e Pr o d u ct i vi t y

Malcolm S. Forbes, Chairman, Fo r b es M a g az i ne

`Any businessperson who doesn't read this booklet
carefidll ,is missing a wealth of practical information. "

Martin Edelston, Publisher, B o a r d r o o m R ep o r t s

"Never hire another manager without following Robert
Half's advice. Business would be better run if executives

took the time to do what this booklet suggests. "
Alfred M. King, Nat ional Ass n. of Accountants

FREE
Published as a public service. This booklet is yoursfree by
contacting your Robert Half office, or writing to:
Robert Half International Inc., Administrative Services Dept.,
522 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10036.

O accounting,
R O Rfinancial
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Circle number 1 on reply card.
® 1986 Robert Half International Inc.
NI offices independently owned and operated.

